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March 6, 2018

Dear Official Recipients, 

It is with considerable disappointment that I provide you this outline as a precursor, if necessary, 
to an April 15, 2018 evidence backed document.

To specific stakeholders: Canadian Politicians, the Canadian Judicial process, the Canadian 
media, Canadian Law enforcement, Canada Soccer,  McCarthy Tetrault and York University, 

‘In the evilness of your world in my regard, at what point does bad politics, Machiavelli ideology, 
scapegoating coverup of reality and the collusion of deceit get trumped by truthfulness, morality, 
ethics, accountability and humanity?’

Is it when the truth of a circumstance is within the publics economic interest to be illuminated?  

After all, even the “devil’s greed” would appreciate that rationale.  In 2018 it is very much a 
cliche to state, 

‘Canada has an annual economic burden of $51 billion as a consequence of untreated poor 
mental health of which substance disability contributes $10-15 billion.

Taking this into account, how do you penetrate this burden?  

Most politicians will answer…“I don't know”…and as a consequence it remains.

Applying pure logic then, you should empower persons suffering poor mental health in the form 
of substance disability that is not yet managed, to open up to receive support in order that they 
may improve their lives.  Not because as “devils” you necessarily care an iota about these 
cruelly labelled “misfits" but rather because economically, it would be a positive benefit for you 
and others, to do so.

And with that, I outline to the readers of this correspondence, why the James vs York University  
case is so important, not only to expose the institutional wickedness behind the preventable 
social injustice deliberately delivered to Paul James over for the past decade but also because 
as a litmus test for anyone contemplating seeking support, the lesson is very clear,

“Better to risk your life at all costs in not seeking help, than to subject yourself to the 
unadulterated stigmatized brutality that awaits once you jump onto the support roundabout”.

But don't take my word for it.  Do your research if you care to.  It will reveal a shocking account 
of how poorly persons with substance disabilities are treated, the perpetrators surfing from polar 
opposite positions of willful ignorance condemning criminals on one end of the continuum to 
patronizing permanent invalids on the other, confirming in either case, as “misfits”, we have 
absolutely no enforceable rights.

Until Canadian citizens living with substance disabilities can be assured their human rights will 
be protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms there can be no 
progress on improving Canada’s poor mental health; the economic burden it fuels; and the 
ongoing suffering behind closed doors which the status quo guarantees.
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It is one reason why the Paul James matter is of such national and international significance.

Another reason relates to the observation the likeable Bob Rae and I both agreed on - we live in 
a very sick world.  

And with that, I assert to you, after a decade of personal preventable discrimination along with 
the pain and humiliation of eight hunger strikes, soon to be nine, there is no greater illustration 
than the malice infected handling of the Paul James matter, to illustrate Canada’s own 
contribution to the global pathological sickness of which the misaligned, War on Drugs, ironically 
corrected as a maxim by the brilliant Canadian Gabor Mate, is a significant facilitator. 

“There has never been a War on Drugs.  How can you possibly have a war on inanimate things?  
There has only ever been a War on People”.  

So brilliantly correct it takes your breath away once you are a victim of the war!

The longer the Paul James circumstance is permitted to continue the greater Canada’s 
perverted  contribution will be to the sickness.

Morally, each intended official recipient of this correspondence as highlighted in the next section 
has an irrevocable obligation to ALL Canadians to get to the truth of the Paul James matter 
considering the significant consequences one way or another.  And with consideration of the 
decade long deliberate damage caused to my life as a consequence of deliberate non-
resolution, such urgency to get to the truth has to be on my time schedule and not the political 
agenda of others.  

Thirty nine days to the next hunger strike protest is as natural a laxative as one could behold.

Respectfully,

Paul James

“Prime Minister Trudeau, By now you should have heard quite a bit about Paul James.  If you haven’t people 
in your organization are keeping you out of the picture.  I had the privilege of coaching Paul James when I 
was the Canadian Olympic and World Cup soccer coach in the 80’s.   We made it to the quarter-finals of the 
Olympics losing in a shoot-out to Brazil.  Two years later we qualified for the World Cup in Mexico (1986). The 
only time that the Canadian men’s team has done that. Paul James was a key member of those teams and I 
have never coached anyone in my long career that had the commitment of Paul.   He was exceptionally fit, 
totally committed and was in the action non-stop.   Like me Paul is an immigrant from the UK.   I was very 
proud to be sworn in as a Canadian in the early 80’s.   I’m not so proud today when I see how Paul is being 
treated and if this continues, like Paul I would be inclined to consider quashing my Canadian 
citizenship”. Tony Waiters former Canadian Olympic and World Cup coach 

It is unfortunate that in today’s society mental health and addiction issues still carry a very negative connotation.  
Even at his lowest point, Paul James was able to achieve something that many university coaches only dream of.  
There is no doubt that those OUA championships were derived from the coach’s dedication, quality, and expertise to 
get the very best of his players.   It is absurd to me that issues in his private life would ever be seen as taking away 
from his coaching ability.   It is truly unfortunate that he has not been given the ability to work with another group of 
players, as it would be a great shame to waste his knowledge, experience, and expertise as a coach.  Laura Arduini  
Former CIS ALL Canadian and Graduate of University of Toronto 
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1.  Dissemination of this Correspondence

This document including the preceding introduction note is being sent to the following persons 
as it relates to the Paul James vs York University human rights discrimination claim extending 
six years through the Canadian judicial process and a decade from the original acts of 
prejudice, discrimination and harassment I received in 2008 and beyond as a consequence of 
my known mental disabilities at York University and Maple Leafs Sports & Entertainment (GOL 
TV).  
• Former Premier of Ontario and Current Lawyer/Mediator: Bob Rae
•          The Past Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada: Beverley McLachlin
• The Right Honourable Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada: Richard Wagner  
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Rosalie Silberman Abella
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Michael J.Moldaver 
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Andromache Karakatsanis
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Clément Gascon 
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Suzanne Côté 
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Russell Brown 
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Malcolm Rowe
•          The Honourable SCC Justice Sheilah L. Martin
• The Right Honourable Prime Minister of Canada: Justin Trudeau
• The Honourable Attorney General of Canada: Jody Wilson-Raybould
• The Minister of Sport and Disability: Kirsty Duncan 
• Leader Conservative Party of Canada (Conservative Party MP’s): Andrew Scheer
• Leader NDP Party of Canada (NDP Party MP”s): Jagmeet Singh 
• Leader of Green Party of Canada (Green Party MP’s): Elizabeth May
• President York University: Rhonda Lenton
• Past President York University: Mahmoud Shoukri 
• Past President York University: Lorna Marsden
• General Secretary/Counsel McCarthy Tetrault: Malcolm Mercer
• President of Canada Soccer: Steve Reed
• Board of Directors of Canada Soccer: Nick Bontis, Wendy Bedingfield, Paul-

Claude Bérubé, Brian Burden, Charmaine Crooks, Charlie Cuzzetto, Ryan 
Fequet, Gerald MacDonald, Penny Marrett, Leanne Nicolle, John Pugh, Robert 
Richardson, Don Story

• Chairman of Maple Leafs Sports and Entertainment: Larry Tanenbaum
• President of Maple Leafs Sports and Entertainment: Michael Friisdahl
• Chief Editor of the National Post: Anne Marie Owens
• Editor in Chief of the Canadian Press: Steve Meurice 
• Reporter Toronto Star: Rosie DiManno
• Reporter Globe and Mail: Cathal Kelly
• Reporter Globe and Mail: Andre Picard
• Sports Editor The Canadian Press: Neil Davidson  
• President CBC: Hubert T. Lacroix
•          Reporter CBC: Tom Harrington
•          Reporter CBC: Mark Kelly
• Chief of Toronto Police: Mark Sanders
• Past Chief of Toronto Police: Bill Blair 
• Acting Commissioner of RCMP: Daniel Dubeau
• FIFA President:  Gianni Infantino
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• United Nations Executive Secretary: António Guterres 

2.  Public Transparency 

As an antidote to the Canadian Judicial and Canadian media’s non-transparency (non-reporting) 
on the true facts and evidence in regards to the Paul James matter, this outline and future 
documents are being sent to Paul James supporters and other Canadian/International citizens:

a. who are desirous of the necessity for correcting social injustices in relation to 
discrimination based on mental health disability.

b. who expect public, academic, political, judicial, policing, media and sporting 
institutions to be ethical, transparent, fair, just, educated, equitable, moral, 
respectful, dignified, and truthful in the execution of their responsibilities.

c. who expect, when mistakes and/or unlawful decisions are fairly confronted then 
the process of seeking accountability and justice is devoid of deliberate delay, 
collusion, deceit, partiality, conflict of interests, false/manipulative reporting and 
obstruction of justice.

This and future document(s) will also be uploaded online and through social media.

3.  Format 

To avoid “readers cramp” I have separated the full outline into a series of readings to be 
released over the coming days after this initial outline.

4.  The Conclusion First:Unashamedly Ashamed to be Living as a Canadian   Citizen

There is no middle ground in the Paul James matter moving forward in 2018.  

Either I finally cease to exist fighting for warranted social justice or the extreme social injustice I 
have faced is corrected and millions of citizens in Canada and around the world will begin to live 
‘stigma improved lives’ to the benefit of all. 

In igniting the end to the Paul James matter and as a consequence of the deliberate non-
resolution and non-access to social justice for the overt abuse of my human rights as 
purportedly protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, I now 
officially, respectfully and resolutely request to the:

a. Supreme Court of Canada
b. Canadian Parliament
c. Canadian Government 
d. The Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
e. Minister of Sport and Disability  Kirsty Duncan
f. Canada Soccer President Steve Reed and Canada Soccer Board of Directors 

That:
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• An immediate RCMP investigation into my life with particular reference to the period 
2008-2018 and the full allotment of Canadian citizens as outlined in Part Two of this 
document to be released March 9, 2018.

• Immediate steps are taken to renounce my Canadian citizenship and annul my status as a 
Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame inductee, respectively.

Alternatively:

• An avenue is presented whereby Paul James in the human rights discrimination claim James 
vs York University & HRTO through assigned legal counsel of my choosing is reviewed at the 
Supreme Court of Canada and/or fair resolution is delivered to Paul James and by association 
ALL Canadians facing similar instances of prejudice, discrimination and abuse as a 
consequence of their exposed bona fide mental health condition in the form of substance 
disability.  

In the event neither is respected:

• Then on April 15, 2018, I, Paul James, will return to a ninth hunger strike protest, outside of 
Canada to be be streamed online daily.

• At the same time on April 15, 2018 a comprehensive Report with Indexed incontrovertible 
evidence will be released and presented to the same “official and non-official recipients” of this 
outline and disseminated through social media.  Such a report will highlight the far reaching 
brutality of the Stigma of Drug Addiction which, along with this particular document, will serve 
two purposes:

(i). In the event of my untimely unnecessary death through the hunger strike protest it will be 
used to sever the Scapegoating strategy of York University and others including those 
within the Canadian judiciary and Canadian media from wickedly and insidiously  
blaming the hunger strike protests and my confronting of discrimination on mental illness 
and substance disability.

(ii).   It will irrefutably, highlight just how malicious and all encompassing the Stigma of Drug 
Addiction is, best understood by recognizing that some of the persons on the list  of
contributing names are generally good, talented people, proving, just like psychopaths 
can display rare elements of goodness, so can normally good people show a ruthless 
side of badness and evil.  You just have to inform them that you have a substance 
disability to ignite the personality shift.

For complete transparency: Previously on September 5, 2017 I sent correspondences to: 

a. The current Attorney Generals office requesting steps be taken to renounce my 
Canadian citizenship along with the reasons why including (but not limited to), Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau’s non-response to a transparent June 26, 2017 letter I sent to 
the PM's office.  At that time, I was twenty days into my sixth hunger strike requesting 
intervention from the PM who rather than accommodate this or at least acknowledge 
my request and the requests of others, instead elected to tweet/speak about the social 
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ills behind substance addictions, the urgent need to de-stigmatize the health issue and 
how much he cares about Canada’s mental health issues.  

Yet the leader of Canada was prepared to let a Canadian citizen who had represented 
the nation over 100 times, die rather than address/correct the extreme social injustice, 
corruption and collusion behind the coverup of the truth on the unlawful discrimination of 
his mental disability.  

For good measure, at the same time, the Leader of the Conservative Party Andrew 
Scheer tweeted out to his followers, to paraphrase, ‘we need to get into every office 
across this country to discuss substance addiction’.  Yet no one from the 
Conservative Party contacted any of the Paul James supporters in order to assist 
correction of the extreme injustice which would have been to the benefit of millions of 
Canadian citizens.

b. Canada Soccer with a request to annul my individual Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame 
status for reasons including (but not limited to), the governing bodies immoral lack of 
governance, ethical and moral responsibility in protecting an alumni from ongoing 
discrimination, defamation and slander within the Canadian soccer industry and 
Canadian soccer media along with personnel within their own organization colluding with 
York University in order not to deliver fair expeditious social justice rather than 
facilitating, through mediation, swift, fair equitable resolution and warranted “social 
justice”. 

After initial contact from the Attorney Generals office regretting the 77 days it had taken The  
Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to respond, once again, I have yet to hear 
back from the Canadian government this time on the issue of codifying the renouncement of my 
citizenship.

Meanwhile, Canada Soccer have failed to communicate with me with respect to the annulment 
of my hall of fame status. 

Both culpable institutions in eschewing these requests have deliberately conformed to the third 
most prevalent, disrespectful stigmatized methodology of addressing legitimate requests from 
substance dependent people:  Ignore Them!

Hence a personal request to Bob Rae, for you to please officially deliver this correspondence to 
each of the aforementioned persons/organizations as a buffered layer against denial of their 
receipt, so there can be no misunderstanding on the eventual outcome of this matter.  

I and many others thank you in advance for this.

It is my position as alluded in the introduction to this document, that each of the “official 
recipients” once in receipt of this communication are, at a bare minimum, morally, ethically and 
“lawfully in the public eye”, responsible for addressing this matter equitably and swiftly and in a 
manner that is respectful and correct not only to Paul James but more importantly at this time to 
ALL Canadian citizens.

“I wish you the best Paul and wanted to thank you again as a parent for your positive influence on Sarah (especially 
given all the circumstances you were dealing with at the time), and I certainly hope our paths cross again in the 
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future, perhaps for a simple thank you coffee from one of the many parents that appreciated your efforts. Until the 
next time Cheers,” Joe Fiorini (parent of York University player)

5. RCMP Investigation

As outlined previously and in combination to the renouncement of my citizenship and annulment 
of my soccer hall of fame status, I request, to the benefit of other Canadian citizens who live in 
fear of their substance disability and the consequential abuse of their human rights, that the 
RCMP conduct a thorough investigation into my life starting from the day I arrived in Toronto, 
Canada on July 3, 1980 up to and including the present day with particular reference to the list 
of persons as identified on page five of this document.  

A non-biased policing investigation under the scrutiny of polygraph testing - if and when required 
- will reveal such persons/organizations have either individually or as a collective contribution 
harmed my life not only in a manner which has been discriminatory, prejudicial, slanderous, 
defamatory, deceitful, immoral and abusive but also, in most instances, premeditated and 
deliberate and therefore as a collective unit unlawful and criminal.   

The consequences to myself as a person and the soccer career I spent a life time building have 
been catastrophic and beyond repair.  I have been unable to live as a normal citizen with a 
substance disability for over a decade as each of my human and civil rights as a Canadian 
citizen have been repetitively and mercilessly eroded with absolutely no redress cemented 
through an extraordinary wild, wild, west approach of a Canadian judicial process which can 
only be considered rigged and corrupt without intervention from Canada’s most esteemed 
national institution - the Supreme Court of Canada - to correct their very own procedural errors.

My circumstances reached the ultimate point of abyss in November of 2016 when I had nothing 
but my own life to negotiate in order to balance the disparity of power in an attempt to access 
social justice through bridging the unethical, colluded, corrupt behaviour of the HRTO, the 
HRLSC and a local Toronto law firm in an absurd discrimination matter against local Toronto 
soccer club, Mooredale, who would not even consider hiring Paul James in spite of parents 
requesting me as their coach because the clubs technical director whom I had never met or 
conversed with, stated, amongst other things, 

‘No chance.  Never.  He’s a bad person!  He wouldn't even pass a police check’.

Eight hunger strikes later, the more extreme the social injustice, the more diabolical my 
circumstances, the worse my physical well being is and still with no justice from an academic 
institution, York University, preposterously under the circumstances, trumping their previous 
arrogance and evilness if that were indeed possible - guaranteeing at some point in the future 
persons will and should be terminated from their positions. 

It is why, in addition to a return to a hunger strike starvation protest on April 15, 2018, I now 
insist on forfeiture of my Canadian citizenship and hall of fame status, for at the very least, 
symbolic leverage for persons to utilize in the future who face a similar set of circumstances 
fighting back against the injustice, abuse and discrimination of their human rights because of 
their mental health in the form of substance disability.

To be absolutely clear delayed justice now a decade after the fact, a ruined reputation and 
career later, is no personal justice.  There is no realistic amount of money or level of apology 
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which can undo the damage.  It is unfathomable that persons in positions of influence who could 
have facilitated resolution far earlier have not done so.  It points again to the sickness Canada 
as a nation is not immune from. 

And if this circumstance happens to Paul James a person of reasonable education, experience 
and status what chance do more marginalized citizens have of living a life free of such 
oppression?  

They have absolutely no chance and so all they can do is conform to the inequality, unfairness, 
indignity, and ruthless lack of respect of being treated as the pejorative, “drug addict”, street 
addict, junkie, smack-head, unemployed loser, crack-whore, bad character, lazy bastards, 
criminal imbeciles, delinquent fuck-ups, mentally sick, state parasites, all statuses upon which 
we are all responsible for but seemingly invisible to how we are.  

Is it any wonder persons with substance disabilities don’t fear death while the rest of society 
ponder on where the Opioid overdose crisis originates from.  We are finally paying the price for 
our collective appalling incompetence and complacency over far too many years.

“I attended York University from 2008-2013 where I played soccer for 5 years. From 2008-2010 I was coached by 
Paul James. As you may know, during those years Paul was suffering from mental health issues and substance 
abuse. Despite this, there wasn’t a day during the time that Paul coached the York Women’s Soccer team that myself, 
or the team, knew the struggles he was going through. Paul always conducted himself in a professional manner. He 
fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as the head coach of the woman’s soccer program and dedicated his entire life 
to the team. Through his leadership at the helm of the soccer program, the foundation to a strong, competitive 
women’s soccer team would be created. Through his coaching, Paul instilled professionalism in all his players. He led 
by example. He encompassed what the term professionalism meant and with that, he demanded it from all of his 
players as well. He constantly pushed us to be stronger individuals both on and off the field. Personally, Paul has 
contributed in developing me into the woman I am today; mentally tough, dedicated, and hard working. I hope you will 
take this letter into consideration when making your decision with his case”.   Felicia Waters (Terrone) former York 
University player 
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6.  Paul John James Present and Past Status 

(a). I am currently living outside of Canada in the Caribbean where I am trying to recover 
physically from the past 8 hunger strike protests, living on couches and on the street preparing 
for the most severe test  April 15,  2018. 

(b).  For those new to this circumstance, below is a note to a famous philanthropist I orated four 
years ago back in 2014 a time when I still trusted and had faith in the Canadian Judicial process 
as brutal as it had been up to that point:

“My name is Paul James.  I was born and raised in Cardiff, Wales.  I emigrated to Toronto, 
Canada in 1980 as a 17 year old. Subsequent to that time I have represented the Maple Leaf as 
a soccer player and soccer coach over one hundred times including the 1984 Los Angeles 
Olympics, the 1986 FIFA  World Cup in Mexico, and the 2001 FIFA World Youth Championships 
in Argentina.  I have been inducted into the Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame on three occasions; I 
am a four time CONCACAF Champion and I have graduated with a BA and MBA. Concurrently 
with these achievements I was also a successful television soccer analyst graded A plus by 
local media in 2007.  Since opening up to persons and organizations in 2008 seeking support 
for my poor mental health including a substance addiction to crack cocaine my life has 
unnecessarily deteriorated to the point of oblivion.  I have lost my career and passion in life as a 
soccer coach, as a television soccer analyst as well as my homes and all financial assets 
including my pensions.  I have applied for many jobs during this period with not even an email in 
response relegating my options to punitive menial part-time positions such as raking leaves,  
dishwashing,  factory work or housecleaning.  I now have no legitimate social status and 
although I can have an opinion on matters, if anyone feels aggrieved with what I say or write 
then I am all too often labelled as a junkie, crackhead, dickhead, crazy, ill, diseased or derided 
and humiliated through the epithet “he’s using”.  These circumstances are not because I was not 
capable of working, or because I was 24/7 ingesting an illicit substance.  I am not a criminal and 
I have never been desirous of using the substance of “impaired need”.  Considering my 
background and contributions to Canadian soccer my story is a deeply profound illustration of 
the brutality of societal and self stigma on the subject matter and the catastrophic 
consequences which await average persons who responsibly open up seeking support for 
improved mental health.  

My question to you is this: considering my circumstances and background - What do I do now?     

(c). The response was candid and direct:  I do not know.  Nor did his colleagues on stage.  Nor 
do millions of people/families world wide when confronted with matters connected to substance 
disability. 

(d)  At that time in 2014 I knew what was happening was wrong, no different to a gay person 
living in the 1950’s where as normal persons they were figuratively speaking through the 
narration of John Cleese “taken out back and flogged” by everyone. Just because of their 
nature.   It is the same with substance disability 50 years on but from my own biased experience 
far worse with no end in sight.

(e).  In 2016 the Supreme Court of Canada had a legitimate opportunity to balance, address, 
and correct the mental health substance disability discrimination issue through the Paul James 
claim.  
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They failed me, those closet to me and the Canadian people in not doing do so, committing 
egregious procedural errors in the process.

(f).  When the political legislature on a health issue of such significance is wrongly criminalized 
and misaligned (safe injection sites equates to de facto decriminalization of all substances) it not 
only harms and kills many Canadian citizens suffering it burdens all others with such high 
economic expenditures and losses apparently invisible to everyone.  

(g). And when a once in a generation discrimination case comes along which highlights the 
consequences of discrimination on a person who harmed no one in his life but rather was 
competent and highly successful in spite of disability the highest court should not shirk 
responsibility giving the public impression they engage in bad (“evil”) politics.  

(h)  While the SCC already regards the mental health issue as a disability, the legislature does 
not reflect this and as a consequence along with an unethical and unacceptable lower court 
judiciary Canadian society is erroneously conditioned to believe the matter and the act of 
ingesting a substance is criminal instead of what it is, a bona-fide mental health disability which 
can be managed lived with and/or recovered from.  

(i)  Its as bad as debating whether the world is flat.  You will never be able to legislate effectively 
what a person ingests into their body.  Not a hundred years ago.  Not now.  Not in 100 years. 
What is very clear within the legislature and without rebuttal: it is not a crime to be diagnosed 
with a substance use disorder.   You see then, the misalignment.

(j). Failure of the SCC to address the matter will eventually ruthlessly condemn the 
Conservative Party and other advocates of the ‘War on Drugs ideology’ over many decades to 
‘war crime’ tags even if it is figuratively speaking in the short term - as in the case of 
unspeakable crimes against humanity currently taking place with vengeance in the Philippines.   

(k)  As a nation we sit back do nothing and instead let a Philippine terrorist group execute a 
Canadian in such a barbaric way rather than pay the ransom and bill the Philippine government.  
And then to add to the immorality of a nation so rich with resources but lacking such moral 
courage and nous but full to the brim with slyness, greed and cowardice we’ll let a Canadian 
starve himself to death hoping he dies so that then when deceased, metaphorically speaking, 
we will cut his throat drain the blood so as to free ourselves of all our sins that got him there in 
the first place.

(l).  Back to the present day and on a note of irony, after testing positive twice for blood in my 
urine in January  - a sign of a potential serious medical ailment - I have been waiting over two 
months for the hospital/clinic remitted to conduct further testing to communicate.   Thus far, they 
have failed to do so.  Along with the intense pain internally it indicates more urgency is required.  
Ironically, improving our Canadian health care system which is clearly strained to the limits can 
only be improved through a combined commitment to upgrading our approach to poor mental 
health, the genesis of most medical conditions.

“Just wanted to say I admire your strength in opening up so honestly about your life and everything you went through. 
As someone who was in contact with you in and around periods when you were suffering makes what you 
accomplished all the more incredible”.  Jorge Sanchez Concordia Stingers
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7.   The Stigma of Drug Addiction 

(a). The Stigma of Drug Addiction is the most destructive paralyzing component of substance 
disability.  

(b). In 12 months on the Confronting the Stigma of Drug Addiction platforms (website, 
Instagram, Youtube, Facebook) there were over 750,000 impressions with less than 30 
comments on a subject matter that most persons would have an opinion.  No greater evidence 
of the paralyzing impact on a persons psyche caused by the stigma of this most oppressed 
social phenomena.

(c).  Stigma is facilitated from Ignorance of the subject matter.  There are three kinds of 
ignorance which I have discovered through this process:

Willful Ignorance: used by unscrupulous persons/organizations who perpetuate untruths on the 
subject matter i.e. York University & collaborators including media 

Pure Ignorance: most malleable to propaganda - people have no knowledge on the subject.

Patronizing Ignorance: Persons who think they know the subject matter better than they do and 
then talk down to those who actually live and breath the issue.

(d).   In the fall of 2017 I authored a list of 101 Stigmatizing Cuts - painful moments as a 
consequence of being an exposed person with a diagnosed substance disability.  It could have 
been 1001 CUTS.   Many of the persons on the list are good people some supporters.  It 
doesn't matter.  Stigma is not just delivered by the evilness of adversaries but also the 
patronizing or pure ignorance on the social phenomenon.  With some persons its the 
handcuffing of politics.  

And there’s no easy Mary Poppins way to confront the juggernaut this subject matter is.

(e).  Four ruthless Stigma tools amongst many used against those in the oppressed 
group are:

(i)     punish 
(ii)    scapegoat 
(iii)   dismiss/ignore them
(iv)   patronize

(f). Greatest facilitators of the “SODA” all threaded with an adherence to Bad (“Evil”) 
Politics

1. Legal System: colossal, totally unacceptable deliberate failure in the Paul James matter.  
Persons should at this time be fired and held accountable.

2. Political Legislature and the Politicians who facilitate it 
3. Media who perpetuate and empower the ignorance and stereotypes - buckets of blood on  

media hands 
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4. Law Enforcement: this is where the hideous label crack-whore emanates only made worse 
by the fact we are invisible to the awful impact it has.  Its like shooting ourselves in the foot 
with a bazooka.

5. Mental Health Care System (in Canada based on insecurity, ego, pettiness and ignorance)

(f). Nothing can match the sheer brutality of SODA’s consequences which has personally been 
cemented over the past 14 months through public efforts in confronting the stigma as a personal 
cause in pursuit of social justice.  

(g).  From Mayor John Tory’s office in the City of Toronto; to City Counsellor Joe Cressy and 
Nick Bose both whom I met in Moss Park at the safe injection sites, to CEO of Aids Law Richard 
Elliot a graduate of Osgoode Law School who wink wink to his fraternity brothers at York wrote a 
letter to the Board of York University Governors on “my behalf”, to the Prime Minister of Canada 
Justin Trudeau to the Perpetrators of War Crimes led by Andrew Scheer at the Conservatives to 
the “On second thoughts I am only so brave Jagmeet Singh at the NDP party  to the audacity of 
the Canadian Judicial process who comically lobby and promote they can help improve 
Canada’s mental health crisis while collectively working as a cult to cut, knife, stone Paul James 
to death rather than take ownership of their mistakes and hypocrisy a thousand miles deep.

And it all adds up to one thing.  You are treated as if you are worthless by persons who should 
know better but who clearly don’t care. 

(h).  To the layman/new readers on this material: the Paul James campaign has included 8 very 
painful hunger strikes - a third of one calendar year without any reasonable intake of food - yet 
with no moral ethical effort on behalf of the establishment to seek truth, communicate the truth, 
correct the deceit and resolve the injustice which has taken place.  

(i).  On the contrary, York University the main culprit of the original and ongoing devastation 
have continued to callously shirk responsibility instead escalating the “abuse” channeled onto 
my life through the sinister machiavellian act of scapegoating and deceit at every turn.  It is a 
criminal obstruction of justice approach for them to do so, the impact of which, on those closest 
to me and by association all other Canadians suffering behind closed doors in desperate need 
of hope, is devastating.  

(j). From the earliest stigmatized retreat of seeking help and support for the fear of society 
finding out about my health and then condemning me for it; to the energy sapping humiliation of 
entering a treatment facility; to the inadequacy of the support you receive once there; to the 
numbness of recognizing there is no simple remedy pejoratively referenced as relapsing by an 
illiterate society, to being fired and scapegoated by GOL TV upon my return from rehab and the 
list goes on and never ends….solidifying all aspects of stigma lead to a trail of such 
unnecessary preventable harm. 

(k). From being removed from a career to being turned down for employment, to the 
scapegoating of ones health circumstances, to fielding the unscrupulous onslaught of prejudice 
and invasion of privacy in the staple questions: do you still use, are you clean, when was the 
last time you used and all complimented by the pejorative labels drug addict, junkie, crazy, 
criminal, loser to parting reminders stay well, be safe, all signpost the reality that the stigma of 
drug addiction is prejudice and discrimination personified.  And no finer illustration than the 
brutal premeditated coordinated defamation, slander, abuse and ridicule from within the 
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Canadian soccer media channeled by a group of “unsophisticated henchman" doing the bidding 
of others whose objective on the soccer media/coaching assassination of Paul James, was 
achieved. The premeditated orchestrated achievement however was unlawful.

(l). Yet it all remains invisible to many Canadians who are conditioned to obsessively scapegoat 
persons with substance disabilities at every turn and most especially when it is convenient for 
them to do so, which is most of the time. 

(m).  York University and their tentacle reaching associates have proven and taken disgraceful 
advantage of this fact.  They banked on the stigma of drug addiction being as paralyzing as it is 
pulverizing as it has been incrementally a death-knoll for those victims of its parasitic intent.  
The stigma of drug addiction is alive and well in twenty first century Canada, the fuel to York 
University’s unrelenting scapegoating who have set-back progress on combatting SODA a 
generation.  

It has been so abusive and so all encompassing in my circumstance I can only conclude that we 
deliver onto farm animals more integrity, kindness and compassion.  

(n). Canada is so highly stigmatized as a nation with regard to substance disability it has 
assisted an unethical judiciary, media and police enforcement in dealing with the matter, all of 
whom all too often do not honour the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms on substance 
disabilities if in fact they ever have.  And as a consequence, if you are a person at the diagnostic 
level you have absolutely no enforceable human rights. 

It is the greatest immorality of our time - unobserved to the masses but very real to those who 
have to live through and with the nightmare.  

This needs to be changed as a priority.  It is why the Paul James matter is of such significance 
and must seek justice and correction at the Supreme Court of Canada.  Whether I exist or not is 
irrelevant.

“Paul, I know how much courage it has taken for you to survive and to share your story. You always were an amazing 
individual and valued by many in the game including my husband Bob. Your contributions to Canadian soccer will 
always be revered and now, it is your time to live life with no regrets and with your head held up high. Be at peace. 
You deserve it. Stay well. You have my deepest respect and compassion. Courage and integrity seem like simple 
words yet they are worth fighting for. Thanks for your humility and courage in the face of all that you've been through. 
With sincere regards Sharon Bearpark (Wife of former Canadian World Cup coach Bob who died of cancer in 1996)”

This story, the career and life of Paul James would in many ways be hard to believe had I not witnessed it in part. It 
must not be underestimated what Paul achieved as an athlete and as a coach. Those characteristic traits which 
enabled him to achieve so much are also the same traits which led him to believe he could combat addiction. This is 
the paradox we face whilst treating athletes at Sporting Chance. Someone like Paul James never asked for help on 
his way to the top. My respect for Paul is immense as is my respect for any person who turns 180 degrees to look at 
their life and what is not working. I am proud to know Paul and wish the Universe produced more like him. Peter Kay 
CEO, Sporting Chance Clinic, South West London, England.
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8.   Law on Substance Disability from the Supreme Court of Canada

(a). The Supreme Court of Canada established two decades ago that substance addiction is a 
handicap (disability) brought about by an impaired choice(s) eventually manifesting as a mental 
disorder.  

(b).  As a consequence of the Supreme Court ruling persons who suffer the indignity of being 
diagnosed with a substance use disorder are to be protected under Section 15 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms which equates as an example to: 

“It is unlawful for a person to be discriminated against in employment circumstances for mental 
disability in the form of a substance use disorder”.   

(c).  Over the past decade the Paul James matter has proven through a documented life path 
and submissions to the Canadian judicial system that the Supreme Court ruling has not 
affectively or in any realistic way filtered down to mainstream Canadian society nor has the 
mental health condition been “understood”, adjudicated or respected with any morsel of integrity 
or ethical rigour by the lower court system as a mental disability.

(d).  As a consequence unnecessary and unacceptable prejudice, discrimination and abuse has 
been channelled onto those most in need of protection by the law and in the Paul James claim 
specifically, it has been delivered with such deliberate premeditated malice and deceit it defies 
any sense of morality, ethics, intellect, savvy, humanity or decency.  And this from a nation 
purported to be inclusive, respectful, honourable and socially advanced.  

(e). An independent non-biased RCMP investigation into my professional and personal 
circumstances since 2008 as aforementioned, will confirm that my human, civil and privacy 
rights have not only been infringed upon at each turn in my life, they have been obliterated.

(f).  At each juncture I have been excommunicated for no reason; ridiculed because of disability; 
prejudiced, discriminated against, ostracized, marginalized, undermined, defamed, slandered, 
harassed, punished, scapegoated, inappropriately dismissed from employment, turned down for 
employment, and then if and when I have been able to attain employment it has been poorly 
paid most often in menial jobs. 

(g).  And all this with no redress cemented through the Canadian judicial process up to and 
including the Supreme Court of Canada where the honourable court through unfairly, 
disrespectfully and inappropriately administering and dismissing the Paul James claim have 
participated in and recreated the prejudice, discrimination and abuse of power I was confronting 
which, without correction, perpetuates the highly stigmatized social phenomenon and 
devastating impact it has on Canadian society. 

(h).  This particular miscarriage of justice is not within the Canadian publics interest to remain as 
an injustice. Correction through exposed truthfulness of the evidence and education on the 
nuances of substance use disorders/substance disability is not only warranted it is the only 
ethical decision to make when one considers the truthful facts in the Paul James matter.

(i). If Canadians are to respect Section 15 of the Canadian Charter then the law needs to be 
rigorously applied when and if warranted for mental disability including substance disability and 
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not just physical disability.   This would benefit every Canadian citizen and by association 
Canadian society as a whole.    Succinctly, diagnosed persons with mental disability in the form 
of a substance use disorder should have the human right to be treated equally and fairly and 
with dignity and respect.   After ten years I am still waiting for this to happen.

(j). As Prime Minister Justin Trudeau commented in the spring of 2017 , 

“We cannot pick and choose when to apply the Charter”.  

As it currently stands however, in the Paul James matter, the SCC have proven they do very 
much pick and choose when to apply the charter.  In fact the system is set up to do just that.

The system without correction proves it can be rigged to pick and choose, which is absurdly 
wrong, which has destroyed a life and by association it has harmed millions of others in the past 
and will continue to do so into the future.

“Mr. Trudeau, Paul's story is so remarkable. His fight, resilience and vision to change how this country looks and 
deals with those with mental health issues and those who suffer behind closed doors from substance abuse is 
exemplary and courageous. I ask you to look into the Paul James story and how he has been treated by York 
University, the judicial system and the Canadian Soccer Association. Paul’s story can be the catalyst to change the 
Stigma of Drug Addiction for many Canadians. Mistakes have happened along the way but it’s time someone takes 
responsibility and corrects this injustice. Paul’s story will be told! There is no doubt about that but you and your 
government can influence the ending of this story. Please ask yourself this question: What would have your father 
done in this case? Please do the right thing”.  Kevin Tierney   

“While representing team Ontario through out most of my teenage years, I received a phone call inviting me to train 
with the newly appointed Canadian Under-20 Head Coach, Paul James. Paul had an incredible presence about him 
and spoke to the players unlike anyone I had ever seen. He spoke of passion, discipline, work ethic, what it meant to 
be a Canadian and competing against World Class talent in the eventual World Championships, which was the 
ultimate goal for our group.  Paul James was the best coach I ever played for thats the bottom line for me”. Chris 
Williams

“You should be proud of your accomplishments on the field both as a coach and as a player. Even more you should 
never walk with your head down or hide again. Your book is well written, poignant especially when dealing with the 
lies and deceit you did within the soccer world. Walk tall, walk proud”. Dave Ashfield
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9.   Supreme Court of Canada James vs York University/HRTO.  

(a).  Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees all Canadian 
citizens that irrespective of race, gender, sexual orientation and physical or mental disability, are 
to be treated equally, fairly and with dignity and respect.

(b).  Even a lay person to law or less educated person in mindset will be able to decipher 
through a Google of the words Paul James Soccer that I have not been afforded protection 
under Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which gets magnified 
beyond recognition if court submissions are reviewed and decision rationales are compared to 
the evidence.  And all that before we consider what substance disability really is.

(c).  On the contrary my human and civil rights have been abused not only by York University, 
persons within the Canadian judicial system, Toronto Police, Canadian soccer industry, the 
Canadian media most specifically the Canadian soccer media, but also, incomprehensibly, they 
have been infringed upon by the Canadian mental health care system including persons at 
CAMH who while remitted to help and assist those in need, have instead gone out of their way 
to deceive and hinder.

(d).  An investigation through the RCMP on my life will reveal ‘one persons nightmare’ of living 
with the stigma of substance disability the negative consequences of which will even reveal 
extraordinary impertinence channeled by Liberal MP’s through to me.  

Such insults as: life is tough; what did I expect; life is not fair; I deserve what I got.  

Of which my rebuttals are:

a. Ok.  Can you put those comments in an email to me please?
b. Would you channel those same comments onto the Prime Ministers honourable wife who 

suffered not a substance use disorder but a psychological eating disorder?
c. You clearly have not had tough lives yourselves. If you had you would not make such 

disgraceful remarks as you would understand the relative nature of a tough life.  
d. Would you say the same to a transgender person or person of colour or an indigenous 

person who had legitimate positions for protests? No, because that would not be popular 
right now.

e. The good news for you though is that you have never had a substance disability - if you had 
you would not display such insolence.

f. The bad news for you is that you cannot expect Canadian citizens to vote for you when 
clearly you harm Canada’s ability to penetrate the $51 billion of economic burden when all 
that Canadians who suffer behind closed doors can expect if they open up, is to receive 
such abuse from persons remitted to care about their citizens.

g. And of course what will stand the test of time will be The Right Honourable Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau’s decision to not reply to my passionate letter and plea to intervene on such 
injustice, corruption and collusion in order that I may end a painful hunger strike protest.  He 
elected to pass the buck and ostensibly was willing to let me die which the Liberals later 
regretted.   

(e).  As a consequence I, Paul James, am willing as I have done for the past 14 months to risk 
my life existence and physical health and well being once again to fight to establish, enforce and 
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protect those human rights which should be afforded to persons with substance disabilities in 
order that I and others are treated equally and fairly and with a minimal amount of dignity just as 
if we were members of any other minority group.

10.  Why should there be a Review and why should Justice be served? 

(a).  The Supreme Court of Canada is not a court that corrects errors of lower courts the 
absurdity of which is illustrated in the James vs York University/HRTO matter as it permits the 
lower courts and Tribunal system, lawyers and law firms to LIE, stereotype, discriminate, abuse  
and create false narratives et al - which they indiscriminately did in their decision rationales in 
the James vs York University case.  

In layman’s terms the lower courts can rule inappropriately and deceive the Canadian public but 
with complete impunity because they are “guaranteed” it will not get corrected even 5 years 
down the road through a purposely delayed Canadian judicial process because once it reaches 
the highest level of the Canadian judicial process, the Supreme Court of Canada, the court, is, 
again, not in the business of correcting errors.  

On this basis law firms can and did in my instance engage in overt disgraceful deceit and 
impropriety.  I will die not accepting this!  Canadians have been wrongly imprisoned because of 
the collateral impact of this. 

(b)   In the James vs York University/HRTO matter specifically, the rulings and rationales at the 
lower court levels were: not only patently (very) unfair and unreasonable in their stereotyping 
deceitful (bad faith) discriminatory statements and manipulations, most importantly, at the 
Divisional Court of Ontario Justice Edwards inappropriately ruled on the merits of the case when 
it wasn't before the court with a conclusion that was patently (very) incorrect and wrong which 
was made in bad faith (deceit) of the evidence presented with the goal of covering up the main 
LIE of York University in their submissions that preposterously they “didn't know about my poor 
health”.

Yet as a reminder AGAIN to the readers it all didn't matter because at the Supreme Court they 
do not correct lower court errors.   

Can anyone see a problem with that?  

Justice Edwards facilitated his bad faith ruling through the following  statement,

“Eventually, the depression and other physical and medical consequences of such an addiction 
resulted in Mr. James resigning from his position at York in December 2009”.

Aside from the facts of the sentence being jumbled and wrong he forgot the comma adding 
because of the support and discrimination Mr James didn't and did receive respectively.  And all 
made worse by the fact after the Divisional Court the case moving forward is prejudiced by the 
sentence when Justices at the Ontario Court of Appeal and Supreme Court of Canada - behind 
closed doors - rule on claims, without public on the record explanations.  
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Reading Justice Edwards decision rationale provoked and permitted future “less-studious” 
unethical Justices’ an avenue to easily dismiss the claim which is egregiously wrong with 
devastating consequences. 

(c). The not so subtle collusion of the system was so blatant in fact the National Post wrote a 
defamatory, patronizing article titled, 

"Former Olympian who resigned from York University over crack use fails to prove he was 
discriminated against".

And as a consequence York University - the power and wealth - get freed from culpability not 
only at the judicial level but in the public eye and then Paul James who had already received the 
brutality of the previous five years of discrimination and prejudice gets further isolated, 
ostracized and condemned guaranteeing further discrimination, even less opportunity to be 
employed and a permanent end to a soccer career with an exclamation mark.   

Can you see why I would smash the apartment I was living in to smithereens at the time or why 
I would say a few days later to Victor Mongoliani the President of the CSA at the time, “I don't 
think I’m going to make it?”  I was seeking support to approach York University for resolution/
justice.  Instead of support though I receive inappropriate comments from Canada Soccer 
counsel Pat Santini in a conversation which lasted less than 7 minutes, “what is it that you want, 
the CSA to cut you a check?”

While I have never attempted suicide this particular period was my most vulnerable. 

Can York University, Malcolm Mercer, Harriet Lewis, Lorna Marsden, Jenn Myers, Sheila 
Foresaw, Lisa Constantine, Bree Carr-Harris, Jamie Teixeira, Maureen Armstrong, Richard 
Elliot, Les Wilson, the Canadian Soccer Media, Pat Santini, Victor Montagliani, Bobby 
Lenarduzzi, Robert Iarusci, CBC, the HRTO, John Molinaro, Jason Devos, Maple Leafs Sports 
and Entertainment and the list goes on and on…..

….can you not see the damage your weakness, cowardice, scapegoating, man-child behaviour 
in some instances and evilness has done and not just to Paul James but by association millions 
other Canadians seeking hopefulness but only to be left with hopelessness?   

Can you see how I can channel the rage I feel inside not onto harming any one person but 
instead hunger strike protests.  The energy from the rage gets me through the pain.  Can you 
understand that?

This colluded National Post act was sickening but just one of many that had already occurred 
and which were to continue unabated.

(d).  If the lower courts err purposely or not and then it cannot be corrected at the Supreme 
Court of Canada how can that be fair and equal to any Canadian citizen but specifically to 
persons with mental disability in the form of a substance use disorder, persons so highly 
stigmatized and ostracized already?  
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How can the Right honourable Prime Minister empower Canadian voters to have faith and trust 
in the Canadian Judicial process in light of these facts?  Can you see how the system can be 
used to abuse Canadian citizens and most often the most disadvantaged?   

(e).   Not being fair or equal up to this point in the James vs York University matter is an under 
statement.  It is so wrong in fact and with no accountability it points to why Canada scores 17 
and 32 percent on a scale of one to a hundred with 100 being complete integrity and zero being 
complete corruption.  Canada scores behind Bangladesh and Angola for goodness sake on a 
global integrity index for judicial accountability.   Do we as Canadians even care that a police 
officer assassinates a young 18 year old boy with a butter knife clearly suffering poor mental 
health with 6 bullets and then 6 taser zaps for good measure, only later to be convicted with 
attempted murder and given 6 years yet to be served?

(f).  Do we need an irony?  

The same justice who convicted the Police Officer of attempted murder in spite of Youtube video 
of the brutality, Eileen Gillese ruled on my own file at the Ontario Court of Appeal.   Being in 
receipt of both Respondent and Applicants submissions declaring  “no court costs” and my 
further declaration in the 2015  submissions, “that I am a street person in the making” the 
Justice not only egregiously dismissed the claim but awarded costs of $1000 to York University 
who were not going to go broke. But again persons with Substance disabilities have no 
enforceable human rights. We are considered worthless and worthy of such appalling treatment. 

(g).   Supreme Court of Canada Justices/Judges have unfettered licence to rule on Leave to 
Appeal Applications without having to provide an explanation.  In every way it is unfathomable 
that claims can be dismissed so frivolously without any public explanation or further recourse for 
the injured party. 

Nevertheless, what is fair about the procedure of the SCC is that it is the same for everyone 
who applies to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

(h).   However, in the Paul James matter the SCC provided a public explanation through using 
the prejudicial discriminatory sentence of Justice Edwards in the Case Summary disseminated 
to the world via their website three days before the ruling and again after the ruling which 
communicated why the claim would be, and was, dismissed.  

At the completion of his soccer career, Mr. James was employed as the master soccer coach of 
the York University Varsity Soccer Program. Mr. James was a distinguished soccer player who 
represented Canada at the World Cup and the Olympics. Depression and other physical and 
medical consequences of an addiction to crack cocaine resulted in him resigning from his 
position at York University in December 2009.  In October 2012, Mr James applied to the 
Ontario Human Rights Tribunal alleging that York University had discriminated against him on 
the basis of his addiction and that he had been forced to resign. The last incident of 
discrimination was alleged to have occurred in December 2009. Mr. James’ application was 
dismissed on the basis of his failure to comply with the one-year limitation period under the 
Human Rights Code. Mr. James sought reconsideration of that decision, which was also denied. 
He then sought judicial review of both the initial decision denying his application and the request 
for reconsideration. His application for judicial review was dismissed. His subsequent motion to 
the Court of Appeal for leave to appeal was also dismissed.
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(i).   Any citizen at a below average level of education - even BBC’s Benny Hill from the 70’s - 
could determine by reading this particular summary that it would be dismissed.  It was a 
prejudicial false narrative summary on the Paul James matter, protecting York University.

(j)   The Canadian/Global public knew the Paul James claim would be dismissed before it was 
ruled on when all other claims dismissed or granted were immune from explanations as to why.  

This was unfair and unequal.  It  was discriminatory.  And it catered to a conditioned society 
view of persons diagnosed with substance disability that they must resign their positions and not 
work because of the disability.  This is the Paul James case in a nutshell.  Yet for a decade 
during my worse health period (1998-2008) it was also my most highly successful period in all 
other aspects of my life severing, bludgeoning, exterminating the myth that you should not work 
because of substance disability.  

In fact I could make a good argument based on high personal achievements during this period, 
the ethics I abided by, the goodwill I provided to so many, the heart and soul I gave and 
committed to those who entered my life including those organizations I worked for, that 
everyone should be on crack cocaine.  Let me leave that satire for another day - the point 
though is clear, for those that care.  In the meantime, thank goodness for the Globe and Mail’s 
Andre Picard, who appears more advanced than others sharing similar conclusions and this I 
assume, without direct experience.

(k). The SCC decision to disseminate to the world why my claim was going to be (was) 
dismissed no matter how subtle or unwitting, it was a procedural error and was patently 
unequal, unfair, unreasonable, disrespectful, prejudicial, discriminatory and undignified coming 
from what is supposed to be Canada's most treasured national institution.  

(l). Tied in with this fact the honourable Chief Justice Beverley McLachin was assigned and 
ruled on the James vs York University file when knowing her previous two recent full time legal 
clerks/lawyers work for McCarthy Tetraut, York University’s counsel adding another layer of 
apprehension for the Canadian public on whether they can be assured, like all files before the 
SCC, that the Paul James file was treated fairly. The Canadian public cannot be assured of this 
and so to not review the James vs York University file again infringes on my Charter rights. 

Can anyone see a problem with the conflict of interests.  It doesn't mean the past Chief Justice 
engaged in impropriety necessarily. However, as the Canadian public, you cannot hand on heart 
be assured the Paul James discrimination claim was fairly reviewed, adjudicated and ruled 
upon.  And that is unfair and unequal, which is what the Canadian Charter is there to protect.

(m).  It is patently (very) unreasonable for any right minded Canadian citizen to conclude then, 
that the Paul James discrimination claim before the court was administered, reviewed and 
adjudicated fairly and equally at the SCC.  On that procedural basis alone the James vs York 
University human rights discrimination claim should be sent back to the SCC for immediate 
review and ruling. 

(n).  And all this without consideration of the deliberate delay of my file when it first arrived at the 
SCC Administrative Branch - a deliberate, callous act of impropriety; and then the courts inability 
to clarify to the Canadian public whether the SCC administrative branch law clerks 
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recommended to the Supreme Court Justices to dismiss the file using Justice Edwards 
statement within their recommendation.   It is patently unreasonable to conclude they did not 
send on the sentence to the SCC justices with a recommendation to dismiss, not least because 
the law branch had already used it in their case summary.

Why would the SCC Law Branch use the sentence in their Case Summary but not in their non-
public report to the Supreme Court justices?  They wouldn't which meant they did.   Which 
means they prejudiced my claim.  It means my claim was not  treated equally or fairly.

(o). Therefore again, the SCC cannot guarantee to Paul James or the Canadian public that the 
Paul James matter has been treated and adjudicated equally and fairly at any level of the 
judicial process but most specifically in this instance at the SCC.   

On this basis alone the SCC should review the claim and file.

(p).  Without a SCC review it will confirm the Canadian Judicial process and system can be and 
was one hundred per cent rigged in the James vs York University & HRTO human rights 
discrimination claim which has already “harmed a person” taken away 9 years of his life affected 
his health and well being and exposed him to extraordinary humiliation.  Importantly it will harm 
ALL Canadians economically; it will hinder progress on poor mental health and substance 
disability and will prevent hundreds of thousands from seeking help and support.

Even more unacceptable than all this is that ALL Canadians will and should lose 
complete faith in the Canadian Judicial process.

(q).  The Case Summary on the Paul James vs York University claim at the Supreme Court of 
Canada has been laid out as a perfect “illumination” for how the Canadian Judicial system can 
be controlled and/or rigged from start to finish.  Unless the Supreme Court of Canada corrects 
the errors expeditiously they, nor anyone within the Canadian judiciary can refute this.

Whats it All About Then if the SCC Review the Claim?

(r).  The one year delay for filing a human rights discrimination claim is a blatant discriminatory 
systemic barrier preventing those who have been legitimately harmed from receiving justice 
because of exposed mental disability.  

(s).  When I departed York University on December 31st 2009 I had until December 31st 2010 to 
file a human rights discrimination claim.   

(t).  Like a female who has been sexually harassed and discriminated against who cannot 
confront the perpetrators of such injustice because she is so self-stigmatized - its the same 
circumstance here although far worse because of an even easier conduit of discrimination when 
compared to gender equity which while still brutally inadequate, substance disability 
discrimination, is not even on the continuum of improvement barometer.  

(u).  It was impossible for Paul James to file a claim within the one year time frame.  And 
subsequently to when I did, all that was needed was a reasonable explanation as outlined in the 
Human Rights Code jurisprudence.   
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(v). The evidence explanations and testimony submitted to the Tribunal surpassed the 
reasonableness threshold by an almighty chasm. Yet the system discriminated against, lied, 
deceived, harassed, colluded and abused my human rights  at each turn to the point I have lost 
everything including my career, homes, my pensions, my health, my dignity, my beautiful former 
partner and my handsome dog Max and just about every feeling of self-worth.   But I am still 
fighting albeit by a thread.

(w).   And they did so to protect the power and wealth of organizations at the expense of the 
masses.  More egregious in this matter is that it involves an academic institution remitted to 
develop and educate our younger generations. It is a frightening indictment of a Canadian 
system and culture gone completely mad. 

And all General Counsel Maureen Armstrong from York University can regurgitate is, to 
paraphrase, “We are confident we didn't discriminate against Mr James….but…we appreciate 
the contributions Mr James had on Canadian Sport”.  

Under the circumstances I’ve never read such nonsense.  The very sentence is not confident.  It 
feebly tries to protect the LIE.  York University know the culpability. Breathtakingly though they 
have let me endure such physical and psychological harm in denying and covering up what 
cannot be denied.   I shake my head at the absurdity of the decisions of the institution.  Clearly it 
is not their debut at treating employees and people like this.  When as a society you permit 
academic institutions to behave in such an immoral, unlawful, cruel way you have lost all sense 
of justice.    The path York University have taken is irreversible.  They lost a long time ago.   

(x).  It is why it is so easy to go back on another hunger strike with an ability to feel and endure  
such physical pain which is  nothing compared to the emotional pain of the last decade to which 
when I tried to articulate it to Bob Rae he gently pushed a tissue box in front of me, either an ill 
timed moment of humour or a moment filled with depravity.

11. Requisition Statement from Paul John James (PJJ) born Cardiff, Wales November 
11,1963 to the RCMP; to the Canadian Parliament to Canada Soccer

a. I hereby officially respectfully request the RCMP to investigate comprehensively my 
life since I arrived in Toronto, Canada as a landed immigrant on July 3, 1980.

b. I hereby officially respectfully request the Canadian Parliament to renounce my
Canadian citizenship effective immediately.

c. I hereby officially request Canada Soccer to annul my Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame 
Status as an individual inductee effective immediately .

1. The majority of persons and all organizations outlined below have deliberately and/or in a 
premeditated manner scapegoated, lied, deceived, undermined, hindered, slandered, defamed, 
ignored, stigmatized, ridiculed, harmed, patronized and abused Paul John James (PJJ) so much 
as a person and in such an abhorrent manner it has destroyed my faith in life living as a 
Canadian citizen which can never be restored.

2. All persons on the list have harmed PJJ in some manner.
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3. The accumulative incremental consequences of such actions have been devastating and 
catastrophic to my health and well being; to my beautiful former partner Ashley Kelly who no 
longer resides in Canada, to my sister Julie, to my nephew Tristan, to my mother and to my 
father.

4. My prospects of working in mainstream society have been deliberately destroyed; so has my 
soccer career as a television soccer analyst and so has my university soccer coaching career 
my life time passion I spent a life time developing; I've lost all financial assets including 
pensions as a consequence of fighting for justice

5. The ongoing overt slander and defamation of PJJ within the Canadian soccer industry 
continues; and my inability to confront any injustice without gaining further injustice, defamation 
and ridicule goes on unabated

6. My exposed substance disability discrimination claim purportedly protected under Section 15 
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is simply not enforceable proven through what 
has been a corrupt, colluded Canadian judicial process in my regard.

7. My human right to gain access to justice has therefore been obliterated and will not change 
without the “Truth of the Matter” in every aspect of my life being documented under oath and 
told in chronological order so that truth rises to the surface corrections are made accountabilities 
are delivered and a system is put in place within Canadian society so that this circumstance - 
the Paul John James story is never ever permitted to happen again to any other Canadian or 
Global citizen. The SCC and/or the RCMP are the only organizations who can facilitate this 
important objective at this stage.

8. It is from this position that I call upon the RCMP to initiate an investigation with full force of 
the organization committed to unearthing valuable truths on subject matters of such significance 
to the well being of Canada’s mental health to the benefit of all Canadian citizens.

9. On April 15, 2018 a further evidenced based Report (email communications, witnesses, 
twitter et al) will be provided. On this date April 15, 2018 I, Paul James will embark on a ninth 
hunger strike protest. My outlook upon life has changed which is why it is easy to embrace 
painful starvation protests. I would prefer to die fighting for truth, dignity, respect, a sense of 
fairness and equality than to spend another day in Canada as an oppressed person with a false 
narrative to then live as a third class patronized citizen. I would prefer to fight to the end even if 
it means dying.

York University
1. Past President: Dr. Mahmoud Shoukri
2. Past President: Dr. Lorna Marsden
3. Current President: Dr. Rhonda Lenton
4. Chair Board of Governors: Rick Waugh
5. Past General Counsel: Harriet Lewis
6. Current General Counsel: Maureen Armstrong
7. Board of Governors including: Sheila Forshaw
8. Past Athletic Director: Pat Murray
9. Current Athletic Director: Jenn Myers
10. M.Inter-Uni Sport: Gillian McCullough
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11. Past Man. of Inter-Un Sport: Ken Schildroth
12. Associate of YU: JP Savage
13. Master Soccer Coach: Carmine Isacco
14. Former Asst Coach: Jamie Teixeira
15. Former Asst Coach: Bree Carr-Harris
16. Frm York U mens player: Jamaal Smith
17. Sport York employee: Kim Mahoney

Maple Leafs Sports & Entertainment (GOL TV 2009)
18. Former Producer: Chris Hebb
19. Former Host of GOL TV: Lee Godfrey
20. Former Prod. Asst. GOL TV: Tony Ramos
Liberal Party of Canada
21. The Right Hon. PM: Justin Trudeau
22. The Honourable Att. Gen: Jody Wilson-Raybould
23. Liberal MP: Adam Vaughan
24. Liberal MP: Deborah Schulte
25. Liberal MP: James Maloney
26. 2011 Liberal Interim Leader/Current Mediator Bob Rae

Conservative Party of Canada
27. Conservative Party Leader: Andrew Scheer

NDP Party of Canada
28. NDP Leader Jagmeet Singh
29. NDP Leader PEI Michael Redmond
30. NDP Toronto Olivia Chow

Toronto Police Services
31. Director of Police Services Tony Remy
32. Police Officer PC Erin Carter #5224.
33. Police Officer

HomeStars
34. President Nancy Peterson
35. Sales Staff Manager Kevin Smit

Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario
36. 2016 HRTO Ad. James vs Mooredale
37. HRTO Counsel James vs York University: Brian Blumenthal
38. HRTO Adjudicator: James vs York University: Paul Aterman

Human Rights Legal Support Centre of Ontario
39. Director of Organization: Toby Young
40. Staff Lawyer: Brenda Culbert

Divisional Court of Ontario
41. Divisional Court of Ontario Justice Edwards
Ontario Court of Appeal
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42. Ontario Court of Appeal Justice Eileen Gillese

Supreme Court of Canada
43. Right Hon. Chief Justice SCC (Past): Beverly McLachlin
44. Current SCC Administrator: Pasquale

Canadian Soccer Association
45. General Secretary: Peter Montopoli
46. Legal Counsel: Pat Santini
47. Past President: Victor Montagliani
48. CSA Board of Directors Nick Bontis et al
49. Current Director of Development: Jason Devos
50. Past World Cup Coach: Stephen Hart
51. Past U20 Can. Women’s U20 coach: Andrew Olivieri
52. Past Can. International: Dwayne DeRosario

Canadian Inter-University Sport (CIS)
53. President/CEO: Graham Brown
54. OUA West: 2015 Women’s soccer coaches

Canadian Soccer Media
55. Sportsnet: John Molinaro
56. Ontario Soccer: Ben Ryecroft
57. The ScoreMedia: Richard Whittal
58. TSN: Kristen Jack
59. Sportsnet: James Sharman
60. Former TSN Analyst: Jason Devos
61. Ontario Soccer TV:  Anthony Torterra
62. TSN: Terry Dunfield
63. Formerly of GOL TV: Lee Godfrey
64. TSN: David Norman
65. Amateur Blogger: Gregor Young
66. Amateur Blogger: Benjamin Massey

Canadian Soccer industry
67. Agent/WLU Coach: Barry Maclean
68. President Vancouver Whitecaps: Bobby Lenarduzzi:
69. Analyst Sportsnet: Bobby Iarusci
70. Frm Canadian International player: Leslie Wilson
71. Frm Canadian International player: John McGrane

National Post
72. Chief Editor: Anne Marie Owens
73. Reporter: Tristan Hopper

CBC
74. President CBC: Harold T. Lacroix (Mc. Tetrault)
75. Reporter: Alexandra Sienkiewicz
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McCarthy Tetrault
76. General Secretary/Counsel Malcolm Mercer
77. Former Staff Lawyer Lisa Constantine
78. Partner/Staff Lawyer Sarit Batner
79. Staff Lawyer Jonathan Odomeru

Borden Ladner Gervais
80. Staff Lawyer: Naomi Calla

Legal Aids Law
81. CEO: Richard Elliot

ARCH Disability Law
82. Staff Lawyer: Tess Sheldon

CAMH
83. President: Catharine Zahn
84. Social Worker: Sheldon Parchment
85. Director of Addictions Sub: Raj Sohi

Local Soccer Clubs
86. Oakville Soccer Club
87. Cherry Beach Soccer Club
88. Mooredale Soccer Club: “CK"; Marjorie Booth; David Berry
89. Voyageurs Soccer Forum

2017 Adversarial Snares (Traps)
90. Jonathan Weinberg
91. Randy Ragan (Osgoode Law School)
92. Barry Swadron (Osgoode Law School)
93. Sonja Cori Missio (“Health Investigator”)
94. “Kavan Howell” (Name ONLY of former player at Le Moyne College I coached)
95. Richard Elliot (Osgoode Law School)
96. Bobby Lenarduzzi
97. JP Savage
98. Barry Maclean
99. Martin Monte (Monte Law)

Others
100. Dwight Hornibrook
101. Chris Hornibrook
102. Slobodan Nikolic

The Score Media
103. John Levy
104. Joe Ross
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Orange highlight colour indicates a weak attempt to reconcile from the person for harm caused. 
Four of the five highlighted persons in orange supported a recent webinar series of videos 
produced.

Blue colour highlights a full-on guttural apology from persons which was respected.Their 
inclusion is more for Chronology purposes.

Bob Rae is the only person highlighted in Red.

Bob intervened in December of 2017 on my seventh hunger strike at 32 days a period when my 
physical well being was in jeopardy. Bob was kind and has been the only person in 30 years to 
articulate to me so simply, precisely and correctly my role in Singapore in 1986. He understood 
the no-win dilemma and the trauma it has left for so long while others such as Jason Devos, 
Andrew Oliveri, Stephen Hart and Dwayne DeRosario amongst many others have ruthlessly 
abused the honest character which was displayed in dealing with the issue in the only way I
could. Bob also, in spite of the aforementioned references to the Canadian judiciary was candid 
on my claim and was the first lawyer of status to state to me that:

• He disagrees with York University’s decisions throughout

• He disagrees with the HRTO’s and Lower Court decisions and that I had been treated very 
badly and that injustice had/has been delivered.

• We disagreed on the methodology of my protests which Bob insisted were an act of suicide.

• I felt let down by Bob’s course of action which was to delay or retreat from seeking justice for 
pursuing getting on my feet initiatives which was to treat me like a drug addict of a bygone time 
letting York university et al off the hook. What was the point of the last 9 years then?

Bob “missed” another point also. I am not fighting just for PJJ anymore. It's justice for other 
persons with similar circumstances.

He also could not - perhaps willfully - consider how bad the PJJ story really is. The blame the 
victim statements and not wiling to go to the SCC indicated his role was to get me off the hunger 
strike nothing more. 

Aside from my disappointment and feeling let down by Bob Rae it should not in any way 
diminish Bob’s character. Canada has clearly been most fortunate to have had him as a citizen. 
A talented and at his core, kind man. Just not displayed to its optimum in my regard
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12.    Asking the Right Questions 

“Bullying and Prejudice in our public lives sets a national tone.  It provides permission for cruelty and bigotry and 
compromises moral education of children….the call to action falls upon our major institutions of democracy, public and 
private, to consciously and urgently attend to the problem of declining trust. For example, with a media that can be 
transparent, accurate and fair…..and…our democracy needs institutions of higher learning that are examples of 
truth and free expression….”    George W Bush 2017

• There are five questions of national importance that need to be answered and addressed in   
the Paul John James matter:

(A). Is substance disability protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms? 

(B). Did academic institution York University acting in bad faith (LIE) in their submissions to 
the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario not only in general but on matters which were 
determinative of discrimination in the Paul James (PJJ) claim?  

(C). Was the Canadian Judicial system fair, equal and trustworthy in the PJJ matters: James 
vs York University and James vs Mooredale Soccer Club? 

(D). Have York University and “associates” made extraordinary efforts to cover-up truth and 
at all costs? 

(E). What have been the discrimination, prejudice, defamation, slander contributions of 
Canada Soccer, the Canadian soccer industry and the Canadian soccer media to PJJ’s 
health and well being and prospects of a continued soccer career at the level his 
experience warrants.

(A).   Is substance disability protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms? 

Statement 

Substance Addiction/Dependence: a psychological Crime, a Choice, a Disorder/Disability, an 
Illness, OR a Disease?

• Substance Dependence is a psychological disability manifested as a  mental health disorder 
born from an impaired choice(s) which develop into learned behaviours.  A substance use 
disability once diagnosed can be recovered from with the right variables in place but more 
realistically people learn to live with their condition through mitigating negative consequences 
down to a minimum.  

• And the evidence backing this up is overwhelming.  In the United States 22 million people are 
diagnosed with substance use disorders.  Only ten per cent receive treatment and as bad as 
47,000 American deaths a year from drug related issues is, 20 million Americans learn to live 
with their conditions.  Similar percentage breakdowns are applicable in Canada.
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• Substance Dependence is a psychological disorder which can lead to periods of illness and 
sometimes to disease.

• The Supreme Court of Canada subscribed drug addiction two decades ago as a handicap 
born of impaired choice.  The word handicap has since been replaced by the more palatable 
socially acceptable word disability.  These facts are unequivocal.

• The Diagnostic Statistical Manuel (DSM) formulated by the fraternity elite of Psychiatry during 
a similar period assigned “drug addictions” as Substance Use Disorders - nailing down 
precisely what the social phenomena is and the need to de-stigmatize the use of pejorative 
references to the bona-fide mental health disorder. 

• The Magnificent Ten Dr Nora Volkow & Dr Ruben Baler (NIDA), Dr Carl Hart (Columbia 
University), Dr Stanton Peele (Indiana), Dr Gabor Mate (Canada), Dr Tom McClellan 
(University of Pennsylvania), Dr Simon Gossop (Kings College, London), Dr Robert M. 
Sapolsky (Stanford University), Dr David Nutt (England), Dr Bruce Alexander (Simon Fraser 
University) are all pre-eminent skilled voices on the subject matter.  Persons representative of 
highly qualified dedicated lifetimes and careers to the neuroscience, biology, psychology, 
psychiatry, academia, and stigma of substance use disorders/dependence/addictions/stress.   

• While on a semantic level, consensus use of the words addiction, dependence, disorder may 
vary amongst these highly skilled mature individuals, on the issues of choice and criminality 
there is complete consensus.  Substance dependence/addiction/disorder is born of impaired 
choice and is not a crime.  As the late Christopher Hitchens retorted, using his favourite 
catchphrase, on the question of whether substance addiction is a crime, “What an incredibly 
stupid question.  Don't waste my time.”

• The Magnificent's each subscribe to the criminality and the criminalization of persons as 
devastatingly wrong to the sufferer and highly destructive to the well being of any society.  
When the full truth of the subject matter is taken into account it is the implementation of the 
ideology itself which is a criminal act.  The War on Drugs has been a colossal failure.   And 
not just the opinion of this group of Magnificent’s but millions of other highly qualified 
professionals dedicating lifetimes to the subject, adding their own consensus backed by 
incontrovertible copious statistics.

• The fact we are as societies still “debating/leveraging” the criminal merits of this question is at 
best the embodiment of incompetence and ignorance but in reality it is a disgraceful unlawful 
culpability of the damage criminalization of substances has caused on millions of people for 
over one hundred years still unnecessarily channelled onto Canadian society in today’s 
modern day world facilitated through an immature ethos of bad (evil) politics.  

• The prejudice, bias and willful ignorance criminalization has cultivated is the route cause of 
the ills which have led to 8 overdose deaths a day in Canada and the most significant reason 
why the PJJ debacle/horror story is where it is today.  

Illustration of the Criminalization and Abuse of  Paul John James

• If I was a black man and had:
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(i) Received a text stating: “note to self never hire a n*****”  and as a result I departed boys U12 
team.

(ii)  Then two years later when parents wanted me to go back to coach the team I was not even 
considered to be hired because the technical director whom I had never met stated “he’s a bad 
person; he wouldn't even pass a police check”. 

What would happen?

• Would the statement concluding with the word n****** have been acceptable to the club or 
governing bodies?

• Would I have had to spend 2 years fighting to resolve the matter of discrimination and 
prejudice by a local Toronto Soccer Club Mooredale for deliberately not considering to hire 
me as the soccer coach of a 15 year old boys team because of my race and the colour of my 
skin? No. The matter would have been resolved swiftly and with hefty repercussions to the 
perpetrator of the race discrimination. 

• It is what recently happened, albeit with a female soccer player (not coach) in England, where 
discrimination based on race was discussed in the British Parliaments House of Commons. 
And it was resolved immediately, people were removed, compensation channelled and a 
position within football was forthcoming eliminating the chances of a similar high profile 
circumstance from happening again.  And it was all completed within 4 months.

• In the PJJ circumstance however, I am a caucasian man with a known substance use 
disorder.  I have not harmed anyone in my life:

(i)  I received a text stating: “note to self never hire a crackhead”.  As a result I departed boys 
U12 team after only 7 weeks, the only team I have coached since York University women’s team 
in 2009. 

(ii)  Two years in later in 2014 when parents wanted me to go back to coach the same team I 
was not even considered to be hired because the technical director whom I had never met 
stated “he’s a bad person he wouldn't even pass a police check”. 

What happened?

• I let the first incident go.  As you do when you are so paralyzed.

• On the second incident two years later I said enough is enough. Then I spent one year trying 
to communicate with the soccer club to amicably solve the blatant discrimination and then 
another 12 months trying to resolve the matter with the law firm who were eventually hired by 
the Mooredale Soccer club once I had filed HRTO documents.   

• In May 2016 I offered respondent counsel again the opportunity to resolve the matter.  They 
stated they would be back in contact within a week.  Over three months later they respond 
with a paltry 4 figure offer which I turned down and stated I would be happy to go to Tribunal 
hearing in 6 weeks time to get the judgment publicized so it would help my future job 
coaching prospects free from prejudice and discrimination.  
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• HRTO then suddenly change adjudicator, dismiss 90 percent of my witnesses and most of my 
evidence which was overwhelming.  Meanwhile HRTO adjudicator accepts Respondent 
evidence none of which was relevant. Instead they use the decision rationales from the 
James versus York University matter as a submission including SCC docket information, the 
National Post defamatory article reporting on York University case, and two amateur 
defamatory blogs from “henchmen" hired by soccer professionals within the Canadian soccer 
industry to assassinate my character.  

• I call respondent counsel one more time as I could see I was being set-up to be “abused” 
once again and I feared being relegated to living on the street.  I wanted out at this stage from 
the extraordinary stress I was experiencing.  Respondent counsel stated offer stays the 
same.  I embarked on first hunger strike of 8 days - it was automatic response for me.  I didn't 
even know where it came from.  I just said the words, “then I am on hunger strike”.  I turn up 
to hearing emaciated and choked and when I began reading opening statement the 
adjudicator aggressively and sarcastically stated, “I can get these printed out so we can all 
read it individually if thats easier for you Mr James”.  I was less than 30 seconds in, looking 
around for where dignity and respect was hiding.

• I settled the next day through “coercion” for one quarter the amount I had requested because 
otherwise the hearing was set-up for a third day to take place in 5 months time. The 
Respondent counsel’s law firm would have received more monies than I was eventually 
compensated.  Yet I get ridiculed as being mentally ill for the methodology of protests.

• I didn't receive full payment from Counsellor Joe Cressy’s office until late January of 2017 in 
spite of desperate plea’s to receive payment before Xmas 2016 and therefore I became 
homeless.

Criminalization on a Global Basis 

• For the past 16 months in the Philippines a massacre of innocent substance dependent 
persons has been taking place.  

• What are the opinions of Canadian Politicians on the following photo expose from the New 
York Times which outlines crimes against humanity a brutal consequence of the ‘War on 
Drugs’ ideology?   

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/12/07/world/asia/rodrigo-duterte-philippines-
drugs-killings.html

• How many Canadian Politicians including Conservatives and media outlets are horrified by 
this?    

• Do Conservative Politicians and Canadian media recognize their contribution towards crimes 
against humanity and the extraordinary damage the War on Drug policy and approach has 
created in Canada and around the world?

• Why does this happen in the Philippines.  What is the ultimate reason? 
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• Answer?  

• To scapegoat crime and poverty on innocent persons with substance dependence and to gain 
popularity with the voters through disdainful, “charismatic”, sinister, evil rhetoric against 
oppressed peoples a strategy no different than Hitler.

• In Canada we are more disturbingly subtle but still as ruthless as personified in the Paul 
James matter.

Criminalization on a Global and Individual Basis

• CBC I once regarded as a treasured institution.  Things change and I now have no illusions 
about any person or  institution from day to day including since January 25, 2017 the CBC.  

• How does the President Lacroix of CBC justify/feel about the following? 

• Each time you have a feature about substance disability on your website the opening half 
dozen public comments are generally littered with brutally stigmatized, labelled, “unlawful”, 
ridiculed, chastising condemnation of persons with substance disabilities, as if it were a 
deliberate War on Drugs rally. 

• At a time when the Indonesian government was executing Foreign prisoners who had served 
12 years in prison for smuggling while many from around the world including Obama and Sir 
Richard Branson were pleading for their release, Canadians on CBC were gloating at their 
demise and executions.  Don't take my word for it do your research through the RCMP. 

• Do you believe those comments help the lives of those in need of dignity and respect.  Do 
you believe permitting such comments without filtered rules/laws is in line with section 15 of 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which is supposed to protect Canadian 
citizens with substance disabilities?

• Adrienne Arsenault (otherwise immaculate reporter) comments during the immoral handling 
of the Rob Ford tragedy, “There is a truth about all drug addicts. They lie”.  Aside from being a 
stigmatized statement and label from an intelligent, seasoned reporter who always performs 
her duties professionally and insightfully, this unfortunate uneducated comment highlights 
substance disability is either not protected under Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms or if in fact it is, then its lawfulness has not in any way filtered down to 
mainstream Canadian society.   And as a consequence hundred’s of thousands of Canadian 
citizens and millions over many years are and have been prejudiced, discriminated against 
and abused of their human rights to live equally and fairly and with dignity and respect.

• On January 25, 2017 two days into my second huger strike a stigmatized, defamatory, non-
approved CBC blog in my regard appeared and has remained online.  Hours before its 
upload on CBC’s website I requested the reporter read the 78 page Affidavit I sent to the 
Supreme Court of Canada before writing and posting any written material which she blatantly 
refused to do instead posting I was a 20 year “crack addict” and I was essentially willing to 
give up my life so that other “addicts” can have an easier time gaining employment.  The 
reporter weaved a deflected reasoning of my hunger strike protest the true purpose of which - 
deliberate colluded injustice I have faced - the blog diminished neglecting the appalling 
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injustices which have been delivered, in order to camouflage York University’s discrimination 
decision and errors and the power elite system in covering up the reality.  The reporter quoted 
from the HRTO when I specifically told her that it was incorrect and to please read the 
Affidavit to balance the decision rationale which she did not.  There was no rush to get the 
blog up online from my perspective.  

• What should have trumped expediency in this instance, was documented truth.  

• How do you justify this from a national broadcaster President Lacroix? 

• Is the CBC an outlet “that can be transparent, accurate and fair”?

• How do you explain to the Canadian public that I have been on 6 additional hunger strikes 
with no further coverage or reporting from any media outlet and when confronted about this 
by a PJJ supporter they insult through stating ‘we don't support suicide missions’?   

• Would you have said the same to Ghandi or Bobby Sands?

• How is that transparent, accurate and fair?  I am still breathing. 

• President Lacroix you are part of the fraternity and alumnus of McCarthy Tetrault, York 
University’s counsel.  

• Do the optics suggest bias and prejudice? 

• Can you understand why I have lost faith in CBC like I have lost faith in Canada?  And my 
faith can never be restored.  

• A lack of trust and abuse threads the legitimate reasons.

If the Definition Doesn't Fit You must Acquit:

In answering is substance dependence (use or abuse) an illness, disease of disorder it is 
pertinent for you to consider simple Google definitions:

• Illness 
• Disease 

Substance Dependence is a psychological disorder which can lead to periods of illness and 
sometimes to disease.   

criminal—————-—-————————disorder—————————————illness/disease

• So what you say? Semantics! The relevance?

• We ruthlessly stigmatize when we define substance dependence as an illness or disease or a 
criminal act.  And we do so at every conceivable level infringing on the human rights of 
millions of individuals.  
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• Whenever a diagnosed person for example, says or does something which aggrieves 
someone else they are conveniently deemed ill.  

• Is a person smoking a cigarette ill?  

• Is a person drinking beer ill?

• As a society we view persons with substance use disorders unemployable because they are 
stigmatized as being ill, diseased or criminal.  Polar ends of a spectrum both absurdly wrong. 
Like a cat chasing its shadow or a dog chasing its tail we are left wondering why we have 
eight overdose deaths a day, from Opioid use.

• Unscrupulously we interpret use of a class A substance with illness just like we “erroneously" 
use the words cocaine and crack cocaine interchangeably as if they have the same impact.  
The resulting stigma contributes to why many marginalized street users take such risks with 
using.  Death for them is not such a bad out given the alternative.

• Two deeply polarizing, stigmatizing, highly destructive points of view and both are wrong and 
neither follow the literature or expertise of governing bodies. Calling Substance dependence 
a crime criminalizes, stigmatizes and subjects those suffering to enormous amounts of self 
stigma and societal discrimination, prejudice and abuse.   The reality is substance disability is 
in-between the criminal and illness/disease models of understanding.  

• Substance disability is a human mental health condition requiring a humanistic dignified 
response.  

• Understanding substance disabilities as just that - a disability - then one should understand 
just like the person with a physical disability can work and be a productive member of society, 
well, so can a person with a substance use disability be employed and be a productive 
member of society.  Such persons need to learn how to manage their health and to be 
respectful of employment parameters and likewise employers need to be respectful of ALL 
their employees human rights.

• Evidence you say?  

(i)   Paul John James from 1998-2009 and beyond. I don't need to justify beyond the success 
which was achieved.  Once out of a job a consequence of my exposed disability and the 
subsequent discrimination and prejudice I received and I have been unable to work and live a 
normal life since.  On the contrary it has been a period of unrelenting discrimination, prejudice, 
and abuse at each and every turn of my life.

(ii)  Diagnosed persons in Liverpool were prescribed heroin in the early nineties using controlled 
methodologies.  They were able to work and become productive members of society.  Same 
with Colorado street “alcoholics” such a brutal label.  They were taken off the street, housed 
given daily allowance of food along with a job for six hours a day and as long as they completed 
their shift they were given an allotment of alcohol at the end of the day.  They learned to live 
happier lives.
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Quiz

6. Calling a person of colour,  n***** is:

(i)     Socially unacceptable
(ii)     Met with rigorous scorn and condemnation
(iii)     Psychologically demeaning to persons of colour 
(iv)     Empowering
(v)      (i) (ii) (iii)

7.  Calling a human being an addict, a drug addict, street addict, a crack addict, crack whore, junkie is: 

(i)     Currently Socially Acceptable
(ii)     Used ubiquitously by Canadian society including perpetuation from the media
(iii)     Harmful psychologically to persons with substance disabilities
(iv)     Detrimental to encouraging others to seek support who suffer behind closed doors
(v)      Cultivates feelings of unworthiness and cultivates extreme superiority complex from others                   
(vi)     (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

8.   Persons with exposed Substance Disabilities to Crack Cocaine are

(i)      Socially unacceptable 
(ii)     Met with scorn, condemnation 
(iii)    Considered criminal, ill, or both
(iv)    Most stigmatized of all persons: worthless, treated as third class citizens
(v)     Unemployed
(vi)     (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

9. Ingesting a substance which harms your body on a daily basis but permits you to function as normal is 
an illustration of a psychological:

(i)     Crime 
(ii)    Illness
(iii)   Disease
(iv)   Disorder (impaired choice)

5.  The social determinants of good health from a period of “substance disability illness" in order of 
importance are:

(i)    social support, financial capacity to afford contained treatment, employment, 
(ii)   social & professional support, employment/purpose in life, financial capacity for contained treatment
(iii)  employment/purpose in life, financial capacity for contained treatment; social/professional support
(iv)  (i), (ii), (iii)
(v)  (iii)

• Former Minister of Health and Welfare Monique Begin in 2010 commented:  

• “The truth is that Canada – the ninth richest country in the world – is so wealthy that it manages to 
mask the reality of poverty, social exclusion, discrimination, the erosion of employment quality, its 
adverse mental health outcomes, and youth suicides. While one of the biggest spenders in health care, 
we have one of the worst records in providing an effective social safety net.  What good does it do to 
treat people’s illnesses to then send them back to the conditions that made them sick?”  
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Summary
 
Is substance disability protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter Rights and 
Freedoms? 

This first question needs to be publicly clarified such is the perverse and overt abuse of PJJ 
human rights within Canadian society. 

Whether or not substance disabilities are “seen” as protected under section 15 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms the PJJ matter and story in full unequivocally warrants that 
substance disability moving forward is not only protected by the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms but just as important the Law must be rigorously enforced when abuses are so 
egregious as in the James vs York University claim and James vs the Mooredale Soccer Club.  
And those who infringe on the rights of persons should be met with “fire and fury” of an 
accountability system ALL Canadians can have faith and trust in for the betterment of the health 
and well being of Canada’s mental health in the form of substance disabilities.  

Failure to do so permits the discrimination and prejudice to continue unabated and with 
impunity which harms ALL Canadian citizens.

“This is really disgusting. Paul was/is an absolute legend of a guy! He was my roommate at Toronto blizzard when I 
was a 17 year old lad,he was a true professional n every aspect of the game he represented our country in a World 
Cup and I can assure you was the fittest most respected guy you could ever want to meet, he gave me advice that 
was priceless and helped me develop as a player and a man. Surely we can’t sit back and allow this to continue!! I’m 
not sure how i can help here in England but please I’m willing! Got many contacts here but not sure if they are useful! 
Please keep me informed as this isn’t sitting with me vey comfortably!! I’m ashamed on his behalf!!” Regards Paul 
Peschisolido

Paul we've always respected your background and what you gave to the Erin Mills team many years ago. You are an 
outstanding coach, knowledgable and talented.  We were lucky to get you when we did.  Respect you now more than 
ever. Keep fighting my friend.  Phil, Marjolaine Wilson
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(B). Did York University act in bad faith (LIE) in their submissions to the Human 
Rights Tribunal of Ontario not only in general but on matters which were 
determinative of discrimination in the Paul James PJJ claim?

• Statement

York University deceived/lied in their submissions to the HRTO in 2013.

“A LIE Travels Half Way Around the World While the Truth is Just Putting its Shoes on”  Mark 
Twain 

From the CBC’S Fifth Estate….Borutski interrogation for the murder of three 
women….Interrogator Detective Caley O’Neil to Borutski…(to paraphrase)..… “I know how 
important being truthful is to you”… ‘and you know once you are caught in deceit or a lie on the 
issue at hand it takes away all your credibility…you understand that, right”?

November 2017 HRTO Hearing James vs Mooredale Soccer Club:  Adjudicator to Chris 
Williams and Paul James at different times prior to testimony being given (to paraphrase) “You 
understand that any false testimony in submissions or given here today would be a criminal 
offence, correct”?

Not only did York University profusely deceive in their submissions they have been deceitful 
ever since PJJ left the institution in 2010 engaging “associates” to be a part of an obstruction of 
justice.  Most significantly York University lied at the outset on February 8, 2012 when Jenn 
Myers stated in an email that she thought PJJ was dealing with personal issues not health 
matters during my time at York University.  In May 2012 when I tried to settle privately with York 
University the institution denied they knew anything about my poor health they just thought I 
was a successful coach.  This false narrative continued through York University’s submissions to 
the HRTO 6 months later littered with deceit including most egregiously that they did not know of 
my poor health “they thought” I was dealing with personal matters.   

Why did York University LIE  if they had nothing to hide?  

Answer:

Because the LIE was a defining issue, determining whether discrimination took place. 

The legal issue before the HRTO however, was the one year time frame for filing a 
discrimination claim.  

And herein lies another problem for York University.

It was/is tacitly (unlawfully) accepted within the Canadian legal profession and Canadian judicial 
system that a person who does not file a discrimination claim within the one year time frame will 
absolutely not get through the systemic legal barrier to have their claim heard.  You have to be 
comatose according to some in the industry for example, the Director of the Human Rights 
Legal Support Centre. 
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Well, if you are comatose as a person with a substance use disorder the chances of you waking 
up for any impending hearing are not good. York University knew the one year time limitation 
would protect their improprieties because it is used as a systemic (unlawful) barrier for 
delivering social justice.  

As outlined in PJJ application for Leave to Appeal at the Supreme Court of Canada in January 
2016:

Lawyers, law firms, vulnerable organizations and even institutions remitted to 
assist those in need, seek advantage from the adage, "you'll never overcome 
the one year delay”, perpetuating injustice for many legitimately disabled 
Canadians. Even the Human Rights legal support centre in Ontario 
commented, albeit perhaps with cautious jest, "you need to be comatose to 
overcome the one year delay”. This is an important issue for the honourable 
court to address. It is of significant Public Importance in many areas 
including the integrity and credibility of the Tribunal system.

Hence, to LIE on evidence which was determinative of discrimination was a tactic York 
University  thought they could commit to with impunity.  And until it is corrected they have and 
will have committed a crime which has harmed not just myself and those closest to me but  ALL 
Canadian citizens.

In essence, York University in their eyes, could manipulate the system in order to publicly “hit a 
home run” because I, PJJ, would never be given the opportunity to have my case heard on the 
merits of discrimination, knowing they could guarantee I would not get through the systemic 
barrier, a gross violation of my human right to be treated equally and fairly.

• As outlined on the CBC’s Fifth Estate a local Toronto reporter comments on TPS press 
conference where a sergeant in response to questions of whether they did a good thorough 
investigation in the Dellen Millard murder of Babcock and two subsequent homicides, the TPS 
leader stated they did.  In reality TPS made catastrophic mistakes which led to two more 
homicide tragedies that should have been prevented.  TPS did not initially follow up on phone 
records of Babcock. Seven of the last eight were from Millard.  A friend of Babcock informs 
TPS she was missing and for them to check the phone records because seven of last eight 
were from the same person.  They didn’t.  But they avoid responsibility and scapegoat the 
truth after the fact.  

Toronto Reporter, “Thats just spin....Its insulting really....And they know that...You 
shouldn't play politics or cover-up when it comes to homicide.  What you should deal 
with is the facts”.

I respectfully add, the comments should be applied to the Paul James matter (and all others 
where applicable) as it involves such important subject matter - mental health/substance 
addiction - a huge burden on Canadian society.

What are the pure facts then, in the PJJ matter? They are appalling in regards to the 
blatant injustice.  Hiding the truth harms all Canadians in terms of progress.    

Chronology of Discrimination/Harassment/Poor Treatment Delivered by York University to 2010
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• April 2008 - Paul informs two Assistant coaches (BCH & JT) of his mental disabilities in self-
intervention including his substance dependence.   In attendance at self-intervention aside 
from BCH & JT were Paul’s sister Julie and Dwight and Chris Hornibook from Ithaca New 
York and Laval, Quebec respectively.

• October 2008 -  York University Women's Soccer team wins OUA West Divisional title 
championship with Master Soccer Coach, Paul James.

• October 2008 - Paul informs former “friend” and colleague but at the time “nemesis” Barry 
Maclean of his substance dependence who was a TFC player/coach agent.

• November 4, 2008 - Paul James advises York University’s Athletic Director, Jenn Myers, that 
he had not been well for some time because of his poor mental health using the ‘grey sky’ 
metaphor and requests 90 days off from work at York University. 

• Jenn Myers approves the request with the provision that she would need to inform the 
Employee Wellness Office and that PJJ would need to provide a doctors letter at some point.  

• Paul informs and requests the same leave of absence from GOL TV’s Producer Corey 
Russell.

• November 28, 2008 - York University Assistant Coaches insincerely and callously 
excommunicate with Paul James boycotting the end of season soccer banquet to celebrate 
the York Men’s National Championship communicating to everybody that something was not 
quite right.  Paul’s family embarrassingly but desperately tried to persuade both assistants to 
attend banquet.  BCH was disappointed PJJ could not reciprocate a romantic relationship; 
Jamie was aggrieved that PJJ requested he take a break from the main duties of the soccer 
program until PJJ returned from Saskatoon.

• December 11, 2008 – Paul James discloses to York U part-time men’s coach, Carmine 
Isacco, that he had not been well for sometime; he would be away for 3 months; his health 
condition is psychological in nature with a request - could he take women’s team training 
while he was away.

• December 18, 2008 - Paul James checks himself into a rehab for 90 days.

• February 11, 2009 – York University Employee Wellness office requests a Doctor’s note 
regarding Paul James’ absence from York University to attend rehab.  “We have been 
informed you have been absent….since December 18, 2008….please have your treating 
practitioner complete PRAL form…”

• February 27, 2009 – Paul James’ Doctor submits medical form to York University citing Paul 
suffers from ‘acute stress reaction’ - the number one cause of substance dependence and 
that PJJ requires ongoing support.

• May 2009 – Paul James is fired from GOL TV for no reason and/or scapegoated reasons 
including previous years analysis on TFC’s John Carver who was removed from TFC two 
months later. 
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• June 2009 - female assistant coach excommunicates with PJJ and whole York program for a 
second time because PJJ could not reciprocate a romantic relationship.

• August 2009 – Paul James continues as Head Coach of the women’s Program without a 
supporting coaching staff.

• End of September 2009 – Paul James verbally offers his resignation as the Master Coach of 
the York U Soccer Program for the end of the year as a clear indication he needed inquiry 
and support after the was scapegoated and blamed for an incident in which AD admonished 
whole soccer program for using wrong training field.

• October 2009 – Jenn Myers requests Paul James to formalize his resignation with no inquiry 
as to his well being.

• November 2009 – York U Women’s soccer team win their 5th divisional championship in 6 
years and third OUA championship in 5 years and compete in the CIS National 
Championships.

• November 16, 2009 – Paul James begins a rehab session at Sporting Chance Clinic in 
London, England.

• December 3, 2009 – Paul James concludes the rehab session  4 days early to return to 
Canada to meet his commitment to speak at a York U sponsored conference for the history 
department.

• December 4, 2009 – Paul James is a key note guest speaker at the World Cup in Africa 
conference at York University.

• December 8 2009 – Paul James contacts and requests a meeting with Jenn Myers and 
Sheila Forshaw to discuss his employment at York University, Paul’s intent was to continue as 
York’s Master Soccer Coach position.   Gillian McCullough Manager of inter-university sport 
states to Paul as he enters administration office,

“Jenn hopes you have your head screwed on straight this time”. 

Jenn Myers, pre-empts the meeting does not permit Paul to speak and proceeds to 
constructively dismiss him:  Paul was told  Master Coach model “doesn’t work” and is devolved; 
they had agreed with Carmine Isacco to become full time mens soccer coach and that Paul was 
welcome to apply for the Head Coach of the Women’s soccer team which would only be 
considered with other applications.   Paul at the time was employed at York University and the 
women’s team had won 3 OUA’s in 5 years. Less than 2 years later the master soccer coaching 
model/position was resurrected and Carmine the mens coach was appointed as the Master 
Coach of both teams. The York women’s team have not won an OUA or divisional championship 
since 2009. 

• January, 2010 – Paul James leaves the employ of York University.

Quiz Question 
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• You are direct supervisor of PJJ.  He approaches you and states, “I have not been well.  And I 
have not been well for some time.  I need some time off”.  You respond.  “You have done a 
great job.  If you need six weeks.  No problem.  No questions asked”.  The employee replies, 
“Well I actually need three months.  When you wake up and see blue sky I only see grey 
clouds.”  You reply.  “Oh. Ok.  Well that shouldn't be a problem but I will have to inform the 
employee wellness office and at some point you will need to provide a Doctors note.  At some 
point later you inform the employee you will inform the mens soccer coach to “take the 
women's training, while you are away”.

As a manager of the Employee PJJ you:

(i) Believe the employee has personal issues to take care of and no health issue 

(ii)   Believe the employee has personal matters to take care of and no health issue
      
(iii)  Believe the employee is going away for a vacation and taking advantage of the system

(iv)  Understand the employee clearly has a health issue which is psychological in nature which 
requires sensitivity and monitoring 

• Two years later on February 8, 2012 supervisor replies to now departed PJJ in an email, 
stating she thought: 

(i)   He needed some space; that he was dealing with personal matters not health; 

(ii)  She just wanted the best for him

(iii) She recognizes the approach was not correct, “Without much more information it was the 
only conclusion I could come to. I see now that this was not correct and that is unfortunate”

• Statements were inconsistent with the true facts.  If she only wanted the best for PJJ:

(i) Why would supervisor  not take the time and care to find out the reason for my distress in 
2009 and request I formalize my resignation instead.  And this only 10 months after I had been 
away for three months and they had documented medical evidence of my poor health within the 
employee wellness office?

(ii) Why would supervisor tell PJJ he could apply for the York University women’s soccer 
position in December 2009 when he hadn’t even left the institution and his application would 
only be considered with other applicants while Carmine the part time mens coach would be 
hired for full time mens position. And this four weeks after PJJ had led the women’s team to 
their third OUA Championship.

(iii) Why did supervisor LIE about PJJ telling her that he was unwell and had been unwell for 
some time? 

(iv)  Why would she hide that PJJ told her a metaphor, “when you wake up and see blue sky I 
only see grey clouds? 
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(v) Why would her “assistant” Gillian McCullough state to PJJ, “Supervisor”, hopes you have 
your head screwed on straight this time, prior the meeting PJJ requested in December 2009 so 
he could discuss his health and need to stay in his career?”  

(vi) Why would supervisor avoid meeting PJJ as he respectfully requested in 2011 to discuss 
poor treatment and discrimination? 

(vii) Why would she write in the February 8, 2012 email “Without much more information it was 
the only conclusion I could come to? I see now that this was not correct and that is 
unfortunate?”

• Former Minister of Health and Welfare Monique Begin in 2010 commented:

• “Adding social sciences evidence we now have accumulated indisputable evidence that 
social injustice is killing people on a grand scale”

Questions

1. Is it permissible for Respondents of claims before the Tribunal/Courts to summit false 
information/testimony?  Y/N

2. What are the consequences when someone deliberately submits false information and false 
testimony through the Canadian judicial process?

3. The Honourable Supreme Court of Canada are not a court for correcting lower court errors.  
Is this fair when the SCC have unfettered license with which to make their decisions?

4. At the SCC when a law is raised which requires a ruling of some sort: for example, the one 
year time limitation for filing a discrimination claim,  they look to the lower courts to see if the 
Law is in fact “working and operating”.  Meaning in this instance is the one year time 
limitation law being abused by not respecting legitimate claims thereby creating a systemic 
barrier which no claims get through.  Taking what had transpired under the HRTO’S watch 
with the Paul James vs York University matter it would be fair and patently reasonable for 
the Canadian public to view the HRTO’S subsequent decision and timing in 2015 to permit a 
different discrimination claim to pass through the one year limitation barrier based on poor 
mental health, with significant suspicion.  Correct?

Summary 

Did academic institution York University acting in bad faith (LIE) in their submissions to 
the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario not only in general but on matters which were 
determinative of discrimination in the PJJ claim?  

York University not only LIED sporadically in their submissions to the Canadian judicial system 
they did so on the main thread determining whether PJJ was discriminated against because of 
his exposed substance disability. Once judicial evidence is reviewed and it is verified to ALL 
Canadian citizens by the RCMP that York University and the Judicial process unequivocally 
knew I was suffering such mental distress during the period in question then there will be no 
greater illustration of the abuse of power, collusion and corruption of a system gone completely 
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mad magnified by the Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s willingness to not only 
let an innocent Canadian citizen DIE rather seek truth, correct errors and facilitate accountability 
to the benefit of ALL Canadian citizens but he also sought to take political advantage of its 
impending/potential reality.   You cannot fake sincerity just like you cannot fake being fake.

“Prime Minister Trudeau - Paul James was my coach during a stint I had with the Canadian Under 20 Mens Soccer 
Team. To this day, I have not encountered anyone more dedicated to winning, leadership and professionalism both on 
and off the field. It’s a real shame what has happened to him and truly hard to believe if you ever got to know him or 
see him in action. The tenacity and drive was unbelievable. He gave his life to youth soccer in Canada, I mean 
everything he had each and every single day. He was particular about absolutely everything imaginable. Training, 
focus, fitness, attitude, competing, winning but most of all the pride he demanded from all of us who were fortunate 
enough to play for Team Canada. A lot of us never went on and had professional soccer careers but I can tell you that 
anyone who played for Paul will echo everything I have said about him above. He is one of those guys that will never 
be duplicated”. Mike Bourassa Former Canadian Youth team player.

Thanks for giving the opportunity with the York mens team when you were there.  It was a great season when I was 
involved and you were a great coach.  What York are doing to you is not right.  Its just not right.   Kenneth Toppin 
former York University men’s player.
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(C). Was the Canadian Judicial system fair, equal and trustworthy in the PJJ 
matters: James vs York University and James vs Mooredale Soccer Club? 

Statement:

I request those readers of this document in positions of influence to dig out and search the 
materials of both PJJ matters including the court transcripts on the days in question. Official 
Recipients have a responsibility to ALL Canadian citizens to provide truth on matters of such 
national importance for which there can be no more important subject than a nations mental 
health.  It is an unequivocal and disturbing reality that not only was the Canadian Judicial 
system not fair, equal and trustworthy in the PJJ claims before the Tribunal and courts it was - 
with the exception of Justice Sachs and Justice Hambly’s comments on March 4, 2015 - 
undignified, disrespectful, unethical and without correction corrupt.

Discrimination/Abuse of Power/Conflict of Interests Delivered by Canadian Judicial System 
2012-2018

• June 2011 Paul James still self-stigmatized contacts and meets with Lorna Marsden informing 
her what had transpired at York University with his assistant coaches and Sport York 
personnel.

• A few weeks later Lorna took Paul out for lunch at a steak restaurant because she thought he 
needed “some meat on his body”.  While Lorna was kind and smart she failed to hide her 
awkwardness.

• She suggested Paul contact Rob Tiffin - the Vice President of York University which PJJ did 
but no calls were returned.  Lorna then suggested Paul contact Harriet Lewis which he did 
and she met with him in the fall of 2011.  He told her what had happened.  With regard to 
Jenn Myers she stated, “we all make mistakes” and suggested Paul move on with life.  She 
suggested Paul contact Jenn Myers and Sheila Foresaw directly which he did but both 
persons avoided a meeting. 

• February 2012 PJJ sent Jenn Myers and Sheila Foreshaw an email outlining his 
disappointment with how his mental health circumstances had been dealt with and himself as 
a person.  Sheila replied with regret that she did not meet with PJJ in the fall of 2011 and 
apologized.  Jenn Myers responded denying she knew PJJ had health issues.  She also 
admitted she had made a mistake(s) “and thats unfortunate”.

• May 22, 2012 – PJJ hired a pro-bono lawyer who sent a letter to request private resolution to 
York University’s discrimination, harassment and poor treatment including being 
constructively dismissed.

• June 27, 2012 – York University’s in house counsel lies in their response advising that no 
resolution was to be discussed/offered and that all they knew was that Paul James was a 
successful soccer coach and he went to great lengths to hide his mental disabilities and 
addiction.

• October 4, 2012 - Human Rights claim was filed against York University.
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• February 15, 2013 – York University files the response to the Human Rights claim submitted 
by Paul James with bad faith submissions littered with impropriety and egregious deceit 
including Jenn Myers testimony that she “thought” Paul James was dealing with personal 
matters and did not know about a health issue aimed at absolving York University from 
responsibility of discrimination. 

• April 16, 2013 – Human Rights application was egregiously dismissed at the preliminary 
stage on the basis of his failure to comply with the one-year limitation period under the 
Human Rights Code which required a reasonable explanation to explain the delay which it 
was plain and obvious that Paul’s submissions, testimony, and medical evidence did.  The 
adjudicator amongst other transgressions including overt deceit, ignored the respondents 
cited case law from “Apotex”  which required medical evidence to indicate disability as the 
reason for the delay and instead the adjudicator required an explicit statement from medical 
evidence which was a harmful deliberate error.  The adjudicator then ignored completely all 
social intersecting factors which impeded Paul’s health and well being during the period in 
question including the debilitating stigma and self-stigma, unemployment, poor health and 
psychological distress et al, a decision which overtly and comprehensively discriminated 
against his claim.

• November 13, 2013 – Paul James sends a personal appeal (38 pages) to Dr. Shoukri, 
President of York University requesting a meeting on or before November 22, 2013 to achieve 
an agreeable resolution in private in order that PJJ could try and resurrect his soccer 
coaching career.

• December 13, 2013 – York University President Shoukri, via his administrative assistant, 
rejects Paul James request for a meeting stating his circumstances were nevertheless 
compelling.

• January 2014 – Paul James filed a request for reconsideration to the HRTO including a 60 
page statement and 38 appendices connecting the dots on his circumstances.

• April 2014 HRTO Adjudicator in bad faith dismissed the claim ignoring the magnitude and 
compelling nature of submissions. HRTO adjudicator stereotyped, ignored and “ridiculed”      
PJJ submissions.

• HRTO adjudicator discriminated and prejudiced Paul James’s submissions throughout 
process and did not attempt to accommodate/recognize his mental health disability creating a 
false narrative to the Canadian public through the process.   

• May 28 Paul James submitted a request for a Judicial Review. 

• March 4, 2015 - Divisional Court, Judicial Review.

• During the hearing Justice Sachs admonished respondent counsel for stating “Mr James’ 
circumstances are sad”  “Don’t go there counsel”.

• Paul James’ oral testimony made the point that: The evidence including medical evidence 
submitted to the Tribunal met the requirements  for the Preliminary stage of the HRTO 
process.   The psychotherapist Linda Perlis was the only person who could testify on his 
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behalf for the period in question and her two letters including the first one clearly surpassed 
the threshold of a reasonable explanation.  

• If the argument was made that he did not provide enough medical evidence or it was deficient 
then these conclusions themselves discriminate against his mental disability which is unique 
on many levels including inadequate non-primary care treatment options.  On a human rights 
level the very institution remitted to protect Paul James’ human rights (HRTO) did not do so if 
they argue that he did not provide enough evidence or he should have filed within the one 
year time frame.  

• If the adjudicator/respondent make this argument then they are defeated on the premise that 
the HRTO are governed to accommodate mental disability which in this instance would 
equate to them requesting any further medical evidence or respecting a reasonable 
explanation which was clearly provided.  

• To not do this would be to not accommodate Paul’s mental disability(ies). This was observed 
by Justice Hambly at the Divisional Court hearing where he rejected Respondent councils 
argument. 

• Justice Sachs concluded the hearing with stating to Paul James, 

“I think Respondent counsels will agree. Mr James your oral and written submissions were 
outstanding and very useful for us.   You are an excellent advocate for your cause and for others 
who face a similar set of circumstances”.

• Respondent Counsel was removed from claim at the conclusion of hearing and from law firm 
McCarthy Tretault.

• June 23, 2015 – Divisional Court decision regarding the human rights discrimination claim 
was released. (SEE PJJ AFFIDAVIT TO SCC  PAGES 28-41), dismissing the Claim and 
unlawfully ruling on the merits of the case when it was not before the court with a decision 
which did not match the evidence.

• June 26, 2015 – National Post article further propagates the defamation of Paul James’ 
character through the use of the Divisional Courts inappropriate ruling on the merits of the 
case which inappropriately and corruptly lets the Respondent York University off the hook for 
discrimination while harming Paul James’  life exponentially and in every facet.

• Fall of 2015 Ontario Court of Appeal: Justice Gillese dismissed claim awarding court costs of 
$1,000 to Respondent in spite of both parties requesting NO costs; in spite of Paul James’ 
very poor socio-economic circumstances and admittance in submissions that he was a “street 
person in the making” because of the ongoing discrimination he faced.

• January 4, 2016 – Paul James submits Leave for Appeal Application to the Supreme Court of 
Canada.   The application was approved and accepted by the court deliberately ignoring its 
deficiency.

• March 2016 – Supreme Court provides notice that the Leave for Appeal Application was 
deficient, delaying the application process by two and a half months which now required a 
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motion for an amended application to be submitted and a motion for an extension of time 
which both would eventually be granted giving the public a false impression that the file had 
been treated fairly when the error should have been corrected in good faith on January 5, 
2016.

• May 9, 2016 – Supreme Court of Canada provides case summary via its website which 
included in the summary the following false, damaging, prejudicial and discriminatory 
statement from Justice Edwards at the Divisional Court which falsely ruled on the merits of 
the case and which provided the public with an explanation of why the file would be 
dismissed: 

“Depression and other physical and medical consequences of such an addiction resulted in Mr. 
James resigning from his position at York in December 2009.”   

• This treated the Paul James claim unfairly and unequally compared to other submitted claims 
which whether they are granted or dismissed the reasons for the honourable courts decisions 
are not given and are not disseminated to the public.

• May 9, 2016 – Paul James emails Administrative Law Branch of the Supreme Court of 
Canada protesting the dissemination of the false statement.  Brief email dialogue ensues.

• May 12, 2016 – Supreme Court dismisses Appeal for Leave.

• May 17, 2016 – Administrative Law Branch of the Supreme Court of Canada advises that the 
case summary has been revised to remove the false statement that Paul James objected to 
and because it was wrong and prejudicial. 

• July 26, 2016 – Paul James files Request for Reconsideration to the Supreme Court of 
Canada with a 78 page Affidavit and 10 page Statement of Argument. Application was 
dismissed and documents returned.

• Denis Raphael ironically from York University, in his 2010 authored book: The Social 
Determinants of Health: a Canadian Perspective, commented: 

• “The World Health Organization sees health damaging experiences as resulting from “a toxic 
combination of poor social policies and programs, unfair economic arrangements, and bad 
politics”

• “People who suffer from adverse social and material living conditions also experience high 
levels of physiological and psychological stress.  Stressful experiences arise from coping with 
conditions of low income, poor quality housing, food insecurity, inadequate working 
conditions, insecure employment, and various forms of discrimination.”

• “Income is perhaps the most important social determinant of health.  Level of income shapes 
overall living conditions, effects psychological functioning, and influences health related 
behaviours, such as quality of diet, extent of physical activity, tobacco use and excessive 
alcohol use. 
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• “Employment provides income, a sense of identity, and helps to structure day to day life.  
Unemployment frequently leads to material and social deprivation, psychological stress, and 
the adoption of health threatening coping behaviours.  Lack of employment is associated with 
physical and mental health problems that include depression, anxiety, and increased suicide 
rates”.

Question

1. To the Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau; Conservative Party Leader Andrew 
Scheer; NDP Party Leader Jagmeet Singh and to Elizabeth May Leader of the Green Party of 
Canada,  based on your readings thus far in the PJJ matter, should I, those persons closest to 
me including PJJ supporters and ALL Canadian citizens have faith and trust in the Canadian 
Judicial system?

Summary

Was the Canadian Judicial system fair, equal and trustworthy in the PJJ matters: James 
vs York University and James vs Mooredale Soccer Club? 

The Canadian judicial system and process as determined in the PJJ claim(s) against York 
University and the Mooredale Soccer Club has not been fair, equal or trustworthy.  On the 
contrary the system I have been exposed to has been undignified, unethical, unfair, unequal, 
colluded, abusive and if not corrected then outrageously corrupt.  

It has made a complete mockery of my life, my poor health, my achievements, the status I once 
had, those closest to me, the witnesses who took time out to write on my behalf and to those 
Canadians and PJJ supporters who genuinely care about the well being of Canada as a nation 
and myself as a person. And it has made a shambles of the Human Rights Commission in 
formulating their codes and jurisprudence in regards to mental health and substance disability.  

What is the point in spending millions of dollars and umpteen hours of human effort and 
research to formulate legal jurisprudence and methodology of doing things to then be so 
egregious when required to enforce the rules and laws. It is where all anarchy and chaos 
begins.  It has been as disgusting as it has been disgraceful as it has been ruinous. What needs 
to be determined is the root cause of such ‘cancer’ which causes and permits such 
circumstances to take place so that it is exterminated once and for all.  I do not believe I am the 
first Canadian citizen to be subjected to such treatment but because of the stigmatized nature of 
my circumstances the damage and consequences are difficult to match.

Without correction improprieties of academic institutions and judicial misconduct will remain 
invisible to the masses the majority of whom will never experience the system and therefore will 
naively trust in the decision rationales of a system, its justices, judges, and adjudicators as 
being honourable and true.  

With Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of Canada being granted unfettered licence to 
make decisions which affects the lives of millions of Canadian citizens it is a magnificently 
important responsibility therefore, for this self-regulated system to be pristinely pure, ethical, 
moral and flawless in its decisions and most particularly if/when necessary, in their expediency 
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and correction of mistakes based in this instance on unfairness and inequality of a persons 
mental disability. 

“….demanding, uncompromising, totally ethical in the way he went about everything, intelligent, organized 
definitely.  He was a professional coach. It's unfortunate I think that he grew up in Canada.… Barry Maclean

“Paul James is the best soccer analyst in North America” (James Sarman, Sportsnet)

I have known Paul James for more than15 years. I have interviewed him many times to seek out his national and 
international soccer knowledge and coaching experience. I have also worked alongside him as a television analyst. 
He is professional capable smart and credible.  I’ve also been fortunate to get to know Paul on a personal level and 
consider him a reliable and trustworthy friend. He is adaptable determined and courageous.  I am proud to know him. 
Tom Harrington Host The WorldThis†Hour CBC National Radio News
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(D).     Have York University and “associates” made extraordinary efforts to harm PJJ 
through cover-up of truth and at all costs?  

Statement:  

York University and “associates” have made great efforts to cover-up truth in this matter to the 
point they were/are willingly to let a former employee physically deteriorate in his pursuit to 
access truth and social justice from a position of extreme injustice the ultimate correction of 
which would be to the benefit of Canadian society as a whole.  

A former Canadian international soccer player and soccer coach a three time Canadian soccer 
hall of fame inductee, a person who when he took over the moribund York University soccer 
program in 2003 within six years of his leadership they had won 4 OUA provincial titles, a 
national championship - the first in any sport for quarter of a century - CIS national coach and 
player of the year honours, copious OUA awards, national 24/7 Television coverage though 
media profile of PJJ and a fund-raising account 8,000 in the black from being 10,000 in the red 
when Paul took the helm of the soccer program. 

Yet York University have unscrupulously maligned, lied about, manipulated and engaged with 
others to obstruct truth and justice to the point they have communicated for over 14 months that 
they would be prepared to let PJJ DIE rather than take ownership of their mistakes, decisions, 
and improprieties in this matter. York University have exposed the Right Honourable Prime 
Minster Justin Trudeau and the former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada Beverly 
McLachlin to uncomfortable appearances of being a part of impropriety and coverup of the truth.

How then can you begin then to comprehend the minds of an academic institution York 
University who have made the immoral decisions they have in the Paul James matter including 
sitting back, watching, scapegoating a person’s conviction to receive fair access to social justice 
through the horror of eight hunger strikes knowing their guilt?

York University and their associates/collaborators including members of the media (CBC, 
student newspaper The Excalibur and National Post) have made efforts to cover-up/deflect the 
truth of the PJJ matter to the detriment of ALL Canadian citizens who will lose out on the 
advancement of important vital truths on substance disability, the penetration of the juggernaut 
of stigma and the prevention of rife discrimination towards a persons poor mental health.   York 
University with their actions and inexplicable behaviour have in tandem with their recruited 
associates proven how Canadian society can be devastatingly corrupt, cruel and evil. 

Cruel and evil though are inadequate to describe the institutions decisions on an issue so 
straight forward it should have been resolved eight years ago or more to the point it should 
never have happened in the first place.

“Our democracy needs institutions of higher learning that are examples of truth and free 
expression”.   

Scapegoating 

“A person who is cruelly blamed for the faults, mistakes, wrongdoings of others especially for 
the sake of expediency and protection of ones culpability”.
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Definition Statement (per author Robert Greene)

• “The bloody sacrifice of the scapegoat seems a barbaric relic of the past but the practice lives 
on to this day, if indirectly and symbolically.  Since power depends on appearances and those 
in power must seem never to make mistakes the use of scapegoats is as popular as ever.  
What modern leader will take responsibility for his blunders?  He searches out others to 
blame, a scapegoat to sacrifice”.

• If there were a stronger word than “brutality” to describe Scapegoating’s immorality and 
ubiquity and the devastating consequences which follow its use, I would use it.  Brutality itself 
is simply not sufficient enough for its use in the PJJ instance.

Index

• Scapegoating is facilitated - not limited to - through the cowardice of deceit (D), Ignoring 
reality (I), Patronizing (P), Blaming the victim (B), Denying Culpability (DC), Insults (IS), 
Denial of truth (DT), Collaboration (C), Slander (SL), Defamation (DF) Abuse of Power (AP), 
Abuse in General (AG).

• Scapegoating has been the power strategy of York University and their Associates in the Paul 
James matter since 2008 when PJJ opened up and sought assistance and support. It has 
been unrelenting but also breathtaking for the devastating damage it has caused. York 
University should not be in the business of academia with such “de-values” as displayed in 
their ongoing handling of the PJJ matter.

York University
1.  Past President: Dr. Mahmoud Shoukri      (D, I, P, C)
2.  Past President: Dr. Lorna Marsden (D, I, P, B) 
3.  Current President: Dr. Rhonda Lenton (D, I, P)
4.  Chair Board of Governors: Rick Waugh (D, I, P, B DC, DT, C, AP)
5.  Past General Counsel: Harriet Lewis (D, P, B, DC, DT, C, AP)
6.  Current General Counsel: Maureen Armstrong (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
7.  Board of Governors including: Sheila Forshaw (D, I, P, B, DC, DT)
8.  Past Athletic Director: Pat Murray (D, C)
9.  Current Athletic Director: Jenn Myers (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
10. M.Inter-Uni Sport: Gillian McCullough (D, I, IS, C)
11. Past Man. of Inter-Un Sport: Ken Schildroth (D, I, P, C)
12. Associate of YU: JP Savage (D, P, DT, DC, C)
13. Master Soccer Coach: Carmine Isacco (D, I, P, DT, DC)
14. Former Asst Coach: Jamie Teixeira (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS)
15. Former Asst Coach: Bree Carr-Harris (D, I, P, DC, IS, AG)
16. Former York U mens player: Jamaal Smith (I, P, IS, AG)
17. Sport York employee: Kim Mahoney (I, P, IS)

Maple Leafs Sports & Entertainment (GOL TV 2009)
18. Former Producer: Chris Hebb (D, B, C)
19. Former Host of GOL TV: Lee Godfrey  (D, P, DC, DT, IS, C, SL)
20. Former Prod. Asst. GOL TV: Tony Ramos (D, B, DT, IS, C)
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Liberal Party of Canada
21. The Right Hon. PM: Justin Trudeau  (I, P, B, DT, C, AP )
22. The Honourable Att. Gen: Jody Wilson-Raybould (I, P, B, DC, DT, C, AP)
23. Liberal MP: Adam Vaughan (I, DC, DT, C)
24. Liberal MP: Deborah Schulte (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C)
25. Liberal MP: James Maloney  (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C)
26. 2011 Liberal Interim Leader/Current Mediator Bob Rae (XXX)

Conservative Party of Canada
27. Conservative Party Leader: Andrew Scheer (I, P, DT, IS)

NDP Party of Canada
28. NDP Leader Jagmeet Singh  (I, P, DT, IS) 
29. NDP Leader PEI Michael Redmond  (I, P, DT, IS)
30. NDP Toronto Olivia Chow   (I,)

Toronto Police Services
31. Director of Police Services Tony Remy (DT)
32. Police Officer PC Erin Carter #5224. (D, P, B, DT, IS, AP, AG)

33. Police Officer

HomeStars
34. President Nancy Peterson (D, I, B, DC, DT, AP)
35. Sales Staff Manager Kevin Smit (D, P, B, DC, DT)

Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario
36. 2016 HRTO Ad. James vs Mooredale (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
37. HRTO Counsel James vs York University: Brian Blumenthal     (D, B, DC, DT, C, AP)
38. HRTO Adjudicator: James vs York University: Paul Aterman     (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)

Human Rights Legal Support Centre of Ontario
39. Director of Organization: Toby Young (D, P, DC, DT, C, AP)
40. Staff Lawyer: Brenda Culbert (D, DC, DT, C, AP)

Divisional Court of Ontario
41. Divisional Court of Ontario Justice Edwards (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)

Ontario Court of Appeal
42. Ontario Court of Appeal Justice Eileen Gillese (D, B, DC, DT, C, AP)

Supreme Court of Canada
43. Right Hon. Chief Justice SCC (Past): Beverly McLachlin (DT, AP)
44. Current SCC Administrator: Pasquale (D, DC, DT, C,)

Canadian Soccer Association
45. General Secretary: Peter Montopoli (D, I, DC, DT, C)
46. Legal Counsel: Pat Santini (D, I,  DC, DT, IS, C,)
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47. Past President: Victor Montagliani (D, I,  DC, DT, C, AP)
48. CSA Board of Directors Nick Bontis et al (D, I, DC, DT, C, AP)
49. Current Director of Development: Jason Devos        (D, I, P, DC, DT, IS, SL)
50. Past World Cup Coach: Stephen Hart (P, DC, DT, IS, SL)
51. Past U20 Can. Women’s U20 coach: Andrew Olivieri (P, DC, DT, IS, SL)
52. Past Can. International: Dwayne DeRosario (D, B, DC, DT, IS, SL)

Canadian Inter-University Sport (CIS)
53. President/CEO: Graham Brown (D, I, DC, DT, C, AP)
54. OUA West: 2015 Women’s soccer coaches (D, DC, DT, AP)

Canadian Soccer Media
55. Sportsnet: John Molinaro       (D, P, DC, DT, IS, C, SL, DF)
56. Ontario Soccer: Ben Ryecroft (D, P, DC, DT, IS, DF)
57. The ScoreMedia: Richard Whittal (D, P, DC, DT, DF)
58. TSN: Kristen Jack (D, I, P, DC, DT, C, SL)
59. Sportsnet: James Sharman (D, I, DC, DT, C, C, SL)
60. Former TSN Analyst: Jason Devos (D, I, P, DC, DT, IS, SL)
61. Ontario Soccer TV: Anthony Torterra (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, SL)
62. TSN: Terry Dunfield       (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C,  SL)
63. Formerly of GOL TV: Lee Godfrey         (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, SL)
64. TSN: David Norman (D, DC, DT, C, SL)
65. Amateur Blogger: Gregor Young   (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, SL, DF, AG)
66. Amateur Blogger: Benjamin Massey   (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, SL, DF, AG)

Canadian Soccer industry
67. Agent/WLU Coach: Barry Maclean (D, P, DC, DT, C, SL)
68. President Vancouver Whitecaps: Bobby Lenarduzzi: (D, P, DC, DT, C)
69. Analyst Sportsnet: Bobby Iarusci (D, DC, DT, C, SL)
70. Frm Canadian International player: Leslie Wilson (D, DC, DT, IS, C, SL)
71. Frm Canadian International player: John McGrane (XXXXXXXXXXX) 

National Post
72. Chief Editor: Anne Marie Owens            (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, C, AP, DF)
73. Reporter: Tristan Hopper            (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, C, DF)

CBC
74. President CBC: Harold T. Lacroix (Mc. Tetrault) (C, AP)
75. Reporter: Alexandra Sienkiewicz (D, B, DT, C, AP, DF)

McCarthy Tetrault
76. General Secretary/Counsel Malcolm Mercer (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, C, AP)
77. Former Staff Lawyer Lisa Constantine (D, P, B, DC, DT, C, IS, AP)
78. Partner/Staff Lawyer Sarit Batner (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, C, AP)
79. Staff Lawyer Jonathan Odomeru (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)

Borden Ladner Gervais
80. Staff Lawyer: Naomi Calla (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
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Legal Aids Law
81. CEO: Richard Elliot (D, B, DT, C)

ARCH Disability Law
82. Staff Lawyer: Tess Sheldon (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
CAMH
83. President: Catharine Zahn (D, I, B, DC, DT, AP)
84. Social Worker: Sheldon Parchment (P, B, DC, DT, IS, AP)
85. Director of Addictions Sub: Raj Sohi (I, P, B, AP)

Local Soccer Clubs
86. Oakville Soccer Club (D, P, DC, DT)
87. Cherry Beach Soccer Club (P, B, DT)
88. Mooredale Soccer Club: “CK"; Marjorie Booth; XXXXXXX   (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP, SL)
89. Voyageurs Soccer Forum (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, SL, DF)

2017 Adversarial Snares (Traps)
90. Jonathan Weinberg (D, B, DC, DT, IS, C)
91. Randy Ragan (Osgoode Law School) (D, I, B, DC, DT, C)
92. Barry Swadron (Osgoode Law School) (D, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, AP)
93. Sonja Cori Missio (“Health Investigator”) (D, I, P, DC, DT, C)
94. “Kavan Howell” (Name ONLY player/LEMOYNE) (D, I, P, DC, C, AP, IS, DT)
95. Richard Elliot (Osgoode Law School) (D, B, DT, C)
96. Bobby Lenarduzzi (D, DC, P, DT, C, AP)
97. JP Savage (D, B, P, DC, DT, C, AP)
98. Barry Maclean (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS, C, SL)
99. Martin Monte (Monte Law) (C)

Others
100. Dwight Hornibrook (XXXXXXXX)
101. Chris Hornibrook (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS)
102. Slobodan Nikolic (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, C)

The Score Media
103. John Levy (D, P, AP)
104. Joe Ross (D, I, P, B, DC, DT, IS)

• As the previous chart indicates and documentation asserts I am prepared under the scrutiny 
of polygraph testing to testify to just how paralyzing, pulverizing, and abusive being an 
exposed person with a substance disability has been living in Canada.  My request in return 
for the indignity of an RCMP investigation is that each one of the 104 persons face the same 
scrutiny.  

Two Specific Examples of  Scapegoating 

Catharine Zahn President CAMH (& social worker Sheldon Parchment) - Overt Deceit,  
Ignoring, Patronizing, Denial Culpability, Denial truth, Abuse of Power 
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• December 10, 2017 I enter the home of a PJJ supporter where a dozen or so PJJ supporters 
are present.  I was 21 days into a seventh hunger strike and not looking good.  The current 
master soccer coach at York University turns up and states that Catharine Zahn the President 
of CAMH is a friend of his and when he requested her assistance to fight  the cause she said 
she didn't know who Paul James was and she couldn't help.  Yet she received an email from 
me 6 weeks earlier in October 2017 which she would not have forgotten and she received a 
half-dozen emails over the previous 5 years as I sought confirmation that in 2011 I met a 
counsellor at CAMH who was in her last year of a master of social work at York University.  

• The organization refused to provide the information or access to confirmation that I met with a 
counsellor from their Addictions department.  We put a man on the moon but CAMH could not 
accomplish this ignoring my requests and stating they had no record scapegoating I was lying 
to hide their mistake with allocating an inexperienced “York University” counsellor. I was the 
ultimate scapegoat for them - substance disability to crack cocaine.  The HRTO adjudicator 
used the fact of no record from CAMH against the claim - even though it was not at all 
determinative of the final outcome - “ridiculing” the missed record.  Catharine Zahn replied to 
an email to me in 2014 where I requested to meet with her but she refused. 

• How can such deceit and lack of care be so be so blatant from a national institution remitted 
to support persons in a dignified respectful manner?  

• In addition Sheldon Parchment a social  worker for CAMH when I was four days into my first 
hunger strike I call him to see if he could help me locate and research specific items  on 
stigma.  He was having a bad day and so our conversation was short as he seemed 
aggrieved for some reason. Five minuets later he sent me the National Post article and the 
Supreme Court of Canada docket information dismissing my case as lone items with no 
accompanying explanation as to why he would send this information.  The insolence was 
breathtaking.

• And how is it that when I contact the Director of NIDA in the United States Dr. Nora Volkow - a 
phone call away from Obama and Trump - not only does the director meet with me personally 
for over two hours she also connects me to one of the organizations top neuroscientists Dr. 
Ruben Baler who himself has kept in communications for over six years answering a request 
to speak or communicate almost instantaneously no matter where he had been in the world 
or what day of the week it was.  

Graham Brown CIS - ignoring, overt deceit, cowardice, denial of the truth,

• The President and CEO of CIS lies in an email to CIS soccer coaches admonishing one CIS 
soccer coach who publicly spoke in support of Paul James about the discrimination 
circumstance. In the correspondence Graham Brown stated he had had a number of 
communications with PJJ and that communications were ongoing. After a brief conversation 
for less than 8 minutes in December 2014 Graham Brown never returned calls or emails once 
I sent him court documents on the matter with York University. They provided unequivocal 
powerful evidence of the improprieties York University had engaged in including OUA season 
manipulation of a schedule of games which was an extraordinary unethical abuse of the rules 
and the spirit of the game something I and others had defended against during my tenure at 
York University. Integrity, ethics and competing within the spirit of the game were staples upon 
which the programs ethos was built.
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• Graham Brown to this day has not been back in contact when he said he would be.  Adding a 
final layer of indignity during my first hunger strike protest in November of 2017 I reached out 
again to Graham Brown in desperation for him to intervene.  No communications were 
returned.  Biased, unethical, immoral positions from the leader of a governing body. 

• Juxtapose this behaviour of York University and Graham Brown from the CIS with that of 
Harvard University and Princeton who on separate occasions found their mens soccer 
program engaging in improper behaviour. Immediately both sporting programs were 
suspended from training and competition for a year. 

Hunger Strike Protests 

• The ultimate illustration of Scapegoating came with my decisions to embark on hunger strike 
starvation protests as a last resort to bridge the gap between the power and wealth of the 
Canadian academic institution York University and Canadian judicial system who thus far 
have colluded to deny PJJ access to fair social justice and resolution. 

• To be clear the decision to risk my health and well being and life through hunger strike 
protests along with requesting the annulment of my soccer hall of fame status and the 
renouncement of my Canadian citizenship, has come to fruition because they are the only 
legitimate leverage points I have against the inequality and poor treatment I and millions of 
others continue to receive.  

• Educated persons such as Adam Vaughan, Bob Rae, Jagmeet Singh, Elizabeth May, Tom 
Harrington, Andrew Sheer, Olivia Chow know and understand this but they choose to 
Scapegoat (Ignore or Blame the Victim) the disadvantaged rather than solving what is now a 
critical national problem/issue to solve. 

• Rather than the Canadian media diligently dig for the truth of this circumstance; to get to the 
bottom of an issue of such magnitude the false Judicial narrative on PJJ continued.  

• He is mentally ill was the strategy of York University and associates.

• To take such a stance as pitched by the defenders/collaborators of such appalling injustice is 
as disturbing as it is an understatement.  It is an unexpected flaw of living as a Canadian in 
the twenty first century.  You cannot even display courage without it being Scapegoated.  We 
appear to be as a nation too empty, too spacious, too greedy, too complacent, too privileged, 
too conceited, too jealous of others, too petty and on a global basis too poverty-less to 
appreciate when we have been so egregiously wrong.   

• Hunger Strike Protests scapegoated as mental illness is the greatest of all insults and an 
indictment of the Machiavellian approach we have in Canada.  We are too many times an 
illusion. We pretend to the world we are nice.  But we are not always as so nice as we think, if 
in fact we are at all.

• My conviction to receive justice/resolution after all that York University and the system has put 
PJJ and those closest to him through is based on courage and determination fuelled by anger 
and rage of the ongoing injustice and arrogance of York University and their supporting cast.
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• As April 2, 2018 fast approaches the start date of the ninth hunger strike to those 
pitching the mental illness propaganda when exactly is it that PJJ will become 
mentally Ill.  Is it one or two days into the protest or perhaps ten days or is 12.01am on 
the 2?

• In January 2014 I submitted a 60 Page Request for Reconsideration to the HRTO along with 
an accompanying 38 Appendices connecting the dots on the reality of the Paul James matter.  
Point 287 was the following. 

•
As it stands now Bell Canada’s Let’s Talk promotional campaign geared towards 
penetrating societal and organizational stigma on poor mental health, avoids what the 
true reality is for a person in need of support who speaks openly – you are treated 
poorly, differently, and tacitly, with very little respect. The collateral support of 
organizations such as HRTO is therefore a necessity in order for such campaigns to 
be effective. Circumstances of clear discrimination, prejudice, and harassment need to 
met with stern repercussions against those who infringe on the H u m a n R i g h t s o f 
those suffering, which will send powerful and necessary messages for organizations 
to adapt their cultures to be more authentic, open, trustworthy, compassionate, 
supportive and accountable when dealing with the mental health of the employees. 
This can then assist Bell Canada’s courageous campaign to be more effective and 
successful.

• I stand by the statement, only now four years on with much more conviction.

• On the confrontingthestigmaofdrugaddiction.com website is a 101 list of stigmatizing 
“persons/moments" which have damaged my well being.  While most have been cultivated 
from “good persons ignorant of the subject matter” all moments are deemed as the 
permissible way to “treat” a person with a substance disability.  This is uncivilized and 
barbaric and worth confronting as a part of the hunger strike protests.

• A BBC documentary featuring Jane Elliot the famed school teacher from Iowa who produced 
the blue eyes brown eyes exercise to illuminate the attitudes of schoolchildren towards a 
subset of persons different from them.  While the exercise focused specifically on race and 
therefore racism it can be applied to any oppressed group. 

• The two distinguishing features of the exercise were the inferior brown eyes reaction to the 
poor treatment, bullying, patronizing, stereotyping they received and then the almost 
instantaneous change in the attitude of the students in the superior group which was vicious 
and unrelenting.  

• In modern day parlance what Jane Elliot illustrated was the impact of the stigmatization of 
any exposed oppressed group.

• And what the PJJ matter before the nation illustrates is the absolute brutality of being an 
exposed person with a substance use disability

• Using the same Index of highlighted persons along with all 101 stigmatizing moments you 
have a profound illustration of persons who can so easily trespass on the rights/laws of 
stigmatizing a person with a substance disability.   
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• And the CUTS can be enormously damaging to the person receiving them but as a society 
we are oblivious to the impact.  After all how can you explain the behaviour of CAMH - 
remitted to support and assist yet have proven how poorly they can behave? 

• Most purveyors of the stigmatization have not necessarily set out with such malevolent intent 
necessarily but even if it is based on pure ignorance and patronization the negative 
consequences to the receiver are the same.

• Meanwhile the defenders of injustice - York University et al - have been ruthless, cruel and 
unlawful as proven through the scapegoating of the hunger strike protests.  And there is no  
excuse for them at this time except to continue the charade which harms everybody while 
spiralling themselves as an institution into infamy.

Why then Hunger Strike?

• No body has ever asked PJJ what are the main reasons he has protested in such a way. 
Here are the top ten reasons moving forward keeping in mind that there was no viable other 
option as the system for pursuing justice had been exhausted at the SCC without legitimate 
legal counsel which, as a homeless person, I could not pursue:

(i). My former partner Ashley Anne Kelly who stood by me through 6 years of hell on earth. 
She even lost her hair through alopecia from the extraordinary stress.  When I eventually 
received inadequate settlement from the Mooredale claim in January 2017 I gave it “all”  
to her and became permanently homeless.  There is nothing she could do or say to me 
which would change the unrelenting respect and passion I feel for her commitment to 
sticking by me for so long.

(ii) Originally when I set out in 2011/12 to pursue justice it was to resurrect my passion and 
love of soccer coaching and soccer career.  It is now too late just like it was 60 years ago 
for Billie Holiday the jazz singer who was deliberately denied her passion because she 
was heroin dependent. I hunger strike to receive justice so that no other Canadian has 
to live through the same injustice that if or when they seek support and/or when their 
substance disability is exposed then they should not have to lose their career or passion 
through discrimination as a consequence.

(iii). The judicial system in Canada has deliberately and corruptly failed and recreated 
further injustice making my life worst than when I started the judicial process - if that was 
indeed possible.  I have nothing to lose now that my soccer coaching career is 
permanently over.  How else can I correct this narrative without hunger strike protests?  
There is no other way.   Getting on with life as conveniently pitched by Jenn Myers and 
Sheila Forshaw recently is another scapegoating insult.  Aside from the willful ignorance 
of the impact of stigma on my life - what do they think I have been trying to do for the 
past decade?  After all I have never been fond of being lazy.

(iv). Without correction of discrimination and abuse of a persons human rights it permits 
others to continue the cycle of abuse:  GOL TV fire PJJ for “no reason or a tacit 
scapegoating deceitful one” no justice pursued because of self-stigma and I couldn't go 
public in 2009 - it was not on the radar;  York University remove PJJ no accountability no 
justice because of an incestuous judicial system of non-accountability and sinister 
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academic institution; discrimination, prejudice continues with Mooredale Soccer Club, no 
justice in spite of overwhelming evidence and it being such a simple matter to resolve; 
no improvement of an appalling system. PJJ soccer coaching career is over because of 
an immoral corrupt system driven by an immoral academic institution, York University 
who should not be governing the education of young persons.  

(v). I would prefer to risk my life and die fighting for social justice than have to live with 
deliberate untruths and a ruined reputation from York University; to be called a drug 
addict, a crack addict, a liar, a criminal, a bad person or to be scapegoated and 
patronized even by persons in the mental heath industry; or be asked if I am clean either 
directly or indirectly behind my back; to have to work menial jobs or to be turned down 
for employment for the rest of my life. I would prefer to risk not existing just like heroin 
users take the risks they do as the alternatives for them are a life time of verbal and 
social abuse. To deny this is to scapegoat the reality.

(vi). To read comments as presented from a female soccer coach who sent it into the HRTO 
as a part of a personal reference on my behalf  for the Mooredale hearing, only for it 
to get dismissed as evidence.  Again, I would prefer to die defending the right to hold 
those accountable  than live the rest of my life defending them without justice.  My whole 
soccer career otherwise was a complete and utter waste.  I have nothing to lose. 

“There was a lot of talk within the soccer community when Paul James opened up to the public about his 
mental health and addiction issues.  I heard many negative and derogatory comments about him and some 
people went as far as to say that these issues completely took away from everything he has accomplished 
and contributed to Canadian soccer.  In 2015 I had the opportunity to work with Paul coaching a group of 
young recreational players (girls and boys aged 8-12).  I was quite surprised to see how pleasant and 
patient he was while working with kids at this level.  Paul was very organized and his practice sessions 
reflected a natural teaching progression that was appropriate for the ability level of the players.  Even in this 
environment, Paul’s attention to detail and high standards were clearly visible; traits that I’m sure were 
essential to his many successful coaching experiences”.  Laura Arudini

(vii). To bridge/leverage the power disparity between the abuse of the elite and myself as 
being a part of an oppressed group in trying to access fair social justice.  After a decade 
of living a nightmare, risking my physical health and well being, even my complete 
demise is worth the risk to receive dignity and respect.

(viii). As stated previously without gaining justice further injustice will follow as permission for 
further injustice to be delivered is given which perpetuates a vicious cycle of abuse.  The 
PJJ matters and story confront and prove this reality. Seeking justice on two platforms 
against York University and the Mooredale Soccer Club has been unfairly, 
disrespectfully, unethically and corruptly denied.   I could have sought justice on other 
legitimate instances  of discrimination, prejudice, defamation and slander including 
Maple Leafs Sports and Entertainment, the Score Media, Canada Soccer, Sportsnet, two 
henchmen bloggers, the Voyageurs soccer forum and others.  But I had to pick and 
choose based on limited commodities of time and energy.  I tried to get on with life but 
have been thwarted at each turn with one diabolical circumstance after the next.  I have 
nothing now to lose, the risk is not even a risk through hunger striking.

(ix). York University, the Canadian soccer industry, the Canadian soccer media, the Canadian 
Judicial system (thus far), the Canadian media, and Maple Leafs Sports and 
Entertainment have denied my human right to be treated equally and fairly and with 
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dignity and respect as is warranted to myself and any other persons diagnosed with a 
substance disability under Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
Similarly so have a number of Canadian soccer professionals taken advantage of my 
exposed substance disability since 2008 which also infringe on my human right to live as 
a normal person with a substance disability including Bob Lenarduzzi, Barry Maclean,  
Terry Duffield, Jason Devos and John Molinaro.  I have no redress except to hunger  
strike. 

(x). Media avoided addressing any of the Hunger Strike Protests and in doing so they have 
not been transparent, accurate or fair. The silence as others have commented in this 
latter circumstance has been deafening. Listening to the January 2017 CBC interview 
with Dwight Drummond (immaculate person and professional - he read what he was 
given) to those now sensitive to the stigmatizing words and patronizing dialogue of 
substance disability is horrific - street addicts, drug addicts stereotyped phrases which 
were not sympathetic but patronizing, outdated and highly offensive. 

• And if PJJ with a reasonable profile, background and education can be treated in such a 
repulsive way then what chance does an indigenous person have in a culture with a 30% 
higher substance disability rate.  They have no chance. 

• And to follow-up what is the point in apologizing to the group without making every effort to 
improve their day to day lives.  You can only do that when a society gets to the truth of how to 
live with “drugs” (substance disabilities) in a much better way.  And if we do not understand 
the impact of stigma and how to penetrate the social phenomena then we cannot even get 
onto the barometer of improvement.  You cannot get to square one.

Justice before Advocacy….

• ….”Advocacy before Justice” on this matter after I have advocated already for 14 months has 
to be relegated to the bucket called nonsense.  

 
• CBC Fifth Estate: A Canadian man is falsely imprisoned because of the behaviour of 

Canadian crown lawyers suppressing evidence and false testimony.  He serves 14 years and 
then when he is released he is expected by the Canadian media and public to become an 
advocate for others.  As the man said all I want to do is now retreat.  I don't want to advocate.

• I PJJ know what I have lived.  I am, like you on your own lives, an expert on my life.  I know 
what has happened to me and I know how wrong it is and I am raged and angry that it still 
has not been resolved.  I have advocated for the best part of 6 years fighting the cause with 
no assistance from anyone on the issues themselves.  As I have done with everything I have 
embarked on in my life in pursuit of social justice I have given my heart and soul to fighting 
such sinister injustice and cruelty masked behind a nation of wealth.  

• So that there are no misunderstandings, it is worth repeating, my decision to risk my health 
and well being and life through hunger strike protests along with the renouncement of my 
Canadian citizenship, is to leverage against the inequality I have and continue to experience 
through extreme social injustices from York University and their collaborating associates 
including within the Canadian government. It is very much a rationale decision for me to 
make.
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• And my request to Canada Soccer to annul my soccer hall of fame status is not based on a 
petty whim.  Rather as this correspondence confronts, my request is based on a legitimate 
stance against the poor treatment, prejudice, discrimination, defamation, slander and 
stigmatization I have received from within the Canadian soccer industry, the Canadian soccer 
media and Canada Soccer with no protection or redress. On the contrary I have been, 
figuratively speaking, assassinated from dignity, respect, fairness and equality which has 
harmed every aspect of my life.  I am no longer proud of my background within Canadian 
soccer and therefore I request respectfully Canada Soccer annul my hall of fame status.

“After meeting Paul James in 2008 (while he was in Vancouver for a recruiting trip) both my parents and I felt very 
differently. After spending time with Paul and learning about the way in which he ran the women’s soccer program at 
York University, I was honoured to be given the opportunity to play for him. My parents were also impressed with 
Paul’s coaching ability and credentials. More importantly, after spending time with Paul, my parents recognized that 
he had an attitude of professionalism both on and off the soccer field which allowed them to feel comfortable sending 
me to York University. Prior to being coached by Paul I knew little about professionalism, hard work or how to excel in 
the classroom. Paul taught me that with passion, dedication and hard work I could achieve my goals. Paul taught me 
how to manage my performance under stressful conditions, the importance of teamwork, and how to use criticism as 
a catalyst for positive transformation. I was able to graduate from York University summa cum laude and I have been 
able to maintain a cumulative B+ average at one of the top law schools in the country. I believe that my experience of 
having been coached by Paul James is what provided me with my personal characteristics that have enabled me to 
succeed. Paul is a person who, even in the midst of dealing with a substance abuse disorder, was able to go beyond 
fulfilling his coaching responsibilities by ensuring that he provided mentorship and guidance to his players in order for 
them to excel and develop off of the soccer field. As a law student I have learned the detrimental consequences that 
can arise from the stigma associated with mental health and drug issues. I hope that you will investigate this case 
closely as there is a legal duty to combat discrimination in the employment context against those with mental health 
and drug issues. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me” Gina Kripotos former York 
University soccer player 
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(E).  What have been the discrimination, prejudice, defamation, slander contributions of 
Canada Soccer, Canadian soccer industry and the Canadian soccer media to PJJ’s 
health and well being and prospects of a continued soccer career at the level his 
experience warrants?

Preface:

• My Canadian soccer career aside from York University’s immorality was finally harmed 
beyond repair not by my mental health disability but the reaction to my mental health 
disability. 

• In particular, the evilness, unlawfulness of a group of Canadian soccer media individuals 
which took a psychotherapist, Linda Perlis, with no connection or idea about soccer nor alone 
the Canadian soccer industry, to sum it up perfectly, “Only in Canada could a group of 
imbeciles get away with such behaviour.  Pathetic and criminal”. 

• And here is the list.

• Sportsnet: John Molinaro; James Sharman; Ontario Soccer: Ben Ryecroft; The 
ScoreMedia: Richard Whittall; TSN Kristen Jack; TSN David Norman; TSN Terry Dunfield; 
Former TSN Analyst: Jason Devos; Ontario Soccer TV: Anthony Torterra; Formerly of 
GOL TV: Lee Godfrey; Amateur Bloggers: Gregor Young; Benjamin Massey 

  
• An RCMP investigation into my life including my soccer career will reveal under difficult 

circumstances I have always performed my duties in a professional, honourable fully 
committed manner to anyone who has come into my life.   The investigation will reveal this 
undermining segment of the Canadian soccer community for who they are and what they did.

• Yet when I have been harmed by an organization I have tried to resolve matters in the same 
dignified professional manner I conducted any soccer team I coached. Professionally and fair.  
With York University for example I tried to resolve their appalling treatment and discrimination 
privately in 2011/12/13/15/16/17. 

• With individuals, in spite of the damage caused to me personally I still have tried to reconcile 
matters when I should not have been the person to do so.  Persons such as Jason Devos 
and Terry Dunfield, or my former assistant coaches at York University as examples, have 
avoided the opportunity/responsibility illustrating the consequences of the stigma of the 
subject matter when you are the receiver of injustice.  You are not even a third class citizen, 
with no equality, no enforceable human rights.  You are considered worthless.  A doormat  by 
the wrong people to take advantage of most especially if you do not conform to societal 
norms and expectations.  And there were a lot of the wrong people.

• The following section is the most difficult because it deals with my life time passion soccer.  
Its all I ever wanted to do was to be involved in football since I was a young boy.  Its why I 
made such sacrifices both personal and financial to stay in the game on a full time level for so 
many years.  
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• An average person wouldn't make the career decisions I did.  But they were rational personal 
choices for me and no one else.  In the end I got to where I wanted to be - a full time 
university soccer coach.

• It came at a price with an unhealthy balance in life and the resulting social anxieties which 
come with social isolation and insecurity which were detrimental to a holistic healthy life.  The 
sign posts were there that something was going to give way and when I finally sought 
assistance from the Canadian system Canadian institutions turned their backs and with 
competitive adversaries jealous of hard earned abilities, intellect and my differences in not 
being like them they ruthlessly, selfishly beyond reason, destroyed.  

• Perhaps it is naive to suggest that some of those who have harmed out of this 
competitiveness to compete in a limited parochial soccer industry, given the choice now 
would with have taken a different approach had they have known or been educated on the 
stigma involved and the true negative consequences which would follow. 

• As Johann Hari observed in his best selling book Chasing the Scream if you want to be cruel 
take away a persons life time passion.

• This section is transparent about the soccer part of my life and how it effected me and how I 
tried to survive.

• I have decided to be transparent with names - after hiding many in Cracked Open - because 
in the end it didn't matter.   It is not to be vengeful on anyone but to balance the brutality of 
what has happened in my life so that truth surfaces in order that others can now learn. It will 
highlight what exposure of a substance disability/dependence can do to people.  The person 
suffering and the person not suffering.  And it can be encapsulated in the word stigma which 
the group of soccer media “personalities” and York University, in particular, took immoral 
advantage of.  

• A former player best described the climate in Canadian soccer when Canadians are involved, 
as a room full of “boys” and one female walks in.

• Or if we went to war with just the Canadians from our soccer industry we would be half down 
from back stabs before getting onto the battlefield.   And most of the rest would run away.

• Why has Canada not qualified for a World Cup since 1986?  Why has Toronto FC gone from 
last to first in the space of 3 years after 7 years of futility?   There is a thread of commonality.
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PaulJohnJames
Former Canadian World Cup Soccer Player & Coach 

Three Time Inductee into the Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame

Chronology of an Absolute Nightmare 
Stigmatization of Substance Disability

“Paul was not only a talented player with a wealth of knowledge and experience at the World 
Cup level but he was also an incredible coach. I could never understand how Coach Paul knew 
the exact moment when to motivate players to perform at their best.  On the field he led by 
example. He was focused, worked harder than everyone else and was a natural leader.” 
Peyvand Mossavat

1. In February, April, October and November of 2008 Paul John James PJJ opened up to 
persons from York University, GOL TV and elsewhere looking for help and support to 
recover from poor mental health in the form of substance disability.  

2. Since April 2008 incremental, stigmatized, prejudicial, discriminatory and abusive treatment 
of PJJ exacerbated his poor health conditions and negative isolation.

3. Within a period of 12 months PJJ had been fired and removed from his positions at GOL TV   
(MLSE) and York University, respectively.  

4. With consideration that employment/income is the number one social determinant of 
recovery to good health the decisions of culpable organizations were catastrophic for the 
long term health and well being of PJJ.

5. The truth of the matter is this:

PJJ sought assistance for his poor mental health, procedures were not followed, support 
not given, discrimination mistakes made and then when confronted they were not 
reconciled by the perpetrators.  Instead manipulation, avoidance and coverup of the truth 
ensued most specifically from York University but also throughout the Canadian judicial 
process.  Eight hunger strike protests later and I’m still fighting for social justice.

6. PJJ should not have had to lose his positions of employment back in 2009.

7. To be denied fair and equal treatment infringes on the human rights of persons diagnosed 
with mental disability in the form of a substance use disorder under Section 15 of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

8. PJJ has confronted the social injustices centred around the prejudice and discrimination he 
has experienced for the past 9 years with no application of law proving to date that exposed 
persons with diagnosed substance use disorders have no legitimate enforceable human 
rights.
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9. This chronology outlines the inappropriate “non-support” PJJ experienced during the years 
2008 to 2017 and instead the unreasonable amounts of discrimination, harassment, 
prejudice, defamation, and slander from York University, within the Canadian soccer 
industry, the Canadian soccer media, the Canadian judicial process and Canadian society in 
general. 

10. The chronology also provides context to PJJ’s current life circumstances which are impeded 
from equal dignified improvement in large part because of the false, deceitful and negative 
public narrative which has been delivered and disseminated to the Canadian public to 
protect and camouflage the perpetrators of discrimination. 

11. Factored with the stigmatization of the social phenomena of substance dependence in 
general PJJ like millions of Canadians before him, face limited opportunity.  The lower the 
social class the nearer to hopelessness of limitation one gets.

12. Finally the chronology - when combined with public record submissions submitted to the 
Canadian Judiciary over the past 6 years -  provides testimony/evidence as it relates to 
living with poor mental health in the form of a diagnosed substance use disorder and the 
resulting stigmatization, prejudice and discrimination PJJ has received.  

13. Far too many Canadian citizens have been subjected to similar paths over far too many 
years.

Early Years

14. PJJ was born November 11, 1963 in Cardiff, Wales.

15. PJJ lived in Cardiff until July 3, 1980 when at 17 years of age he emigrated to Toronto, 
Canada, with his parents and sister Julie.

16. PJJ departed Wales with a Canadian equivalent Grade 12 education and an athletic career 
which included being awarded Whitchurch High School’s Athlete of the Year in 1980; two 
time Glamorgan champion at 800 metres with the fastest recorded times in Wales in 
1977/78 for his age group; a third place finish at the British Championships in the 1500 
metres; excelled in football (soccer) which included competing for Cardiff Schoolboys, 
county of Glamorgan, Cardiff City Youth Team, and Newport County Reserves as a 15 year 
old; while also competing in first team high school rugby and cricket.

17. In 1980/82 PJJ played for the Oakville Minor Soccer club winning an Ontario provincial 
championship. In 1982 PJJ played for the Ontario Provincial team who won the Canadian 
national championships.

Canadian National Soccer Team

18. 1983/1984 PJJ played for the Toronto Blizzard NASL team scoring against the then famed 
New York Cosmos; made international soccer debut for Canada in 1983; Played for Canada 
when the team qualified for the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics winning first CONCACAF 
Championship in December 1983. Played in all four of Canada’s games at Los Angeles 
Olympics including quarter final game against Brazil losing on penalty kicks.
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19. PJJ scored a crucial goal for Canada in their 1985 World Cup qualifying game against Costa 
Rica at Toronto’s original Varsity Stadium.  PJJ then played for Canada on the famed 
occasion in St Johns, Newfoundland when the Canadian men’s team qualified for the first 
and only time to the FIFA World Cup Championships winning the 1985 CONCACAF 
Championship in the process.

20. PJJ played in all three of Canada’s FIFA World Cup games in Mexico, in June 1986.

Singapore

21. In August 1986 PJJ played for Canada in all 5 games in the Merlion Cup, in Singapore.  A 
few days prior to the teams departure and two days prior to Canada’s semi-final game 
versus North Korea,  PJJ’s roommate Randy Ragan returned to Canada to attend Law 
School.

22. As a consequence PJJ was put in a room with David Norman.

23. PJJ was approached/coerced by David and three other Canadian players about performing 
poorly for $10,000 in Canada’s upcoming game vs North Korea. All four players had 
received money and gifts from the fixer of games throughout the previous two and half 
weeks.

24. Insecure, intimidated, PJJ didn’t know what to do. It was a no-win dilemma. He accepted 
monies over the next two days, played as well as he could in the game versus North Korea 
which Canada lost 2-0, and then the night before the Canadian team departed Singapore he 
gave the full $10,000 back to the four Canadian culprits who divided it amongst themselves 
in his presence.

25. Through 1987-89 PJJ gave sworn testimony on behalf of the Canadian Soccer Association 
and Crown regarding the Singapore bribery affair in spite of the behaviour of the  governing 
body and Prosecutor knowing that the case would be dismissed because the “crimes” were 
committed outside Canadian legal jurisdiction. 

26. During the period PJJ received death threats.

27. Since 1987 the Singapore affair has been a cause of ongoing personal turmoil and trauma 
as the PJJ name and character was/has been defamed, maligned and used against his well 
being by unscrupulous individuals within the Canadian soccer industry. Enhanced social 
anxiety and social isolation were a consequence to an already insecure socially awkward 
individual.

28. PJJ only played 6 more times for Canada after the Singapore affair in spite of being selected 
Four Times as a First Team Canadian Soccer League ALL STAR from 1987-1992 which no 
other Canadian national team player replicated during this period. 

29. TSN’s David Norman who willingly accepted and kept the bribe monies in excess of 
$15,000; and deliberately played poorly against North Korea, subsequent to his admittance 
of the crimes, still went on to compete 13 more times for the Canadian mens national team.
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30. The Canadian national team coach during this period of David Norman’s re-introduction to 
the national team was Bob Lenarduzzi who was a former teammate and roommate of David 
while they were both playing club soccer for Tacoma Stars. It highlighted the bad politics 
approach of Canadian soccer leadership which was painful for me as it brought an end to 
my playing career. 

31. In 1988 PJJ received a second first degree concussion playing for Canada in an exhibition 
game against Sheffield Wednesday. He was knocked out cold for 6 minutes.  He was not 
taken to hospital in spite of vomiting for 36 hours straight. Piercing each ear drum fluid was 
syringed from his brain cavity four times in a week from an ear, nose and throat doctor. 10 
days after PJJ received the concussion he played a full 90 minutes for Canada against the 
United States in New Brunswick.

32. In 1989 at the age of 27 PJJ was hired by the Ottawa Intrepid professional soccer team as 
their head coach competing in the Canadian Soccer League.  He performed a dual role as a 
player and coach.  The same year the CBC’s Fifth Estate documented the Singapore affair 
causing further consternation.

End of Soccer Playing Career

33. In the fall of 1991 PJJ used marijuana for the first time with a teammate from the Toronto 
Blizzard soccer team.  He never used the substance again until 20 years later. 

34. Marijuana use would have helped PJJ’s psychological circumstances of excessive stress 
and anxiety but it was never a consideration. The use in 1991 was driven by alcohol, an  
impaired decision.

35. In 1992 PJJ was hired by the Canadian Soccer Association to coach the London Lasers 
team of the Canadian Soccer League. Team finished “fourth making the playoffs” and PJJ 
was awarded the CSL Coach of the Year.  A 19 year old Jason Devos competed in all games 
for London.

36. On April 2, 1992 PJJ played for Canada against China.  Gregor Young a club teammate and 
friend of David Norman was adversarial.  In late 1992 the CSL folded and in 1993 PJJ 
played his last game for Canada vs South Korea.

NCAA

37. In 1994 PJJ was hired by LeMoyne College as their part-time coach for $5,000 a year.  
LeMoyne College competed at the NCAA Division Two level. After 15 years without a 
winning season the 1994 team recorded a 15-5-1 winning season which remained as the 
best season record for over a decade.  In 1984 PJJ was awarded as the New England 
Collegiate Conference Coach of the Year.

38. In 1995 the team finished 12-6 reaching the top ten in the NCAA national rankings. PJJ also 
began the academic process of completing his undergraduate university degree from Wilfrid 
Laurier University.  His purpose and passion in life was to become a full time collegiate 
soccer coach.
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39. In 1996 PJJ was hired as the part-time soccer coach at Niagara University for $17,000 per 
year. PJJ coached both the men’s and women’s teams at Niagara University from New York 
State who competed at the NCAA Division One level for two seasons. 

40. The men’s team prior to his arrival had not won a game in 3 seasons and had the 
ignominious distinction of being the worst collegiate soccer/sporting team in the United 
States. In 1996 when the men’s team won their first game in over three years the news 
made USA Today sports coverage. 

41. The women’s team were marginally better having only won a combined 5 games over the 
previous three seasons.

42. December 1996 PJJ was involved in a severe single vehicle accident as a consequence of 
overwork and fatigue falling asleep at the wheel of his car and hitting a telegraph pole. 
Amongst a number of injuries he sustained a severe concussion, 3 fractured ribs, a 
punctured lung, broken nose while contracting pneumonia. 

43. Coaching two poorly funded NCAA Division One soccer teams with very little assistance; 
working full time on university studies and conducting a soccer camp business in order to 
subsist beyond being poor was severely detrimental to his health.

44. Upon leaving Niagara University at the end of 1997 the men’s team had won 12 games and 
tied 4; the women's had won 9 games and tied 7.   PJJ was awarded the Metro Atlantic 
Coach of the Year while graduating with a BA degree from Wilfrid Laurier University

45. A month after departing Niagara University, when in an alcohol induced impaired state PJJ 
encountered and used powered cocaine for the first time.

Canadian National Soccer Coach

46. April 1998 PJJ was hired by the Canadian Soccer Association as the men’s U20 soccer 
coach and national training centre director for Ontario. 

47. The job remit for the first 2 years of PJJ contract was not conducive to balanced health as it 
required a 7 day a week commitment and long hours in order to successfully contribute to 
the development of young Canadian soccer players.  

Alcohol Impaired Choice: Crack Cocaine

48. When in an impaired state from alcohol use PJJ encountered crack cocaine in 1998 and at 
varying times through his tenure with the Canadian Soccer Association.  For PJJ during the 
first 8 years of substance use alcohol was always the gateway to using which was an horrific 
experience - as only users can attest to - leading to acute auditory psychosis.  

49. On three very rare occasions of excessive alcohol intake in one setting combined with 
substance use, existential anxiety would be the consequence - the gruesome feelings of 
nothingness, no one would ever want to experience.
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50. Weeks, months would pass between use during PJJ’s tenure but the one night acute use  
episodes were devastatingly powerful and harmful, worse than at any other time during the 
substance use trajectory.  

51. The question for persons is how do you get out of the circumstance?

52. I, like most other stigmatized persons did not know, is the candid answer.  It is why 
addressing stigma is the most important aspect of all variables when it comes to substance 
disabilities.

53. In 2000 PJJ was diagnosed with depression which along with social isolation and anxiety 
were deemed as the most significant contributing factors to PJJ’s substance use. 

54. The CSA sent PJJ a subtle communication in employment payment stub with a leaflet to 
Bellwood centre for the treatment of addiction.   When PJJ called the centre the cost for 30 
days was $16,000.  When PJJ informed them he couldn't afford it they hung up.

55. In March 2001 the Canadian U20 mens team PJJ was coaching won the CONCACAF 
Championship qualifying the team for the FIFA U20 World Championships in Argentina. It 
was only the fifth time a Canadian U20 team had qualified for the prestigious FIFA 
tournament.  In presence day circumstances they have not been able to qualify in over 12 
years.

56. Throughout PJJ’s tenure with the Canadian Soccer Association and beyond he received 
what would be considered a hefty amount of maligned criticism from the Canadian 
Voyageurs soccer supporters group including from Gregor Young friend of David Norman 
and Jason Devos, “….and its still a disgrace that James was hired by the CSA” June 20, 
2001.

57. The disgrace aspect with regards to the 1986 Singapore episode was that David Norman 
not only profited $15,000 plus back in 1986 for deliberately playing poorly for the Canadian 
National mens’s soccer team.  He never had to testify in a court room and then ended up 
playing for the Canadian national team again 13 more times.  But that wasn't enough for 
David Norman.  Trying to unlawfully channel his own immorality onto myself through the 
unconscionable behaviour of others on his behalf and most specifically with regard to the 
narration of my poor health, is a reflection of the character which got David Norman into the 
quagmire of depravity in the first place.  David needed to appreciate how fortunate he was to 
have been given the opportunity to have played for Canada again. 

58. A minimum of five persons at the CSA knew PJJ was in significant mental distress: CEO 
Kevan Pipe; CSA World Cup Coach and Technical Director Holger Osieck; Director of 
Coaching and Player Development Ray Clark; CSA Equipment Manager and Goalkeeping 
Coach Kevin Muldoon; and CSA Technical Administrator and staff coach Stuart Neeley.

59. The CSA had no internal human wellness resources or knowledge on how to treat the 
condition/disorder PJJ was suffering from.  The association did not know what to do.  As a 
consequence PJJ suffered behind closed doors with a conditioned athletic coaching 
mentality that “he could survive and overcome the disorder and the shame and guilt of his 
circumstances”.  
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60. The Canadian Soccer Association did not discriminate against PJJ and did “the best” they 
could with consideration of the financially strapped era the Association were in.  There were 
of course internal and external politics which were debilitating but there were good people in 
the association.  They will admit today they did not know what to do. 

61. PJJ resigned from the CSA in July 2001.

University of Liverpool

62. In 2002 after briefly working part-time for Sportsnet as a soccer analyst PJJ entered the 
University of Liverpool’s MBA football industries program graduating in the fall of 2003 with 
one of only three distinctions given for his thesis dissertation on the Canadian soccer 
industry titled, 

“Improving the Canadian soccer development system through expansion 
into Major League Soccer in the City of Toronto”.   

York University & Soccer Media

63. In November 2003 PJJ was hired by York University as the Master Soccer Coach of the 
moribund York University soccer Programs.

64. During the period 2004-2009 PJJ also worked part-time as a soccer analyst for various 
media sources most often The Score Television network and GOL TV which provided 
significant exposure to the York University soccer program and student athletes.

65. PJJ received the following email in November 2004 from a member of a Canadian Soccer 
Supporters Group who a week earlier had walked into the The Score TV network requesting 
PJJ be removed from the organization:

66. Date: Fri, 05 Nov 2004 22:29:42 -0700

From: fuck you fuck you <pauljames63@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: fuck you fuck you <pauljames63@hotmail.com>
To: pjjames@yorku.ca

Fuck you asshole, you are a morbid cocksucker. Im going to slice your nose up and shove it in 
your penis, you son of a fuck. I hate your hair and fuck
you. You are a master coach of master queers, and you like men, you want to touch men such 
as your father in his grave. Get off Sportsworld, no one wants to look at your face you ugly shit, 
you ruined the sport of soccer, you welsh piece of shit. Go accept a bribe from Singapore. ill let 
you give me ten dollars if i fuck your whole family. Die. and by the way you're ugly. you look like 
shit in a bagel.

From:..........obviously were not telling you you stupid fuck......go fuck your couch, or your 
mother,
your choice. BYE
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67. The maligned message was one of many PJJ had received over a number of years.  This 
one raised the bar a little.

68. In the Fall of 2007 York University men’s and women's soccer programs won two OUA 
provincial soccer championships; two OUA and CIS coach of the year awards, two player of 
the year awards, with both teams ranked number 1 and 2 in the country. The women's team 
PJJ specifically coached recorded an 18-2 record winning a silver medal at the national 
championships.  It remains as one of the best collegiate soccer records of all time.

69. Three months on from these achievements, in February 2008, PJJ’s health had deteriorated.  
to a period of ill health.  At this stage and after speaking to his sister Julie he opened up 
looking for help and support.

70. For the remainder of the period 2008 and 2009 the following transpired at York University, 
GOL TV and PJJ’s life outlined in evidentiary submissions on public record:

•  The York women's team won two divisional and one OUA provincial championship. 

• The York mens team won a national & OUA provincial championship & two divisional  titles.

• PJJ’s two assistant coaches were informed of his ill health from depression, anxiety and 
substance use of crack cocaine through an April 2008 self intervention which they attended. 
Both persons excommunicated with him and his family in late November 2008 as an 
insincere, coercive, punitive approach to get him to enter rehab earlier than the committed 
departure date on December 18, 2008.   The female assistant was aggrieved that I couldn't 
reciprocate a romantic relationship with her which I wish I could have.

• Both assistant coaches spitefully refused to attend York’s soccer banquet on December 11, 
2008 ignoring numerous pleads from PJJ’s family for them to do so. The stigmatized impact 
on PJJ was devastating.   The part-time men’s coach at York University Carmine Isacco was 
informed on December 11, 2008 that PJJ was not well and had not been well for some time 
and that his poor condition was psychological not cancer. 

• In November 2008 York University Athletic Director Jenn Myers was informed by PJJ of his 
poor mental health and requirement of 3 months leave of absence.  Ms. Myers stated she 
would have to inform the EWO of his absence and the necessity for PJJ to provide a doctors 
note.

• During same period PJJ also informed GOL TV of his need for three months leave from on-
camera work; he also informed  “friend” of 15 years, Barry Maclean of his poor mental health 
condition - substance dependence. 

• PJJ attended first Rehab December/January 2008/09.  

• Barry Maclean was hired by GOL TV Executive Producer at MLSE, Chris Hebb, as consultant 
for the hiring/retaining of on camera soccer analysts.  He was also agent of John Carver, at 
the time, Toronto FC’s Head Coach.  
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• Upon return from Rehab, PJJ was released from his part-time analyst work at GOL TV after a 
three commitment.  Rumour of PJJ’s substance dependence was by now rife within the 
soccer community and at MLSE where Bree Carr-Harris was employed in part on a 
recommendation by PJJ. 

• The Toronto Star’s Chris Zelkovich publicly reported/suggested PJJ’s disappearance/firing 
from GOL TV as being the consequence of his critique of John Carver from the previous 
summer.

• In October 2009 Jenn Myers requested PJJ formalize his resignation from York University.

• After attending a second rehab in the November/December of 2009 PJJ was told his master 
soccer coaching position was being devolved, that the part time mens coach was being hired 
full time and that he could apply for the women’s position and his application would only be 
considered along with other applications. The statement was made 4 weeks after he led the 
York women’s soccer program to their third OUA title in 5 years.  They have not won one 
since.

Post York University and GOL TV

71. Anthony Torterra from Ontario Soccer turned up to where PJJ was staying prior to him 
leaving for Florida and filmed an awkward interview PJJ did not want to be doing.  Again a 
no-win situation damned if you do or don’t.  The interview was set-up by York University.

72. In 2010 PJJ travelled to Florida to stay with friends while trying to subsist through part-time 
soccer writing for the Globe and Mail.

73. At the end of January 2010 PJJ learned that Bobby Lenarduzzi the President of the 
Vancouver Whitecaps and others had disseminated information about his substance 
addiction within the soccer community.  And the delivery was not for benevolent purposes.

74. PJJ’s “friend” Tommy Sohen - whom he had informed of his substance addiction in the fall of 
2009 - worked for the Vancouver Whitecaps at the time had divulged to Bobby about PJJ’s 
crack cocaine addiction.  Bobby had been unnecessarily aggrieved of PJJ’s critique of the 
Vancouver Whitecaps in a Globe and Mail article and so Tommy naively volunteered the 
private health information as a reason.

75. The anxiety of PJJ’s circumstances worsened as the stress from his exposed health and the 
consequential discrimination, prejudice and invasion of his privacy forced him to retreat from 
the Globe and Mail commitment as it was very poorly paid and each time he wrote in a direct 
way - if someone was unhappy by its content - then it created further turmoil from the 
dissemination of PJJ personal health information which he was trying to protect.

76. Canadian International and Major League Soccer Superstar Dwayne DeRosario while on 
SUN TV with Gareth Wheeler in late November 2010 stated, 

“Paul James has done nothing for the development of Canadian soccer he has just been 
involved in scandals”.
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77. PJJ entered his third rehab in January 2011 while he tried to save a morsel of his soccer 
career by providing pro-bono podcasts to the Rednation amateur online website. He had not 
been able to obtain employment work.

78. In February 2012 a few days before the CP article appeared about his life PJJ’s gmail 
account was hacked and emails were sent throughout his contact address book.  Someone 
accessed the PDF file of the book and distributed.

79. The night before the book was released PJJ’s partner Ashley Kelly at the time was 
physically sick for hours because of the stress. 

Coming Open - Cracked Open

80. February 13, 2012 PJJ released a stigmatized e-book account of his life titled Cracked Open 
as a means to confront the reality of his circumstances and to try to raise funds for a return 
to rehab. The book released generated less than $2500 which would buy approximately 3 
days of “treatment”.

81. A few weeks after its release PJJ partner Ashley came home from meeting her friend 
Sebastian who was working with Toronto FC.  She was upset at the comments Sebastian 
had received from Bree Carr-Harris (the former PJJ assistant coach) who was aggrieved at 
the fact I did not acknowledge her contributions to York soccer (which I did) and then Barry 
Maclean’s entrance with “an extremely crude” comment.  In the latter instance it was 
because I didn't mention him in the book.   Considering I had been his best man and had 
been through a not so nice health issue which I had confided with him, it was an 
unbelievable statement.  And that, without consideration of the damage he had committed to 
myself while I was at GOL TV and clearly, based on the comment, everywhere else. 

82. Both persons emphasized the pure brutality of human selfishness, cowardice and a total 
disregard for the pain of a persons health circumstances.  It wasn't enough though for Barry 
Maclean to see me lose my soccer career.  It was not enough for him to see the turmoil I 
had suffered.  His actions with TFC, GOL TV elsewhere and into the future were to give 
Brutus, Machiavelli and slander a whole new meaning.  

83. The Canadian soccer media ignored, scapegoated and ridiculed Cracked Open my 
“attempted life story” as their strategy to protect others including Jason Devos, Bobby 
Lenarduzzi, Terry Dunfield and David Norman from the truthful public narrative, which was 
outlined hardly going to affect each persons career in anyway.  They just needed to absorb 
they everyone makes mistakes including them.  

84. As CP’s Neil Davidson wrote, the soccer industry is “foreboding” the book’s release.

85. John Molinaro from Sportsnet was first out of the gate with a comment regarding pettiness.   
A 6’4’ man, a great writer but seemingly with a character less than an inch in my regard.  At 
the same time of his pettiness comment there was a classic faux pas rebuttal as Bob 
McCowen from Sportsnet is being told from higher ups to not have me on his sports talk 
show.   I get turned away at the last second as I am walking into the studios.   And this the 
same John Molinaro who orchestrates the online votes for the best Canadian mens national 
team achievement as being the 2000 Gold Cup rather overstated to the achievements of the 
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1984 and 1986 teams which won two CONCACAF Championships “de-facto Gold Cups” in 
the space of two years and qualified for a World Cup and Olympic games neither of which 
have been repeated since.  Nothing on the mens side should realistically come close.  But in 
the immature Canadian content of our soccer industry such real pettiness does exist to 
politically align oneself with others.  Not that the Gold Cup performance in 2000 was not 
important but it would rank third or fourth on any credible objective list.  After all, people 
forget the game against South Korea Canada won on a coin toss after tying 0-0 when Craig 
Forrest as goalkeeper stood on his head and then a year later the team fails to qualify for 
the World Cup.  Then a few years on the team undermine and fire the coach Holger Osieck 
that led them to the Gold Cup in the first place.  I can assure any reader, Canadian national 
player’s from the 84 and 86 teams look up to Tony Waiters with complete reverence.  

86. More importantly how John or anyone could read the story itself and then be so repulsive 
with their comments and selfishness is beyond petty it was realistically pathological similar 
to the CBC public comments gloating when the British and Australian prisoners were 
executed by the Indonesian government.  It also showed a profound ignorance to the health 
condition.

87. Meanwhile while in Canada I’m getting overtly and covertly mauled, my old high school in 
Whitchurch, Cardiff are putting my Canadian World Cup picture not side by side but in 
between two other alumni of the school, Real Madrid’s Gareth Bale and Sam Warburton 
(Captain of Wales Rugby) on their Wall of Fame as a kind gesture, appreciation and 
recognition for what my life had been.  No greater juxtaposed position when compared to 
the Machiavellian nature of too many in Canada.

88. Two Canadian soccer bloggers, The Score’s (Richard Whittal) and Ben Ryecroft (Ontario 
Soccer) identify the defamation and malice of a section of the Canadian soccer supporters 
group and “soccer media” in doing ‘the bidding of others’ which painted a false defamatory 
narrative of PJJ life story, PJJ himself and his experiences within Canadian soccer. It was a 
coordinated attack facilitated with the “assistance” of Jason Devos, Lee Godfrey, John 
Molinaro, and TSN’s Terry Dunfield, Kristen Jack, David Norman and others.

89. While persons 6 years later may try to weave a web of denial, using legalese of “plain and 
obvious” and “patently reasonable/unreasonable” the coordinated attack was very real as 
emails, twitter accounts and the overall carelessness of the individuals involved will reveal.  
The guilt is as disgraceful as it is unequivocal as it is unlawful.  RCMP investigation would  
ferret out the truth of the matter. 

90. Attached are a few media items illustrating a part of the behaviour including from the two 
bloggers Massey and Young, then Lee Godfrey and Ben Ryecroft with an unrelenting 
agenda to harm myself as a person and as a soccer professional.  The latter two for 
example both disseminated the 2015 defamatory National Post article via Twitter.   Of 
course everyone has the right to free speech.  But no one has the right to deliberately 
slander, defame and assassinate an individual from a career.  

91. The group gave the term Schadenfreude an added feature of criminality.

92. Ben Massey the author of the “86er blog” was a harsh, agenda based soccer critic of mine 
prior to the release of my life story. His book review is egregiously defamatory, colluded       
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with Gregor Young, written with malice and avoids the harsh realities of the painful Cracked 
Open account of my life and how and why substance addiction to crack cocaine progressed. 
He purposely fails to outline the circumstances surrounding why certain Canadian soccer 
personalities he states I carpet/fire bombed, were referenced in the account of my life and 
how the accumulative effect of these instances impacted my mental health negatively.  For 
example:

a. Dwayne DeRosario twice selfishly refused to play for Canadian teams in 1999 (a team I 
coached) and 2002 when Holger Osieck was coach and instead tried to coordinate player 
revolts which were unsuccessful.  I addressed it because in 1999 it impacted me.

b. Dwayne was aggrieved at a Globe and Mail article I wrote about his decision to demand more 
money from the owners of MLSE through gesticulating to the crowd in a crucial game when the 
team was bottom of the league fighting for their lives and the majority of his teammates were 
making a pittance in comparison.

c. Again, in late 2010 Dwayne DeRosario went on SUN TV with Gareth Wheeler and stated  
that, ‘Paul James has not done anything for the development of Canadian soccer he has only 
ever been involved in scandals’. He was referring to my substance disability which he was 
spreading throughout the soccer community as he was a part of a text-fest with other national 
team players in 2010 as rumour spread.

d. Bobby Lenarduzzi and Jason Devos were both competitive nemesis’ who protected their high 
profile positions within the Canadian soccer industry at all costs in my regards as they had both 
taken a different path to get into their positions which cultivated insecurity and defensiveness 
within them.  Both for example discussed/spread rumours of my substance disability in 2010 
which I addressed with Bobby Lenarduzzi through emails and through a cordial but in the end 
awkward meeting; Jason Devos refused to meet and instead used the Singapore instance in my 
regard as a means to defame the reality of my involvement.   When I arrived back from my first 
rehab I appeared on camera for GOL TV only one more time hidden in the corner in the 
humiliating presence of Lee Godfrey and Jason Devos, again as if I was in a cage.

e.  Stephen Hart was aggrieved at the Globe and Mail article PJJ wrote in 2009 (see below) 
about his hiring with the CSA and as a consequence he constantly slandered my name within 
the soccer community including in 2011 using the Singapore instance as a conduit

f.  John Carver was the Barry Maclean channeled TFC head coach when PJJ was working for 
the GOL TV network. In firing me from my position unscrupulous persons stated it was my 
criticism of John Carver as a coach the previous year for my departure which hopelessly 
scapegoated the real reason. 

The 'on air conduit HOST’ for GOL TV Lee Godfrey (see also below excerpt from Cracked 
Open) empowered by the ill health of PJJ and having too friendly a relationship with TFC 
players used the health circumstances to scapegoat PJJ upon his return from rehab in 2009 
with, 'the Toronto FC John Carver debacle'. 

The 'on air conduit' stated directly, ‘You will never work again in the soccer media in Toronto 
unless you apologize to TFC's head coach John Carver’ who had publicly ridiculed and 
lambasted  a Toronto Sun reporter a year earlier and other Canadian soccer reporters 'as not 
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knowing anything about soccer', which I professionally and correctly disagreed with and 
addressed on air with the approval of Corey Russell, GOL TV's head of production. 

g. The Ben Massey blog in stating PJJ carpet bombed the soccer industry was egregiously 
defamatory.  If I had deliberately done this then I would not have used pseudonyms titled Tom, 
Dick and Harry for three profile soccer persons within the Canadian soccer industry; I would 
have used the name of the Host of the GOL TV soccer show (Lee Godfrey) who knew about my 
substance disability and used it against my continuation with the show.  And also, I did not 
reveal the Canadian national soccer player who “extorted” from the Canadian Soccer 
Association $10,000 extra than any other Canadian player for an appearance fee to play against 
Australia in a crucial 1998 World Cup qualifying game. The CSA obliged and payed the extra 
fee.  The player is humble enough to know it was a mistake and his conscience would have 
tapped him enough times to warrant enough self-punitive reprisal. And I did not reveal the 
names of my two assistant coaches (Bree Carr-Harris and Jamie Teixeira) as it related 
specifically to their excommunication of me in 2008/09.  I only used their names when it was to 
speak positively about them.  And the list could go on as to the many aspects of the targeted 
defamatory review.

89. Crucially the Ben Massey blog does not mention TSN’s Terry Dunfield who warned me he 
would do something. I had pursued and recruited Terry like I did Owen Hargreaves constantly 
throughout 1999 and 2001 to play for Canada - the nation where both were born and raised and 
when everyone else at the CSA had given up on them.  At the time Terry played at Manchester 
City in the English Premier League and for the England U18 team and I was Canada’s U20 
mens coach. In 2001 Terry agreed to play for Canada and specifically at that time for our U20 
team which had qualified for the FIFA World Cup Championships in Argentina. I made him 
captain of the team even though he hadn't played for us before, as a means to cement his 
commitment to play for Canada.  During the 2001 World Championship tournament Terry 
organized a night on the town with half the Canadian squad of players 48 hours before our 
crucial game versus Brazil, which culminated in 8 players arriving home at 5am in the morning 
drunk and obnoxious. They were oblivious to the fact they were followed and monitored all night 
by FIFA hired security whose responsibility it was to guard all team personnel. It was an 
important anecdote of the immaturity of Canadian soccer players and the selfishness of Terry in 
undermining me as a coach when I had done so much for him as a person. Ten years later in 
January of 2012 a few weeks before the release of my story I receive a call from Terry worried 
about what I had written with an admonition to me that he would have to react in some way 
through his own blog or blog of others as it was harmful to his reputation.  Again the immaturity 
and selfishness of a Canadian player  a decade after the event summed up the mens side of 
Canadian soccer. I was writing not to harm him just to explain my life, my health and how it was 
effected by incidents like these.

90. Gregor Young the blogger of Monday Morning Quarter Back is the same Gregor Young who 
played his one full international for Canada against China on April 2, 1992. It puts him in the not 
so esteemed category of being one of the worst players to have ever represented our Canadian 
national senior men’s soccer team.  I played in the same game and so I can vouch as to why it 
was his last. I even tried to encourage him through the game as I could see he was struggling 
but he didn't respond.  He was then a club teammate and friend of David Norman and continues 
to be a friend today.  His blog was coordinated with Ben Massey’s piece to harm my life story 
and soccer career through overt defamation. They even recommended each others blogs. In 
particular Gregor Young a conduit also of Jason Devos was obsessed with my role in Singapore 
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because it is ‘plain and obvious’ he couldn't accept my honesty and strength of character in 
dealing with the dilemma I was delivered in September 1986 when juxtaposed against his long 
time friend David Norman who took and kept bribe monies and deliberately played poorly for 
Canada in an international game in return.

91. In an email exchange between Jason Devos and PJJ in 2011 I respond in part,  

“In regards to the following statement you made in your email correspondence, I find it ironic 
that someone who accepted money to lose a game for Canada feels that he can pass 
judgement on the character and integrity of others.....so now you like others in the Canadian 
soccer community over the years have used the dilemma I was presented with in Singapore as 
a means to defame, undermine, or discredit me as a person when they do not know the facts…it 
really does say a lot more about your own character Jason than it does mine.  Have you ever 
considered that the whole Singapore affair highlights much more my strength of character and 
integrity as opposed to the other way round?    I think over time you will begin to see that the 
majority of people do not share your point of view and the ones that do have agendas which are 
not honourable. Which brings me to the real issue. For the record this is about Canadian soccer 
in general and particularly politics which is the number one problem we face in this country 
which you are a part of”.

Again it was the self absorbed insecure extraordinarily selfish nature of Jason Devos which 
developed the unenviable characteristics that would lead him to consider making such bold 
maligned statements which with a twist of wicked premeditated irony he doesn't make to his 
TSN cohort  David Norman.  The more important point being, he would never have made the 
comments had it been at any other time because politically it would not have been 
advantageous for him to do so.  It would have been problematic because I still had my social 
and professional status as my poor mental health was not exposed.  But then in 2011 the word 
was out about my health and Jason knew I had lost both jobs.  PJJ is in a position of 
worthlessness Jason takes advantage in an obscene way - a bullied approach because I had 
nothing.  I was doing free podcasts which nobody listened to and addressed his political 
behaviour particularly in regards to his undermining decisions regarding Holger Osieck, a 
talented individual we have yet to replace.  Jason just needed to address the issue or absorb it 
and perhaps think of a different manner to lead.  Either way he wasn't going to lose his job or 
livelihood.   

91.  Excerpt from Cracked Open in 2012,

Within a few days, I was back working on recruiting for the York program. Then, after a few weeks I apprehensively 
called the other GOL TV (Lee Godfrey) person to see how things were now that GOL TV had been purchased by 
Maple Leafs Sports and Entertainment. Right away something was off centre. He explained that while he had just 
signed a new contract extension, he was unsure as to where I fitted in with their plans, especially knowing my 
situation with Toronto FC head coach John Carver. It was a signpost conversation for what lay ahead. After all, how 
could he be so perceptive and what does John Carver have to do with anything? I did not feel good about the 
comments, so I called an executive from Insight Sports. He confirmed he understood my concern, but everything as 
far as he knew was ok and I should call Chris Hebb—the new person in charge of the media arm for MLSE. As I put 
down the phone, energy was sapped from my body. I did not trust the information I was given. When I met with Chris 
Hebb, he had his female assistant with him. It felt like I was in a cage. Early in the meeting, Chris told me he was 
from British Columbia, he knew Bob Lenarduzzi and Dale Mitchell, and they had hired Jason DeVos as the colour 
personality for Toronto FC games. They were undecided on what they were going to do with their analysts. When I 
left the meeting I thought why did he mention Bob and Dale? I resigned myself to the fact my time was up. Even 
though Chris Hebb had not said it outright, I had been around long enough to know it was a set-up. Under the 
circumstances of the previous three months, it was another down period and my stomach turned inside out. 
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Nevertheless, my contract was good until the end of August and MLSE would not be officially taking over until mid-
summer. So after the initial shock and disappointment, I decided to keep positive and to make sure I did the best job I 
could for the remaining months. After all, I could be wrong. But then as I walked into the GOL TV studio on the 
Thursday where I would normally sit next to the host, I saw Jason DeVos. The two of them were waiting in their seats 
when I walked in. The writing on the wall had never been clearer. After three years working in a difficult environment 
with an inhospitable on-air supervisor, I now knew it was coming to an end. After the taping, I caught a subway and 
bus up to York to begin to integrate myself into the university environment again. On my way there, I thought about 
what I should do next in regard to GOL TV. When I got off the bus, I called Chris Hebb and asked him directly, “Are 
you going to renew my contract?”  After a short pause, “No, we are not.” When I asked him why, he stated they 
wanted to go in a different direction. For a few minutes, I tried to sell myself to him, but it was a hopeless situation. It 
was like cutting players with them asking you why with the delirious hope you are going to change your mind. As I 
walked through campus, I felt dazed with the final confirmation. After the worry and fear about not letting people 
down, it was another despondent feeling…………On Friday morning, I woke up a little more refreshed. I thought to 
myself: Just remain positive and do a good job for the remaining four months of the contract at GOL and then 
something else will come along. By now I was reliant on the revenue to pay bills and expenses on my condo unit, so 
losing the payments would be a problem I would have to resolve. But at least I had a little bit of time. Unfortunately, 
things took another turn for the worse.  On the Saturday two days after I had performed so well on camera for GOL I 
received a call from the on-air personality, who left a message on my cell phone stating that he had learned from 
higher ups at the TV studios that, “Unless I apologized to John Carver for on-air comments I had made the previous 
summer, I could no longer work at GOL TV and that if I wanted to have any chance of working in the media again in 
Toronto I would be wise to take the high road on this.”  It could not have been more patronizing.

92.  Again the lack of respect you receive once your health circumstance is exposed is so 
humiliating it “winds you” in the stomach. It’s the consequence of stigma people are oblivious to. 
Lee Godfrey who has never represented his country was in the end a nightmare for me when he 
didn't need to be.  His admonition regarding John Carver treated me like I was a schoolboy.    

93.  Adding a sense of immense satire however, shortly after I was fired from GO TV, a frazzled 
John Carver resigned from his head coach position at Toronto FC while under the pressure of 
another losing streak.  Six years later as interim coach of Newcastle United he single-handedly 
took the team from 11th in the Premier League table to the bottom of league in the space of five 
months.  When facing criticism from the media he aggressively attacked back, “But I am the 
best manager in the Premier League”.  

93.   On May 21, 2015 I sent the following letter to theScore media organization which is self 
explanatory and highlights not just theScore media but others within the Canadian soccer media 
(highlighted in red are additional comments I now make for context).   The reply I eventually 
received from the legal team was, of course, “we will defend ourselves rigorously”. The only 
benefit I received was that the blog was finally taken down but the damage had already been 
done. 

Legal Team at theScore Media:

As a courtesy, please note, I, Paul James, as a self represented applicant, will be filing a legal claim 
against theScore media organization for defamatory and libellous statements written by Richard Whittall, 
in a soccer blog posted on theScore media website, February 13, 2012.  Consider this correspondence 
as a potential avenue to discuss expeditious and fair resolution prior to the claim being filed.

Vice President of theScore media, Joe Ross, instructed me to contact you directly regarding my 
conversation with him the week of April 27, 2015. 

For transparency and to be clear I contacted Joe Ross during this period outlining my intent to pursue a 
legal claim against theScore media organization.  It was not a threat as Joe Ross indicated in a 
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subsequent email, merely a course of action, amongst others - unrelated to theScore media - which will 
be forthcoming.

For your reference and to give context, the following is a brief summary of my conversation with Joe Ross 
interspersed with additional pertinent facts and statements, some of which, will be included in the 
'relevant future claim', as it relates to your organization.

1.  Purpose of my communication with Joe Ross, was to invite him to meet to discuss the soccer blog 
posted on theScore media website February 13, 2012 authored by Richard Whittall which contained false 
and damaging assertions including but not limited to my 'burning of bridges' within the soccer media 
industry in Canada and with the Canadian Soccer Association.

Joe Ross avoided my suggestion/offer to meet.

2. Prior to the release of Cracked Open on February 13, of 2012 I met with Joe Ross and James 
Sharman on a couple of occasions to discuss promotion of my life story on theScore media website.  It 
was agreed theScore media would use excerpts from the e-book provided to them, with fair commentary.  

3. My immediate response (and that of my family) to Richard Whittall's February 13, 2012 post in this 
regard, was outrage and anger.  The specific reference to 'burning of bridges' was false and grossly 
inappropriate considering the accurate circumstances of my "departure" in areas of the soccer media in 
Toronto which covertly centred on my poor health - itself, a Human Rights violation - and not my approach 
within the industry which had always been professional, competent and insightful even during difficult 
periods of poor health. 

4. With reference to the Canadian Soccer Association, Richard Whittall is not specific about how I had 
"burned bridges" because it is a false statement.

5.  In my recent conversation with Joe Ross, he stated, disingenuously, that Richard Whittall did not mean 
any harm with his commentary and had no political alignment with others to affect me negatively.  
However, the facts and evidence provided in the 'future relevant claim' do not corroborate the Joe Ross 
assertion.  How did Joe Ross think the statement would help me? It was part of a false narrative which 
Whittall’s cohorts were stitching together, he was a messenger.

Furthermore, Joe Ross stated there was no peer relationship with Richard Whittall and others within the 
soccer media and soccer industry in Canada who themselves had a negative agenda in my regard. 
However, on the very day of the release of Cracked Open, and at other times, Whittall exchanged 
numerous Twitter messages with persons in this category.  Jason Devos for example.  Research into 
cyberspace provides the answers.

6. theScore media have been negligent in keeping the full blog post, dated February 13, 2012, on 
theScore media website until it's eventual removal at the very earliest May, 2015.  This delayed decision 
to remove the blog from theScore media website has resulted in significant damage to me personally 
including being unemployable in the Canadian soccer industry and elsewhere.

7. For context:

a.  After working with the  Globe and Mail for just over a year I resigned in the fall of 2010 on excellent 
terms with references from Tom Maloney and David Leeder, Sports Editor and Assistant Sports Editor 
respectively. 

b. After a three year commitment to Gol TV I was inappropriately and callously undermined and fired upon 
my return from rehab in 2009 as a result of their knowing of my ill health.  MLSE/Chris Hebb/Lee Godfrey/
Barry Maclean.
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c. After three years of dedicated work to the Gol TV channel and an unsolicited 'top analyst' grading in the 
country of A+ by a local respected sports/soccer journalist (Matthew Scianetti - National Post), MLSE 
declined to hire me for Gol TV after hearing about my ill health through, among others, a  FIFA registered 
soccer agent whom Chris Hebb the head of production at the time, hired as a 'soccer analyst consultant'.  

d. With The Score, I worked part-time for three years (2004/07).  

After receiving a call from Greg Sansone in 2007 who informed me of the networks change of direction 
and business model, I  sincerely thanked him for the opportunity to have worked for the network and 
wrote James Sharman a letter with similar appreciative sentiments.  

Subsequent to this, James Sharman provided an outstanding reference letter and testimonial on my 
behalf.  During my last on-air appearance for The Score, James stated, "Paul James is the best soccer 
analyst in North America and then in a written email he commented I was a class act in how I handled my 
departure, a sentiment further acknowledged by Greg Sansone in his phone conversation with me.

In my life story Cracked Open I was gracious and sincerely appreciative in comments about my 
experiences at The Score.  

e. I worked for the CBC's Tom Harrington during the 2007 FIFA World Youth Championships.  Tom 
provides an outstanding reference.  

f. Having worked for Sportsnet as a stand-in analyst on a few occasions spanning over a decade there 
was always a reciprocal appreciation and respect of the relationship. Greg Zele the head of soccer 
production has consistently provided very positive references on my behalf.

g. Neil Davidson from the Canadian Press over a period of 15 years has written numerous articles 
concerning my soccer career with unsolicited, gracious, positive comments regarding my approach and 
professionalism.

h. In August, 2001 I resigned from my position as national U20 coach with the Canadian Soccer 
Association. My departure was professional, courteous and appreciative of the opportunity I was given 
highlighted in my resignation letter to the Association.

During the subsequent decade and beyond I had professional relationships with members of the 
Canadian Soccer Association including Holger Osieck, Even Pellerud, Dale Mitchell, Ray Clark, Bob 
Birrada, Christine Sinclair and others.

In 2008 I was assistant coach of the Canadian women's U20 soccer team who won the CONCACAF 
Championship in Mexico.  

Later that same year I was a staff coach during the Beijing Olympics for the Canadian Women's Olympic 
team.

8. Richard Whittall's specific assertion regarding my 'burning of bridges' is false and not supported by the 
comprehensive facts provided in the 'relevant future claim'.  His libellous statements were not based on 
factual evidence but instead on undermining rumour and his own political alignments/agenda. Whittall's 
comments were politically calculated - intended to damage my reputation rather than assist accurate 
perspective. 

9. On February 13, 2012 the day of the blog posting on theScore media website I sent an email to Joe 
Ross at 1.12pm requesting the blog post be taken down,  
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"Joe, please lift today's blog - no need to do anything further regarding promotion - let the story go".    

I repeated this request to James Sharman in a telephone conversation three days later.   

However, the blog post remained on theScore website until beyond early May of 2015 and was deleted 
only after I had consulted with a libel lawyer in person on May 1, 2015 whose colleague at a different firm 
stated to me he knew James Sharman as an acquaintance.  

Four days later after not hearing from James Sharman in over a year, I then receive a friendly email dated 
May 5, 2015. Shortly after, the Richard Whittall soccer blog was removed from theScore media website.

In my conversation with Joe Ross, the week of April 27, 2015, he could not recall exactly when the blog 
was removed from the website.

10. The damage the soccer blog by Richard Whittall (and two influenced peer blogs, coordinated in 
tandem by "henchmen" Benjamin Massey and Gregor Young) has been significant and personally 
devastating.  

11. For perspective, I have not been employed for the past 3 years in spite of applying for numerous 
positions (predominantly soccer) without even an email in reply.  Considering my extensive, hard earned 
soccer background which, in part, is outlined below, taken from personal testimony as a self-represented 
applicant at an Ontario Superior Court Judicial Review hearing on March 4, 2015. 

“My overall soccer background includes being a three-time inductee into the Canadian Soccer Hall of 
Fame; a four time CONCACAF Champion as a player and as a coach; 47 appearances for the Canadian 
World Cup soccer team 8 as captain; 45 appearances as the Canadian national U20 soccer coach; Two 
FIFA World Cup Championships; Two Olympic Games appearances; 6 coach of the year awards at all 
levels: professional, collegiate, NCAA, CIS, 2007 CIS national coach of the year; a television soccer 
analyst for the CBC; Sportsnet; The Score Television network, Gol TV and CTV;   have attained my B.A. 
from Wilfrid Laurier University and a niche soccer MBA from the University of Liverpool in 2003.” 

A more comprehensive summary of my career is provided in Appendix A. 

This significant, diverse soccer resume, when considering my current day circumstances of below poverty 
level income, obliterated social and financial status, and lost soccer career built over a lifetime, it 
illustrates the devastating damage theScore media, Richard Whittall, Joe Ross and others within the 
Canadian soccer community have contributed to.

12. When 'Paul James Soccer' was "Googled" as an internet search request, from February 13, 2012 until 
the earliest May 2014 theScore soccer blog by Richard Whittall, which was requested to be taken down 
on February 13, 2012, appeared on the front page of search listings, most often second or third from the 
top.  

13. There is tangible evidence including from medical practitioners, employment agencies, soccer clubs 
and persons outside the country, who have used the "burning of bridges" comment as the reason for my 
elimination from the soccer industry in Canada and employment elsewhere.

To illustrate:

The President and owner of a local soccer club in Toronto, declined my offer to coach his U17 boys rep 
team because (Cherry Beach Soccer Club), 'if our parents google your name they get more bad than 
good and you burn bridges'.  As a consequence he hired an inexperienced 23 year old assistant 
university coach. 
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Employment agency JVS in Toronto commented the 'burning of bridges' statement hinders my 
employment prospects.

14.  Appendix B provides a feature article written at a time of poor health for the Globe and Mail.  It was 
met with scorn, ridicule and disagreement from other soccer media analysts including those  illustrated in 
the 'relevant future claim'. 

Considering Canada lost its last World Cup qualifying match 8-1 (setting a new benchmark of ignominy) 
after only needing a tie or potentially a 1-0 loss to advance to the next phase of qualifying, the 
circumstance in full, illuminated an immature and profound ignorance towards soccer in Canada.  

Stephen Hart three days prior to kickoff of this all important game outlined the tactical approach he would 
take, which would be to, 'open up and attack' rather than rigorously defend the opposition.  

This globe and mail article was not 'burning a bridge' rather it was the job remit of a competent soccer 
analyst to provide an intelligent, insightful observation which proved to be profoundly correct three years 
later. It was not a hindrance to soccer development in Canada it was an assistance towards maturity in a 
soccer nation where bad politics persists and stifles. 

As stated at the outset of this correspondence, I will be filing a claim against theScore media organization 
in the future.

Please regard this communication also, as a potential opportunity to resolve the matter, in private, in 
order to minimize any "inconvenience" to those people and organizations who will be a part of, or 
referenced through, the claim process itself.

If you need to contact me, feel free to do so at pjjames.09@gmail.com or if you prefer, you can call 
416-803-0631 to speak with me directly

Sincerely, 

Paul James

(Reality: At theScore I was “professionally undermined” when James Sharman “hired’” a new production 
person behind the scenes Kristen Jack in 2007. The first day that I met him when he arrived accompanied 
by Carl Robinson I knew my days were numbered. It was instantaneous for me to perceive Kristen Jack’s 
smugness for no reason which revealed he had an agenda and it was to be on camera.  He spoke 
negatively about me behind the scenes and therefore I was done and I knew it.  Sly is an understatement 
for Kristen Jacks character but I handled myself appropriately and professionally and only now in 2018 
have I revealed this information which is not reflective of the previous bloggers comments that I had an 
agenda to fire bomb.    Richard Whittall, Jason Devos, Kristen Jack, James Sharman, David Norman, 
Terry Dunfield, John Molinaro and Ben Ryecroft make up an interesting group.  You would never ever go 
to war with them. The character traits are the same in all “cowardly moves” as outlined in their handling of 
my circumstances.  A fond memory I have now of theScore is reminiscing of the overconfidence of Kristen 
and James being brought back down to earth when they both played in a charity soccer match. It was like 
watching Laurel and Hardy push a piano up three flights of stairs.  The flip side is that they are excellent 
in their on air roles and so I am sure they will absorb both observations as James in particular has a good 
sense of humour.  Not honourable people in my regard though and like the others they took extreme 
sickening advantage of my poor health circumstances).

CSA making a mistake in hiring Hart: PAUL JAMES
The Globe and Mail

Published Monday, Dec. 07, 2009 10:12PM EST
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The unanimous decision by the Canadian Soccer Association's board of directors to hire Stephen Hart as 
Canada's national men's coach is not what you would call a brave or gutsy decision.

Apparently no one on the board has read the recently released Soccernomics by Simon Kuper and 
Stefan Szymanski, which, among other things, outlines through statistical analysis why western European 
countries tend to dominate world soccer. Canada, which Kuper states "shamefully underperforms 
considering their wealth as a nation," is ranked in the book's top 10 of underachieving soccer nations. 
Considering the book's premise - including the exchange of soccer knowledge with western European 
nations - it is unlikely Kuper and Szymanski would approve of the decision to hire a Canadian coach in 
the ultra-competitive and sophisticated world of international soccer. They would most certainly purport to 
an exchange of knowledge from western European soccer coaches as the way forward.

Nevertheless, to balance the scales a little, both Kuper and Szymanski would find it difficult to understand 
the unique landscape of Canadian soccer, as there is no other country quite like ours when it comes to 
soccer. A limited professional infrastructure, geographic impediments, comparatively small soccer culture, 
and the parochial, territorial, protective nature of the soccer industry itself would dent their overall 
hypothesis significantly. Even the best of outside soccer coaches would find the Canadian challenge like 
no other on the planet, but at this stage and after considering Dale Mitchell's capitulation, the choice to 
have gone foreign would surely have been more logical, even to the layperson.

Unfortunately, in electing to go with Hart, the CSA is once again appeasing what the transparent segment 
of the Canadian soccer market wants. The small yet vocal group of pro-active fans, and certainly the 
current crop of national-team players, are in favour of Hart's hiring. This positive support, while it will at 
least buffer some of the nasty criticism that accompanied the Lenarduzzis, Mitchells and Osiecks of the 
world, will not last forever. The decision to hire Hart is a poor one and is doomed to fail. 

The role of a national team coach is not to gain the title of having the best winning percentage, as the 
CSA media release painfully outlines for the likes of Tony Taylor and Stephen himself. It is about guiding 
your team to the World Cup finals. It is ironic that the one coach the CSA cannot use in its faux pas of 
highlighting winning percentages to justify its cause, is the one and only coach who qualified Canada 
back in 1986 - Tony Waiters. Careful perusal of Hart's record at the under-17 level is proof that qualifying 
a team has not been quite so easy for him. In fact, 0-3 is all the proof you need to have question marks.

The Gold Cup performances have been positive and his ability to create harmony amongst an awkward 
group has been admirable. However, the test is really having the ability to get your players to "fight" at the 
right time, and in this area the questions should be asked about whether Hart can get the job done.

The gulf between Gold Cup games and World Cup qualifiers in terms of pressure, intensity and maturity is 
a big one. A nice-guy approach with tactical smarts will serve him well until the point when the money is 
on the line. Without an edgy approach that comes from an edgy personality it is difficult to fathom how a 
well-liked nice guy like Stephen Hart will get blood out of a stone from the group of players he selects to 
get the job done.

93.  Meanwhile eight days later, GOL TV’s Lee Godfrey’s published comments on December 14, 
2009 on Stephen Harts hiring (as I was departing York University, seven months after I had 
been fired by GOL TV), 

“I finally see in print what I’ve have been waiting to see happen for many months.   The hiring of 
Stephen Hart as Canada’s national men’s team Head Coach.  People in the media have been 
talking about Hart’s lack of experience and winning when it counts.  What a load of crap.”
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94.  In the summer of 2012 Terry Dunfield contacted me feeling guilty about the consequences 
of the Bloggers Massey and Young and asked if I would be interested in coaching a local 
Toronto soccer team.

95. It was humiliating to have to deal with Terry.  It illustrates perfectly how bad and punitive the 
consequences of the stigma of drug addiction really are.  You are inferior and you feel inferior.  
As a former Canadian national team coach and Canadian national collegiate soccer coach of 
the year in 2007 I was now relegated to coaching U12 boys for which I had to go on trial so the 
parents could view and make sure “I was alright”. It was another in the long list of shameful 
humiliating experiences which were about to get worse. Having not coached or worked for the 
previous 3 years I said I would be interested. A meeting was set up with DB and NK and an 
agreement was made for me to coach the team for a very modest part-time salary.

96. It was only when I agreed to coach the team that Terry Dunfield informed me that the 
manager’s son was out of his depth and not good enough to play at the level the team were 
competing at. 

96. My experience with the team was not complicated. I coached them for 7 weeks. We 
competed in 5 competitive league games winning 4 and tying 1.

97. I dedicated myself to the team as I would with any other team I have coached.

98. During this period I also coached the managers son on an individual basis because he was 
not at the technical level of the other players and therefore he would have difficulty competing at 
this elite level which would get more difficult each year without dedicated training geared 
towards individual improvement.

99. The team and parents were happy with my coaching and were for the most part respectful of 
me as a person.

100. Manager while verbally accepting that his son needed to improve, in reality when I did not 
start or play him regularly in games he would turn “awkward/nasty” and immaturely tried to 
undermine my decisions with playing certain players in certain positions et al.

104. In the “final game” against Vaughan when we won against a very good team 1-0 manager 
was visibly frustrated and annoyed that his son did not play many minutes.

110. During the period 2012-2014 the soccer club did nothing to correct the circumstances I had 
outlined in my communication through a report on the team and the text to me, “note to self: 
never hire a crackhead” comment.

108. Manager did not try to resolve the circumstance because he did not want it resolved 
because he felt threatened that his son would not have been played. His eventual departure in 
2014 and the subsequent capitulation of the Mooredale Boys team in 2015 and 2016 confirms 
my assessment in the 2012 report was experienced and correct.

106. On a personal level my partner and I had moved to the Rosedale area and rented a 500 
square foot apartment in a house to be close to the area. I had no other source of income.
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109. During the fall of 2012 manager requested I assist an associate of his through their own 
substance dependence. I did so successfully and needed to continue in order for there to be 
sustained success with this person. However once the soccer commitment ended so did my 
relationship with the family associate because manager as he stated in a text he would make 
sure it did. Three years on this same “associate” has lost his family and finances.

111. As a consequence of the fiasco of 7 weeks, false rumour was disseminated on why I had 
departed the team facilitated by the manager and Terry Dunfield who stated that his friend had 
seen me in a park frazzled and scattered and so Terry justified this as me using and so he 
disseminated the  false information. I then addressed this directly with the conniving not so nice 
Terry Dunfield through email.   He had already done enough damage - this just added to the 
malice.  As one person stated who attended a local soccer club event, “Terry’s comments about 
Paul James in public are so wrong.  You just don’t make comments like that in public”.  Ditto a 
person named Anthony Torterra who was aggrieved that I didn't agree to an interview about my 
decision to hunger strike in early 2017.

112. In October 2014 the soccer manager of the local Toronto soccer team contacted me stating 
his son had been bullied and did not want to play for the team again and so they were leaving to 
play at a lower level. He asked if I would go back and coach the team to finish off the job which 
had been started. He had received a call from a parent who stated he and the parents wanted 
me to coach the team.

113. In this conversation the manager apologized for his actions in 2012 and for his 
communication regarding crackhead. I appreciated his candour and stated I would be happy to 
coach them.

119. I was never given the opportunity to even be interviewed as the technical director stated 
amongst many things, “he wouldn’t even pass a police check”.  I passed a Police Check in 
October 2016 as I would have at anytime over the past 40 years I have lived in Canada.

120. The local team performance after the fall of 2014 plummeted.  They finished last in the 
OYSL with no wins 3 goals scored and 95 conceded.  It was an OYSL worst record.

121. The fact I would have to be in the position to beg to coach at that the youth level 
epitomizes the stigma of the subject matter and the appalling behaviour of the Canadian judicial 
and soccer systems as a whole in not correcting the discrimination when they should have with 
York University. 

122. The only thing worse was the behaviour of the soccer club, their legal representation and 
the HRTO with how they dealt with the matter once confronted. I expected this time rigour and 
integrity.  Instead I received collusion, abuse and the corrupt handling of the matter from start to 
finish which in the end was the catalyst to going on hunger strike as the final methodology of 
ending the nightmare I had been living.  As a former national U20 player stated, “I would do the 
same thing”.  Sixteen months later as I enter a ninth hunger strike protest without justice or 
resolution, it really is an appalling indictment of Canada as a nation.

124. Other Incidents/Statements taken from Sworn Affidavit to the Supreme Court of Canada in 
the summer of 2016 are listed below (I have added one item highlighted in Red to give context 
regarding my interaction with Victor Montagliani and Pat Santini)
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Punishing Consequences of Societal Discrimination and Stigma

80. Over the past 8 years I have experienced ongoing discriminatory, prejudicial, non-supportive, punitive 
actions and behaviours of others following my efforts in 2008 to responsibly seek help and support for my 
poor mental health illustrating that Canadian society does not view substance use addictions as mental 
disorders or disabilities in the same way other health issues are treated. In line with the criminalization of 
some substances and the centuries old isolation and condemnation of “alcoholics and addicts” the 
antiquated, inappropriate moral theory of addiction prevails in Canada as indicated through my own 
experiences since 2008. I submit that substance use disorders (addictions) are not pseudo-medical 
conditions or criminal problems of the individual. They are human problems which require humanistic 
approaches to assisting those suffering, to good health. Without intervention from the honourable court 
through accountability measures including adherence to ethical standards on how self-represented 
Applicants are treated along with the removal of judicial discriminatory barriers which prevent an access 
to justice when injustice is confronted, isolation of those that suffer will continue, deepening the epidemic 
of substance addictions which affects all Canadians negatively.

83. Oakville Soccer Club
In 1980 when my parents emigrated to Canada I played for the Oakville Soccer Club for two years 
winning a Provincial Championship in the process. In 2008 while staying with my sister and trying as best 
I could to manage my health I was requested to speak to the Oakville Soccer Club regarding university 
soccer in the United States and Canada to parents, players, coaches, and club officials. Over 120 people 
were in attendance for the event which I provided pro-bono. In 2012 after I had been unemployed for two 
years and was desperate for work I contacted the Oakville Soccer Club and communicated with technical 
director at the time Dino Lopez about conducting training sessions for their club for a small fee per 
session. I had coached Dino Lopez in 1992 in the old Canadian Soccer League making him captain of the 
team and eventually I recommended him to be a part of Canada's World Cup team. In 2004 Dino 
approached me about being an assistant soccer coach at York University. I hired him within a few weeks. 
My request (appeal) to conduct training sessions to the largest/wealthiest soccer club in Canada in 2012 
was declined with no explanation as to why. (See Exhibit G).

84. Canadian Soccer Association vs York University
After I read the National Post article in mid-July of 2015 I contacted the President of the CSA looking for 
support in regards to my human rights claim against York University, the defamatory targeted National 
Post article and the defamation and poor treatment I had received from the soccer industry as a whole 
since my health had been exposed. The scheduled telephone conversation with the CSA President and 
their legal counsel lasted approximately 7 minutes after the legal counsel questioned “what are you 
looking for Paul, for the CSA to cut you a check”. I wasn't looking for charity or money from the CSA I was 
looking for assistance to resolve the York matter.  At a bare minimum I was looking for some dignity and 
respect. I was angry at the comment and so the conversation ended, only for the legal counsel to deny 
their statement in an email and then turn contrite when informed that someone else could confirm the 
statement. (I was with Ashley and using her phone of which Victor and Pat were on speaker)  Pat  Santini 
apologized in 2017.

85. Access to Justice, ARCH, McCarthy Tetrault - Lost Home, Legal System Reform.
While the rhetoric emanating from the Canadian legal system on the urgent need for improving an access 
to justice for ALL Canadians, the hypocrisy is 100 miles deep if I consider my own experience. Access to 
justice is not first and foremost about affordability. Without an ethical, principled legal system which can 
provide equality in bargaining power, it will be futile to promote or reform the system based solely on 
accessing affordability. Even though I had been unemployed for three years and on a financial free fall, 
when I eventually applied for legal aid my application after two months was turned down because I still 
had an asset - a rented home. The HRTO Legal support centre would not take my case on because the 
one-year limitation period I was informed was an impenetrable systemic barrier unless you are comatose. 
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No independent lawyer would take my case because I was told: I had no financial capacity to pay; the 
nature of my health condition; and the apparent "corruptness and agenda" of the system was not worth 
the fight. Self representation was not at all what I wanted to pursue but what else could I do to confront 
the injustice I was presented with. Eventually through constant knocking on doors I encountered ARCH. 
Although the organization did not take my case on in an official capacity Kerri Koffe did give me some 
some sage advice on how to present myself at the Judicial Review at the Divisional Court of Ontario. 
Kerrie stated the organization would take on my file after the review. However, she was on a one year 
maternity leave and so I was told to meet another staff lawyer from the organization who, aside from 
stating immediately that she could only be a "sounding board", she did everything in her power to 
undermine and harm my case and personal resolve to see the matter through (see email 
correspondences). 

In mid-August 2014 I visited my apartment which had been rented out to three international students, who 
had avoided communications about the renewal of their lease on September 1, 2014. When my partner 
and I arrived at the unit five persons were living there who were not a part of the leasing agreement along 
with umpteen suitcases with the names of other persons from outside of Canada. The three contracted 
tenants were no longer living there and the unit including our furniture had been destroyed causing what 
eventually amounted to $15,000 in damage including a destroyed microwave and obliterated leather 
couch. In trying to resolve the issue immediately one of the original tenants retained a lawyer who worked 
at McCarthy Tetrault (graduate of Osgoode Law at York University). When speaking to him on the phone I 
alerted him to the potential conflict of interest knowing the outstanding York University issue. In spite of 
this and knowing his client had already written an apology note accepting liability for all damages he sent 
an outrageous WITH PREJUDICE unethical, deceitful, corrupt email which tried to extort $2100 from me 
on behalf of “his clients” , along with the requirement of a police escort if ever I was in their presence of 
his client, rather than facilitate ethical resolution for the plain and obvious responsibility for the damage. I 
contacted the Toronto police and they advised me to have the suitcases stored on the property of the 
building but away from the unit. (I called Malcolm Mercer the General Secretary at McCarthy.  He had me 
on speaker phone I am assuming in the presence of the firms Lawyer - its hard to fathom how this 
particular person was the head of the law society’s ethics committee for so many years but is unaware of 
what is going on in the industry.  A conduit of tremendous harm in my life).  My partner and I eventually 
resolved the matter in late October of 2014 with the 3 original tenants privately but for only $8,000. The 
damage remained in our condo unit. Without a year-long tenancy agreement in place and no financial 
ability to repair all of the damage I had to sell the unit as quickly as I could at a reduced price of $60,000 
because the mortgage payments without tenants were impossible to meet. The consequence of losing my 
home took away any financial leverage I had to survive. Now in 2016 without any assets I do not even 
have the right to own a credit card. Had the lawyer from McCarthy Tetrault been fair, responsible and 
ethical and not corrupt I could have had the opportunity to have saved my home in spite of the 
outrageous event. 

With Prejudice
Asley, Paul,
I am the lawyer for Ms. *** Ahanotu, with respect ***to the ongoing tenancy dispute with yourselves. I have had an opportunity to 
review your emails of August 13th and 14th, sent to , as well as your text message to her, wherein you demanded the return of her 
keys to you "immediately". I also write further to our telephone conversation of August 14, 2014, wherein you refused to discuss the 
matter in a reasonable or intelligible manner, and ultimately shouted various threats to call the policy, immigration, *** and her co-
tenants places of study and work, and the media, before hanging up on me. You have demanded a reply from *** by today, and you 
may consider this email to be said reply.
The Lease
The property in question is located at 1201-20 Blue Jays Way (the "Property").The relationship between yourselves, the Landlords, 
and ***, the Tenant, is governed by a Lease Agreement, wherein *** and the other tenants provided you with first and last month's 
rent as well as a security deposit. Besides the fact that you were already charging these very young, female, international students 
$3,000.00/month - a figure well in excess of the market rate for such a property - you also collected a security deposit from the 
tenants. *** believes that deposit was for $600.00, however, I am unable to confirm the exact amount at this time because you have 
excluded *** from the Property, where she kept her copy of the Lease
The Alleged Property Damage and Alleged "Illegal Tenants"
 @@@ maintains that your allegations with respect to the alleged  damages are false, overblown and/or manufactured for the 
purpose of extracting money from her and the other young girls that she resided with at the Property. Furthermore, @@@ maintains 
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that  the allegation that any property, such as mattresses, has been misappropriated or replaced, is completely false (no we have 
photos and receipts plus you were invited to take a look at the damage and the rooming house mattresses they replaced them with 
et al), and made for the purpose of extracting funds from her and her co-tenants. To the extent that any damage has been suffered 
by the property, which is not admitted (yes we have a noted signed by *** apologizing for the damage and the fact that none of the 
tenants were living there et al ) , but expressly denied herein, such damage is nothing more than the ordinary wear and tear that one 
could reasonably expect in the course of the tenancy. Your alleged quantum of damages for the apartment is 
absurd. @@@ expressly denies that $12,120.00  in damage has been cause to the Property, and in any event such damage is 
wholly and completely unsubstantiated. Moreover, due to your illegal eviction of @@@ and her co-tenants, they have had no 
opportunity to photograph the apartment before leaving, and as such there is absolutely no contemporaneous evidence of what the 
property looked like upon their forced departure, and any purported evidence proferred by you subsequent to their departure cannot 
be relied upon, especially in light of your irratic, unreasonable and completely incomprehensible behaviour both in your interaction 
with @@@ and her co-tenants and myself over the telephone. Simply put, your behaviour in this situation has been unbecoming 
and very difficult to understand, and any "evidence" from you about the property cannot be trusted.
Furthermore, your specious allegations that @@@ and the co-tenants were "harbouring refugees” (a dozen suitcases were there 
and they admitted they should not be in the country - we have photos of them and we called the police….our apartment was ruined)  
as you stated in our telephone conversation, is not only false, repugnant and offensive, but coupled with your repeated threats to 
report @@@ to immigration/embassy authorities,  it is also indicative of discrimitation on the basis of race and place of origin, 
contrary to the Ontario Human Rights Code. Your demand for $3,500.00 for "illegal tenants" is completely untenable at law, and a 
further attempt to extract funds from your vulnerable tenants.  
The Illegal Eviction
On the basis of the alleged damage to the Property, you have, without an Eviction Order or Notice of Termination, evicted @@@ 
and her co-tenants from the property, and prevented @@@ and her co-tenants from accessing the Property, wherein much of their 
personal belonging are being withheld from them, by way of various wrongful and illegal threats. On August 14, 2014, you perfected 
the illegal eviction by way of text message, which states: You need to give your keys back to me immediately! You are no longer 
permitted into our apartment.....or we will contact the police....please have your lawyers contact us immediately. This constitutes an 
illegal eviction, contrary to Residential Tenancies Act. @@@ and her co-tenants are hereby entitled to restitution for 1/2 months 
rent, a return of their security deposit, general and punitive damages as a result of being cast out of their living space without notice, 
and interest. @@@ reserves her rights to seek damages against you in the Rental Housing Tribunal and the civil courts.
Harassment and Extortion
In both your emails and telephone conversation, you have demanded the payment of more that $12,000.00 on threat of contacting 
immigration/embassy authorities, the police, the media, and @@@ and her co-tenants' places of study and work. These illegal 
threats constitute harassment, pursuant to the common law. @@@ and her co-tenants are teenage girls, some of whom have come 
to study here from abroad, and are extremely scared of you as a result of both these threats and your abusive and irratic behaviour, 
and have suffered a great deal of mental distress as a result of your actions (the brutality again of him knowing my heath 
background and being from Osgoode and McCarthy) .  On @@@’s behalf, I demand that you immediately cease and desist from 
continuing these threats or pursing any of these actions in furtherance of your attempt to extract money from these young girls. 
Furthermore, your actions may amount to the criminal offense of Extortion, and notwithstanding anything stated herein, *** reserves 
her rights to contact law enforcement if she believes that your actions amount to criminal behaviour. 
Next Steps
Given the great deal of distress, damage and inconvenience you have caused @@@ and her co-tenants, @@@  feels unsafe 
returning to the Property in your presence to collect her personal belongings, which you continue to unlawfully withholding from her. 
I will be in contact with her to determine her availability to do so. If you do not permit @@@ to collect her belongings in your 
absense, I will have no choice but to arrange for police escort to enable her to do so.
Please arrange for Certified Bank Draft in the amount of $1,500.00 plus the rental deposit ( ~$600.00) to be returned to @@@ and 
her co-tenants, forthwith.
Immediately cease and desist from continuing your wrongful demands for damages, all illegal activity outlined in this email.
I trust that this email satisfactorily outlines @@@’s position on this matter. Given the urgency of this matter, kindly inform me of your 
arragements to deliver the Bank Draft and to permit @@@ to collect her belongings, by no later than 4pm on Sunday August 17, 
2014.  (it was like getting hit by lightening again)
 
Yours Very Truly,
 
********* *. *********
J.D. (Osgoode) LL.M (Lond.)
Barrister and Solicitor 

Having being involved in Canadian and North American Soccer for my entire career I have been exposed 
to cultures of bad politics, unethical behaviours and the reptilian selfishness of power and wealth. My 
case before the Canadian judicial system has had a profoundly negative affect on my life and my feelings 
towards living as a Canadian. No experience in my life comes close in terms of such overt disregard for 
principles, ethics, integrity, fairness and equality than the Canadian legal system I have been exposed to. 
It has truly been a dreadful experience. Over the past four years I have been dumbfounded by how 
determined the Canadian legal system is in gatekeeping self-represented applicants from receiving 
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justice where justice is warranted and at all costs irrespective of ethics or principles, or standards which 
should be followed and respected including conflict of interests. The Canadian or any legal system should 
facilitate first and foremost justice between people and not simply be a “Wild, Wild, West” arena in which 
lawyers make their careers through whatever means they deem necessary in order for wealthy 
corporations to resolve their disputes between each other. My case before the honourable court is a 
profound example of how destructive the Canadian legal system can be on one Canadian citizen.

At this time I am ashamed to be living as a Canadian citizen in a country with so much comparative 
wealth and advantage on a global basis, yet fails so miserably when taking care of the health of their 
citizens and especially disadvantaged citizens suffering substance use disorders who, to add to their 
indignity have no realistic legal recourse for protection under the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. I also feel ashamed to have ever represented Canada as a nation both as a soccer player and 
as a soccer coach, arenas where in the battle of competitive international sport you feel you are 
representing every Canadian citizen as if your life depended on it. I was always proud to wear and 
represent the Canadian shirt because I believed that we were, along with our wealth and abundance of 
natural resources, also a fair, just, non-corrupt nation. It has proven to be a disturbing illusion.

At 52 years of age, a period when I should be contemplating retirement, I start my life again from nothing 
with an array of debilitating impediments. There are no words which can adequately express the rage I 
feel inside, perhaps best summed up by Dr Rogan Taylor from the University of Liverpool who being privy 
to my full life circumstances questions, “what kind of society do you live in over there that permits this to 
happen” as outlined in my November 2013 Report to President Shoukri. (See Exhibit I).

125.  Now I am 54. 8 hunger strikes later, homeless and when I arrive back in Canada I’m back 
living on the street. 

126. Hunger Strike Protests (1-8)

Paul John James Summer of 2017 extract from Letter Sent to York University Board of Directors 
while I was on hunger strike.  No response from York University was to follow.   Hard to 
comprehend the evilness of the institution.

“On that note and pointed directly to you as the York University Board of Governors, if you do in 
fact govern with integrity, fairness, equality, dignity, and respect, then you will discover the Paul 
James file should be a time for deep, wholehearted regret, humility and immediate correction 
beginning with providing me the opportunity to present to you the nature and impact of the 
injustice which has been delivered and the reason(s) why you should correct it, which will 
prevent further harm to myself”.  Paul James Summer of 2017 

2017 Adversarial Snares (Traps) to Avoid Social Justice/Resolution

A. Scott Weinberg, Randy Ragan (York University’s Osgoode Law School), Barry Swadron 
(York University’s Osgoode Law School) working in cahoots developed a scheme/agenda  
to initiate a GoFund me account which was brought forward to fund a lawyer to see if the 
case could go back to the Supreme Court of Canada.  I already knew it could be taken back. 
Ultimately I was not onside/comfortable with doing a GoFund me for this matter as it was 
charity but I went along with it for a week.  Scott/Jonathan Weinberg (he used different 
names) befriended me from the US and appeared a very nice guy.  I got drawn in.  At 
electric pace he put things together speaking with Bob Lenarduzzi and The CSA so much so 
that he had extracted a tentative commitment from them that the CSA would be prepared to 
donate $20,000 to the Go-Fund me account. Randy Ragan and Barry Swadron both York 
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University Osgoode graduates were a part of the process. Barry Swadron would take on the 
matter.  On the Saturday a week after initial contact I received a script from Scott Weinberg 
for the Go-Fund me account which revealed it was a set up.  I sent a text and email to 
Jonathan (JW) and I told him I wanted to hold off from the initiative and we needed to chat.  
At the same time and by coincidence my cell runs out of battery.  By the time I get home and 
charge it a few hours later I had received half a dozen emails from SW  who clearly had had 
a meltdown of epic proportions, including: “Get off your couch…stop self wallowing….be a 
man….and go jump into Lake Ontario”…he confused by non-return of his messages with my 
not wanting to communicate.  It cemented lets say, the set-up which was closely followed by 
Barry Swadron the next day who referenced to paraphrase my “obvious mental illness” and 
that he could take on case but the chances of it winning were slim”.  Of course both Randy 
Ragan and Barry Swadron being from York University’s Osgoode Law didn't bold well for 
them in my regard and they proved the point.  I picked my way out of this painful trap. 

B. Sonja Cori Missio (“Health Investigator”) contacted PJJ out of the blue wanting to 
recommend me for CAMH’s 150 top persons for impacting Stigma.  We met for a pizza.  I 
told her thank you but I was not interested.  She mentioned she was a health investigator 
her sudden snake eyes piercing as if she knew something I didn’t.   She was also 
contemplating writing a book on mental health and was wondering if she could write a 
chapter on myself - which was no problem.  She was very pleasant but something was not 
right.  On a third communication I asked her if she was working for the other side.  Her nano-
second too long delayed response was, “not that I know of”. Wrong answer.  I never heard 
from her again and she did not turn up to the PJJ supporters meeting which I had invited her 
to which she stated she would attend.

C. “Kavan Howell” (Name ONLY player/LEMOYNE) This is the name of a former player who  
played for me at LeMoyne College in 1994.  During my second hunger strike the email I 
thought was from the Kavan Howell I coached, was indeed not.  The sender was in fact a 
purveyor of mischief from the “Respondents” trying to intimidate my resolve for hunger 
striking.  Where could they have come up with the name Kavan Howell though.  I had not 
communicated or heard from him in 20 years since 1994.  My assistant coach in that year 
was Barry Maclean whose partner of 7 years, courtesy of Sods Law, is the cousin of 
President Mahmoud Shoukri. Below is an email from another former player from LeMoyne 
College who references the real Kavan Howell. 

My name is Chris Palmer and I played for you during your first season at LeMoyne College.  I have 
always checked the Internet since I left LeMoyne just to see how your coaching career was coming. It 
seemed like each time I checked you were doing even better than the last time. I was shocked when I 
saw you had released a book and I saw what it was about. I now admire you even more than I did as a 
player for you. I just finished the book and wanted to let you know how great I thought it was. Reading 
the LeMoyne chapter let me relive all the excitement of that Franklin Pierce game and Kavan's incredible 
goal as well as remembering how special a team it truly was. I have since become a PE teacher and 
Varsity coach at the High school level. I managed to win a Sectional title my second season and a lot of 
how I do things is based on what I learned from you. I recently saw a tweet from A former player stating 
how he had never been as fit as when he was in "Palmer Shape".  What he didn't realize was it was 
actually "Paul James Shape". Anyway, I am sure you don't remember me since I didn't have a big impact 
on the 94 team. But I just want you to know how much you impacted me as a player and how you have 
helped me to become a successful coach. I wish you the best of luck and hope the future is filled with 
happiness. Yours in Soccer, Chris Palmer”
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D. Richard Elliot (Osgoode Law School).  Very nice person and was a great sounding board 
for me during a difficult period in 2014.  Listened to my story but didn't quite grasp my 
conviction especially regarding the soccer element. Richard also failed to grasp what is 
required to be a successful soccer coach and the resilience it requires.  On one occasion 
though I had said something in an email which could have been misconstrued as dire poor 
health.  Richard in our next meeting asked me directly if he needed to be concerned.  It was 
precisely how to handle those moments when you feel someone is vulnerable.  He was not 
overly intrusive just composed, genuine, non-judgemental and experienced.  It is the 
approach all managers of people should take if they feel a person is distressed or dealing 
with mental health concerns.  The real issue came when persons started writing letters to 
York University in support and then Richard joined in…I sent him the following email once he 
did….. 

“Richard,   you are a lawyer....you know the modus operandi of the legal profession is to gate 
keep self-represented applicants at all costs and you are all in on it…in many ways i understand 
the resistance....why should some one who is a layman of law who has not been through the 
sacrifices of law school et al be allowed to compete ....i don’t think they should be allowed…but 
then how do you provide access to justice for persons like myself....its a tacit oath encouraged 
through the law society study materials to gate keep persons like myself even if it means they 
die.....its a sickening.conditioned reaction.to dealing with "not accessing justice”)…what.i.have 
been through is a disgrace to humanity.\…if you read thoroughly the affidavit i sent to.the SCC 
instead of focusing on how long it is you will.conclude like any right minded Canadian, that as a 
Canadian citizen i have not been.treated equally and,fairly nor with dignity.or respect from.the  
very.beginning....no body has accommodated.my health disabilities at York in.2008 right up.until 
now.....the HRTO adjudicator "raising the bar too high".. is,a euphemism statement.as an 
alternative   for the,reality.which is that he deliberately dismissed my file at all costs including 
manipulating.case law to.fit their agenda.even at the expense of the new,case law being so 
wrong and harmful....and he did so.bc he could not let my.case go to.a hearing bc he and the 
HRTO.knew that York would be caught out in.a lie(s)'" regarding their knowledge of my poor 
mental.distress and health which they egregiously denied bc it was determinative of 
discrimination ......prior to you sending your letter   i.would not have approved the last few lines 
it,was different from the one you originally sent to me...ie gentlemanly......the,CBC was a set-
up...it was only my sharpness seconds before going on.air that recovered the live interview and 
prevented inappropriate.questions being asked...then an hour later i smashed my cell phone 
to.pieces when i.read the CBC article which had been.written which had nothing to do with my 
interview to the reporter whom i told not to.print anything until.she had read the SCC 
affidavit. . . .she said ok... .but i knew once when.i heard Dwight Drummond's 
run.through.on.the,questions seconds before going on.air.that it was a set-up and something 
had been written….”

Richard, who is a graduate of York University’s Osgoode Hall requested at the end of the letter 
amongst a few other items for the board of governors at York, to do “the gentlemanly thing”.  I 
knew immediately that was a non-starter.  It is a fraternity thing.  Paul James would come and 
go.  Osgoode Alumni is with him through a lifetime.  Lawyers perhaps forget or simply don't 
know in the soccer world there are tribes also.  I’m a Cardiff City fan…with a mantra  “I’m with 
you till I die”.   Richard is a smart man and kind but only to a point.  He’s a lawyer with an ego, 
I’m self represented and going against his alumni.  He chose my physical harm over doing the 
right thing.
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E. Maureen Armstrong York University’s General Counsel

Maureen Armstrong’s predecessor Harriet Lewis would have been the person who made the 
decision to not resolve the matter back in 2012 and so after Jenn Myers and Sheila Foreshaw   
carries the brunt of responsibility for the awful damage her decisions have caused.  Maureen 
Armstrong as the current General Counsel arrived at the institution in 2014 four years after I had 
departed.  She doesn't know me.  She doesn't know the details.  The sacrifices.  The extent of 
the damage.  She works for York University Board of Governors dominated by men.  In spite of 
the four ladies I outline I maintain the sooner women run things in all societies the better place 
our world will be - and  the greater chance civilization has of survival.  I have coached both men 
and women successfully and at significant levels.  Women are the stronger species.  Men have 
their underpants on too tight which affects their egos beyond reason. Our prisons are full of men 
not women.

Not that Maureen in my world is a saint but she's playing the cards she has been dealt and it is 
not a good hand.  York in fact have one card left.   

Midway through the hunger strikes in the summer of 2017 I’m in significant unease of the pain 
from dying (delirium).  Three PJJ supporters, two pit bulls Kevin Tierney and Mark Purdy and 
one guru of calm Tom Panhuyzen go meet Maureen for exploration of resolution.  For two 
weeks she communicates about  “any discussions” can only be on forward moving initiatives 
and it will be fruitless to discuss passed legal items.  All appears modestly hopeful then hours 
before the meeting Maureen sent an email to me which was cc’d to the others requesting I sign 
off on the release of my personal file. The serpent of evil reared its head again.  Do you sign off 
on it or not?  I stated in an email no.  Theres no relevance.  Six months later Maureen sent an 
email to Kevin Tierney when I’m now onto my seventh hunger strike stating I didn't sign off on 
the release of my personal file.  It was a Singapore episode type thing again.   Either way it gets 
used against you. York trying to create wine from nothing.  Not even water.  The evilness of 
Maureen’s superiors knew no bounds. A lawyers trick. I suppose a kinda high five dirty tricks 
move.

When the meeting finally takes place.  Maureen suggests York would pay for rehab.  Now using 
a coined phrase, in the words of JP Savage (below), she/he stepped on a “land-mine”.  The 
ultimate scapegoat of the hunger strikes.  Also, so ignorant to what rehabs are.  We assume 
they work.  They don’t if you categorize them as facilitating abstinence.  And in the 
BioPsychoSocial model of understanding the process without the social (employment, purpose, 
non-isolation, dignity and respect) being taken care of the other two are very difficult to fully 
correct.  

A dirty trick and a land-mine meeting.  After then spending the rest of the hour discussing the 
legal case with the three guys in bad faith to the agreement beforehand she lost all credibility.  I 
was not there so she could manipulate.  End of resolution discussions more ongoing pain.  York 
University tacitly stated their non-intention to take ownership of their responsibilities and 
displayed another undignified incomprehensible approach based on what was happening before 
their eyes.   

And so I now state my thoughts,  
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“York University, you should not be in the business of running an academic institution or Law 
School when you can behave in such an unethical immoral way.  You have lied, cheated, 
colluded, defamed, bullied, intimidated, undermined the Canadian judicial process, destroyed 
the York University women soccer program, cheated in athletics, manipulated the media 
including the student outlet the Excalibur, intimidated the media, jeopardized the reputation of 
the former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada the Honourable Beverley Mclachlin, 
and the same with our current Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.  You have 
harmed the life of a number of former York University students most specifically Ashley Anne 
Kelly who like me is ashamed when she hears or sees the words York University along with 
other soccer alumni who are privy to the true facts and not the pollution you try to churn out.

As bad as Canada Soccer have been in my regard and as “ruthlessly criminal” as the Canadian 
soccer media have been it pales in comparison to your behaviour.  You have undermined the 
trust people should have in academic institutions.  Your suppression of truth has not only 
harmed the lives of people who looked up to your institution it has harmed much needed 
progress on a social phenomenon in desperate need of change and improvement through 
profound, new perspectives which the Paul John James matter provides.  You are a dreadfully 
poor representation of Canada as a nation.

And so, for the record. I have no problem with opening up my personal file while I was at York 
University which will, include, again, as highlighted many times before the success the soccer 
programs had under my guidance, along with the fact I was graded on average 4.7 out of 5 by 
over 400 PKIN class students when I taught in the Kinesiology Health and Science program.  In 
opening up the file however, I do have a few conditions:

• Such a circumstance is in the presence of the RCMP and I am interviewed under polygraph 
testing as to its contents.

• Anyone who is responsible for putting items into the Paul John James personal file is also put 
under the scrutiny  of RCMP polygraph testing along with the following persons, Jenn Myers, 
Shelia Foresaw, Carmine Isacco, Past President Mahmoud Shoukri, Pat Murray, Bree Carr-
Harris, Gillian McCullough, Jamie Teixeira, Harriet Lewis, Lorna Marsden, YU Employee 
Wellness Office.

 
• RCMP officers also under go polygraph testing to make sure the inquiries are honourable and 

that York Universities tentacles do not reach into another of Canada’s treasured institutions.

This procedure I assure you and ALL Canadian citizens will ferret out the truth of such a bad 
faith trick when my health and well being was at stake and when three supporters took time out 
to drive and meet with you in good faith.  As a representative of York University the perpetrators 
already of so much damage you should reflect deeply on your approach moving forward by 
governing yourself appropriately.  As if, McCarthy Tetrault would not have used any relevant 
information in their original submissions that could have been advantageous for York University.

F. Bobby Lenarduzzi.  The following email from Bobby Lenarduzzi to the Prime Ministers 
office in December of 2017 as an understatement was a lightening bolt.  It was like a scene 
out of Goodfellas where Robert De Niro’s character gets the news in a phone booth that Joe 
Pesci was “done” and smashes the receiver a dozen times in rage.  
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It wasn't helpful to the cause and PJJ supporters.  On the contrary it’s intent was callous at the 
end of a year of unbelievable pain.  The message was helpful for York University.  Bobby 
maintains it was authored by himself. He was unfortunately speaking in bad faith. My 
experience by now at differentiating words in documents and reading like a lawyer made the 
interpretation so obvious.  It was plain and obvious and patently very reasonable to conclude 
someone from the York side (CSA) had “assisted” with writing it.   There can be no turning back 
on this course action.  When push came to shove he was assisting York.

“Following up on my former Coach Tony Waiters comments below, I can echo his sentiment 
about Paul James’ contributions to our Canadian National team in the mid-eighties at both the 
Olympics and FIFA World Cup. I was fortunate enough to be a teammate of Paul’s during that 
time. I have since gone on to coach Canada’s National team, and am currently the President of 
the MLS Vancouver Whitecaps. *Paul continued to contribute to the sport in our country 
after his playing career concluded by coaching the U-20 Men’s National Team and the 
York University Men’s and Women’s programs.   

*Paul’s life has been in a downward spiral since his departure from York University in 2010, 
*a departure he feels was unjust and a result of bringing his Mental Health concerns to the 
attention of university staff. *The reality of dealing with Mental Health issues has become 
far more prominent now than they were 10 years ago. In spite of this though, Paul has been 
met continued resistance in his efforts to have his situation investigated. Having the courage of 
his convictions, *and believing there were no other alternatives, he decided to put his life on 
the line *for what he believes has been an injustice. Paul has quite a cross section of support 
from not only the soccer community, but the community in general across the country, and 
abroad for that matter. We are asking for a commitment from the federal government to 
investigate Paul’s case, as it could save his life. I hope that you will help bring attention to his 
cause.

1.  "Paul’s life has been in a downward spiral”…….

This was a stereotyped open for interpretation statement without context which can easily be 
manipulated onto my health condition as the reason for the decline.   When in reality my life 
incrementally got worse as a consequence of the prejudice, discrimination, defamation, invasion 
of privacy and poor treatment he received.   After all the fact i have not worked since 2009 is a 
shocking indictment of how we treat persons with exposed substance use disorders....

After all by the time I left York I had been fired from GOL TV; discriminated, excommunicated, 
harassed by many and dismissed at   York.....then in January 2010 Bobby Lenarduzzi himself  
knew about my health conditions and discussed it with others; same year Dwayne DeRosario 
goes on national TV and states "Paul James has never done anything for the development of 
Canadian soccer he's just been involved in scandals" et al.....all these have incrementally 
negative psychological effects on the person receiving them.

2.  Departure he feels was unjust….. 

No I assert. I don't feel….I know. I don't think my departure from York was discriminatory.  I 
know it was.  I signed numerous sworn Affidavits under oath that my departure from York was 
based on discrimination and the overwhelming evidence was provided and there was enough 
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information on the line to sink a fleet of battleships to prove the point.   This is a lawyers 
comment from the other side to leave doubt.

3.   The reality of dealing with Mental Health issues has become far more prominent now 
than they were 10 years ago   

This feebly makes an excuse for York University….to lessen the impact and burden…..mental 
health issues were prominent enough back in 2008/09 on what not to do as a manager of 
people in distress…..Addiction in the Workplace for example was an important HR 
document….you don't “fire people” and discriminate/harass them because of poor mental 
health…not now not back in 2009….

4.  And believing there were no other alternatives…..

This would have been used to scapegoat me if I died from hunger striking and it would have 
been delivered to the public….yet as I outlined above with Maureen Armstrong and through out 
9 years I have tried to use every alternative measure to resolve the matter….each time I come 
off the hunger strike I am ignored or from York University’s in house counsel I am actually 
“abused” through their manipulative approach….again this was a lawyers sentence for the other 
side

5. For what he believes has been an injustice.  

This is the worse/most harmful statement because its right at the end….which leaves the reader 
in doubt…..yet I provided all the information that even the most extreme ignoramus could 
decipher what has taken place in this matter which is extreme injustice…..

Bobby is, with no disrespect, like me, not that smart enough to have written like a lawyer and as 
much as I feel nauseas when I think of Canadian lawyers - it is not because they are not smart.  
The message Bobby “wrote” was constructed by a smart but complacent lawyer.  If it was 
unwitting on BL’s part then “they” hung him on this issue.  But they could only do that if he 
provided the noose.

I tried to be nice about it with BL alluding to the fact his lawyers must have written it for him.  He 
said no he wrote it.  If there was a lingering doubt that comment severed it.  Followed by 
Bobby’s conscience kicking in to the group:

"We may have someone at the Whitecaps that could connect to the right people in Ottawa. Will 
keep you posted if I have any success".

Then why did you wait wait so long (ie. a year) to do this now?   

As one independent person from outside stated....

"Its absolutely diabolical what Canada has put this man through"

I’ll never understand Bobby Lenarduzzi in regards to myself and perhaps like others have said 
he has protected himself to the point he has let the country down from his soccer leadership 
electing to care more about his psychological insecurities than the true state of the game in this 
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country.  I don't agree but I just cannot understand at this time in his life why he would not stand 
by what is right which would help millions of people and save a life. Perhaps he hasn't grasped 
that he won the political game.  He will ever lose his job nor should he.  In many ways he is a 
victim of the limited soccer industry and lack of opportunity that existed for 30 years in Canadian 
soccer.  Not from not being involved he always has been but it came at the price of people going 
at him at every turn.  It was the balance of protecting himself because there was nothing else 
while helping others.  In my regard this summed up he was not totally on side and I suppose I 
was naive to think he would be.

G. JP Savage. 

JP was an interesting blend of niceness, smarts, rigour, resilience but also a very strong 
element of corporate psychopathy.  High emotional intelligence.  Left me with some funny 
moments.  Like when I called him about Maureen Armstrong’s behaviour in the meeting with 
Tom, Mark, and Kevin.  I gave him the Alex Ferguson hair dryer treatment not on JP specifically 
but the insults from Maureen.   After about 3 minutes of a land mine explosion I wait for a 
response and there is silence.  Then JP softly chirps in, “look, its a start”.  And with that he hit 
another land mine.  I liked JP and again his emotional sense was very impressive.  But it was a 
charade  to protecting York. I was living on the street when I was meeting him. Its the terrible 
mindset that we have regarding the injustices of dealing with substance disability people.  “Well 
lets help you get back on your feet. Social housing, disability payments.  Rebuild your life. 
Advocate.  No!! How about we have a system so we don't have to rebuild our lives.  And a 
system that if you treat a person in an unequal, unfair way through discrimination then you are 
held accountable immediately.  The Modus operandi of JP was to delay, delay, delay for York 
University and he did a good job in that regard for them.  A tough opponent because he was a 
likeable actor.  Came to an end in the fall of 2017 when I almost didn't make it and it was to 
obvious I was getting the run around to no where.  He says he didn't know who Maureen 
Armstrong was and then his phone rings and it was her.    

H. Martin Monte (Monte Law) Graduate of York University’s Osgoode Hall 

In November 2017 while I was on my seventh hunger strike I receive the following message.  
Nothing more to be said.  A nice guy and apparent supporter of soccer and myself. 

November 24, 2017

Hi Paul. Just wanted to reach out and offer my support to your cause. I've always been a big fan of your contributions 
to Canadian soccer. I'm also a lawyer and am familiar with the decisions in your case. Paul have you ever thought 
about starting a lawsuit against the lawyer who represented you at the first OHRT hearing in 2013? It could be argued 
that he should have known that you would need significant medical evidence in order to account for the delay in 
starting the case. Did he advise you about this requirement? If that lawyer was negligent, you might still be able to 
sue him and recover what would have been awarded to you in the case against York. MM.

My response was 

November 25, 2017

Hello Martin,

Your thoughtfulness to take the time out to contact me is appreciated. 
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Thank you for being a big fan of any contributions I may have had for Canadian soccer.  At this juncture of my life I feel like 
I haven't had any.   And so your thought is timely.

To address your main purpose of communicating.

"Paul have you ever thought about starting a lawsuit against the lawyer who represented you at the first OHRT hearing in 
2013?" 

Having now gone through the judicial cycle I can conclude unequivocally   that Aaron Rousseau who only represented me 
for a few months during the first cycle did a good, competent   job.    The evidence and medical evidence he provided met 
the requirements   for the Preliminary stage of the HRTO process.   The psychotherapist Linda Perlis was the only person 
who could testify on my behalf for the period in question and her two letters including the first one surpassed the 
threshold of a reasonable explanation.   If the argument was made that I did not provide enough then that   itself 
discriminates against my mental disability which is unique on may levels including inadequate treatment options.   On a 
human rights level the very institution remitted to protect my human rights (HRTO) did not do so if they/when they argue 
that I did not provide enough.  When/if the adjudicator/respondent made/make that argument then they are defeated on the 
premise that the HRTO are governed to accommodate my disability which in this instance would equate to them 
requesting any further medical evidence.   To not do so was to not accommodate my disability.    This was observed by 
Justice Hambly on March 4, 2015 at the Divisional Court hearing where he shot down Respondent councils argument by 
reminding her that my lawyer was totally reliant on me - a person with a mental disability - who was likely still having 
difficulty managing his health.  Which was the case.  in either event the evidence submitted met all that was required…….  
 
Contrary to that Martin, again, I appreciate your kind message and thoughtfulness.  I could  never harm Aaron Rousseau's 
career in any way.  To file a claim against him would be very wrong.  I am sure you understand .

Kind regards,

Paul James

I.  CSA

When the CSA intervened and came to Toronto there was a mis-trust factor after the 2015 
seven minute phone conversation with Victor and Pat.

The CSA offered to fund an analysis of my claim for a very modest amount through a local 
Ottawa boutique law practice.  I knew the person because I had researched him years earlier.  
An expert in Supreme Court of Canada matters.  

It was an easy set-up though.  I say thanks ok.  The lawyer looks at file and says no.  Everything 
goes away for York.  Same as the Barry Swadron from Osgoode pitch. 

I counter the CSA’s “kind initiative” with a proposal to double the amount which would have been 
no more than the GO-Fund me contribution they were willing to give months earlier.  Then I 
could get a second opinion with a lawyer of my own choosing to make sure it was credible and 
fair.  I also stated the amount should be as a pay back loan and not charity.  

It was a test for the CSA to see if the original proposal was honourable.  The rationale was 
simple and comfortable as even to a lay person it made sense based on above board integrity.  
The CSA turned it down. 

Back on hunger strike.   CSA say, “well we tried”.

Barry Maclean 

Not much more to say but Sods Law meant his partner of 7 years was related to York 
University’s President at the time Mahmoud Shoukri and so I was not at all confident he would 
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help solve the injustice.  Not a great person for me who has contributed more harm than 
perhaps anyone else.  And again I was his best man in the 90’s, and hired him as an assistant 
coach on two occasions.   When people look for the number one reason why Toronto FC were 
so futile in the first seven years of the teams existence Barry Maclean unfortunately carries that 
torch. As the player/coach agent of the club he manipulated everything because of a very weak 
Tom Anselmi and Paul Bierne.  The main way a player or coach came through the club was 
through Barry.  The priority of being good enough was secondary.  TFC lose games Barry made 
money. Moving out Carl Robinson because of Carl Robinson’s agent was all the verification 
anyone needed to know of the madness.  And with Barry’s agency he had a power base stable 
of weak malleable players to manipulate.  I was always a major threat to him and so goodness 
knows what he would have said over the years.  But he need not have worried.  While he 
thought I was plotting to take over TFC I was behind curtains suffering.  When I opened up to 
him in 2008 it was again unfortunately for me crocodile tears I received with a house of cards 
agenda.  As much as Bob Lenarduzzi and Jason Devos were not good for me - in the end for 
them it boiled down to competitive adversaries in the way they played the game.  As much as 
they have hurt me I still always respect the fact they played for Canada and I with them. In fact 
Jason would be in my top Canadian All Star team.  Best centre back Canada produced by a 
mile.  Barry’s actions are the proof in the pudding in my regard.  

And one could make the argument that it is all part of an industry.  Fair enough.  But when you 
are dealing with poor health where do you draw the line.  The line should have been drawn once 
people knew.  Adversaries, instead of doing cartwheels, could have taken a different approach 
with more understanding even if I was awkward.  I would have got there in the end.

“I only played for Paul James for one year but it was the best most memorable season I had.  It 
was my last year at the university. A great coach and motivator of players.  Wished I could have 
played for him longer. York University were lucky to have had him.  They should be ashamed for 
whats happened and how they dealt with the circumstances”  Richard Buciarelli former York 
men’s soccer program.
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Summary 

• “The truth is that Canada – the ninth richest country in the world – is so wealthy that it 
manages to mask the reality of poverty, social exclusion, discrimination, the erosion of 
employment quality, its adverse mental health outcomes, and youth suicides.  While one of 
the biggest spenders in health care, we have one of the worst records in providing an 
effective social safety net.  What good does it do to treat people’s illnesses to then send them 
back to the conditions that made them sick in the first place?”  Monique Begin 2010 Former 
Minister of Health and Welfare

• My Canadian soccer career aside from York University’s immorality has been ruined beyond 
repair not because of my mental health disability but the reaction to my mental health 
disability. 

• Opening up to persons at York University seeking help and support for poor health in 2008 
was a mistake when it should not have been a mistake.  It has been catastrophic for my 
health and well being. It has taken nine years of my life away, every asset I had and every 
morsel of dignity.  

• Discrimination was incontrovertible and so was the callous premeditated failure by York 
University and the Canadian Judicial system not to resolve egregious errors and mistakes 
which permits further discrimination and abuse.

• At the judicial outset in 2012 I was looking for fair access to social justice in order to save any 
semblance of a soccer career.  After six years caught up in the Canadian Judicial system and 
ten years on since 2008 now in 2018 that career is irretrievable.  

• And so where does the responsibility truly lie? 

• For the Paul John James matter?  For the 8 overdose deaths a day in Canada? For the 
deliverance of such extreme injustice when clear discrimination has taken place?  

• For the outrageous behaviour of the Canadian soccer media, the Canadian soccer industry 
and Canada Soccer?

• As a nation Canada has not permitted the truth about substance disability to  diffuse through 
to the Canadian population and as a consequence the stigma of drug addiction has become a 
“living animated machete”.

• The warning signs have been there for all to see and observe since the Michael Kirby report 
back in 2004.  The law and jurisprudence was put in place which were reasonable under the 
circumstances. It is the irresponsible application, non-accurate education and non-
enforcement of the law which have been cultivated and permitted by organizations and 
individuals who act with outrageous impunity when they are so brutally wrong.

• Therefore, there is only one place to look to for responsibility.  And that is with the Canadian 
Government, the Canadian Parliament and the Canadian Judiciary.  You have failed ALL 
Canadians. You have failed my former partner Ashley Kelly.  And  you have failed Paul 
James.  You have not done your job on combatting what was warned to you a decade and a 
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half ago.  You have failed.   Paul James embarking on a ninth hunger strike in 16 months is 
all the verification one need to know that something is terribly wrong with Canada as a nation.

• It is very much the butterfly effect.  A butterfly landing on wildebeest in Africa leading to a 
stampede and then a tsunami in Asia.  A lie travels half way around the world while the truth 
is just putting its shoes on. The Mark Twain borrowed quote is appropriate as the truth has 
now caught up with the lie.  

• Canadian society can and needs to catch up on the reality of substance abuse/dependence/
addiction for what the social health phenomenon really is.  A mental health disability at 
varying levels on a continuum. They are not criminal behaviours or debilitating illnesses per 
se as we've been told for far too many years.  They are disabilities which can be managed 
and lived with and recovered from during periods of ill health.  And the academic society 
knew about it, at a bare minimum, two decades ago.

• Canadian society also needs to catch up on the reality of who we are as a nation of people.  It 
appears we have cultivated a nation of too many liars, undermining wannabes facilitated 
through the edict of Machiavelli.  It is about time politicians discarded from their mantlepieces 
‘The Prince’ and replaced it with something more relevant and useful.  ‘New Earth’ by Eckard 
Tolle a Norwegian living in Vancouver for example. That is, of course, if you want civilization 
to exist beyond this current century.

• So, if I may be permitted, Ill use a crude footballing (soccer) anecdote from a bygone era but 
most appropriate at this time.  As Dario Gradi from Crewe Alexandra in England once said to 
his players at halftime.  Its not the fact we are 3-0 down. Or the fact we have played so badly.  
Its the fact that all of you are pointing fingers, arguing and blaming the person next to you.  
Well, now you have the facts.  There are no changes coming from me. You work together as 
a team and not individually or this will get a whole lot worse.  Now, I’ve said my piece.…but 
remember..… you’ve  got us into this fucking mess…..and so now you fucking get us out of it.  

To The Canadian Parliament

• The Paul James matter narrows down to Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms.  

• Therefore to the Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau; Conservative Party Leader 
Andrew Scheer; NDP Party Leader Jagmeet Singh and to Elizabeth May Leader of the Green 
Party of Canada:  

Is substance disability protected under section 15 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms?  Yes or No?

• Either answer warrants the Supreme Court of Canada’s review of the Paul James human 
rights discrimination claim against York University and the HRTO.

• If the answer is: YES…..Substance disability is protected under section 15 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms then how can anyone justify the treatment PJJ has 
received?  
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• If mental disability in the form of substance use disorders is protected under the Charter then 
the Paul James matter proves that mainstream Canadian society is oblivious to this.  Average 
Canadians do not know what it means, how it should be applied and how section 15 of the 
Charter can and should be enforced.  Intervention by the SCC should be mandatory and 
expedient in this instance to prevent further abuse to others into the future and to correct the 
grave injustice in the PJJ matter.

• If the answer is: NO….. Substance disability is not protected under section 15 of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms then the Paul James matter before the courts 
needs to be reviewed and heard on the merits at the SCC not least because of the judicial 
errors throughout the process including the honourable Supreme Court which have not 
afforded a Canadian citizen the equality and fairness he is entitled nor the dignity or respect. 

• Importantly the Paul James matter proves substance disability/dependence/addiction must be 
protected and enforced under the Canadian Charter as it is unequivocally a bonafide mental 
health disorder deserving such protection as this report in full unequivocally proves.    

• If Canadians are to respect Section 15 of the Canadian Charter then the law needs to be 
rigorously applied when and if warranted for mental disability including substance disability 
and not just physical disability.  This would benefit every Canadian citizen and by association 
Canadian society as a whole.  

• Succinctly, diagnosed persons with mental disability in the form of a substance use disorder 
should have the human right to be treated equally and fairly and with dignity and respect.   
After ten years I am still waiting for this to happen.

• To the Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau; Conservative Party Leader Andrew 
Scheer; NDP Party Leader Jagmeet Singh and to Elizabeth May Leader of the Green Party of 
Canada, based on your readings thus far in the PJJ matter:

• Why should I, those persons closest to me and ALL Canadian citizens have faith and trust in 
the Canadian Judicial system when it has been so brazenly untrustworthy in the PJJ matter?

• How do you justify what has transpired in the Paul James matter in regards to an academic 
institution York University being permitted to behave in such a way.  Firstly, in discriminating 
against a persons poor mental health then lying about it?

• Is it fair to the Canadian public that Members of Parliament can stand up in front of Television 
cameras and the Canadian Press and communicate stigmatized comments on mental health 
and substance disabilities because of a lack of experience and/or education on the subject 
matter? Can you see how this adds to the stigmatization of the matter which is extremely 
detrimental to the improvement of the system? 

• Who is responsible for the $51 billion of economic burden per-year in regards to poor mental 
health and the current opioid crisis 8 deaths a day when considering in a 2004 Canadian 
Parliamentary document was released on mental health and addiction with very clear 
warnings for the future if Canada  did not react - Politicians or Canadian citizens?
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• Do politicians understand that the stigma of drug addiction is paralyzing every aspect of 
improvement of the social phenomenon? 

• How do you as a parliament justify legalizing marijuana knowing a small percentage of the 
population through no fault of  their own - rather their susceptibility to becoming dependent on 
the substance - will require understanding and support to manage potential poor health 
including a comprehensive social safety net which does not exist?  Perhaps I am 
misinformed.  Is there a comprehensive social safety net in place to protect what will be the 
most disadvantaged of all citizens without one. Yes or No?  

• To the Right Honourable Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.   Where does the buck stop on the 
Paul James matter.   On June 5, 1986 you were a teenager.   Did you watch Canada’s game 
versus France along with a significant portion of the global population?   Perhaps you saw 
highlights on the television or maybe you read the front page of any local or national 
newspaper across the country the next day which had photographs splashed across the front 
pages.  I was on a few of them.

• Number 15 that day was Paul James.   This is the same person you made a decision to let 
starve himself to death in the summer of 2017 while making public comments on issues 
which surround the stigma of drug addiction - the very subject matter I was confronting.  You 
and your colleagues would have had the benefit of seeing me take my clothes off on Youtube 
and the resulting humiliation of sitting on a couch emaciated to prove a point of conviction.  
Why has no one got to the truth of this matter?

• Would it happen in England, France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Norway, Croatia 
Ireland?  Where a former national soccer player went on hunger strike eight times in fourteen 
months - and I’m a day away from a ninth time.  

• Your colleagues had documents that I provided which would have assisted you fair access to 
truth.  Yet the best they could do was ask insulting questions to PJJ supporters nothing to do 
with the matter at hand concerning discrimination, the appalling injustice and a corrupt 
judiciary.  Not genuine questions for getting to the truth on such important issues.  How do 
you justify that?

• Former Arsenal and England soccer star Paul Merson, from England, has suffered from 
substance addictions of excessive alcohol and crack cocaine use along with the behavioural 
addiction of gambling. His public exposure led to immediate employment support from Sky 
TV and newsprint outlets where Paul has worked ever since in spite of public incidents of 
disability which were met with increased support not condemnation, isolation, ridicule or willful 
ignorance on the subject matter.   How do you justify my own disgraceful repugnant treatment 
from within Canadian soccer?

• Why is it that Britain and other G8 countries are far more mature and advanced with their 
thinking towards dealing with a persons poor mental health and substance addiction and 
most specifically in regards to their directness, morality and ethics?

• My own experiences in Canada have been the polar opposite to Paul Merson.  I believe my 
experiences are more consistent with the true realities of what it is to live as an exposed 
substance dependent person in Canada. You are treated as an invalid or as a criminal.  So 
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poorly and cruelly, if you dare confront any circumstance you are condemned, ridiculed, and 
isolated even further. 

• As a litmus test fourteen years on from the 2004 Kirby Report and with regard to the 
aforementioned statistics, as the Paul John James story illustrates, how can the Canadian 
Parliament, the Canadian Government, the Canadian Judicial system and York University 
justify in any way their handling of the Paul John James matter?  

Substance Disability/Disorder and the Ignorance Myths and Realities

• Myth: One use of any substance makes you a “drug addict” (substance dependent).  No.  It 
takes “hard work” and many years for most persons to become substance dependent.   

• Myth:  A person wants to be using a Class A substance.   No.  Most people who encounter the 
substance do not want to be using the substance as the experience is so negative for them:  
Quote take from CP article by Neil Davidson:   who wants to subject themselves to that?

• Myth:  Once dependent always dependent?   Nonsense.  We punish persons not for using but   
for developing a disability.    Research Inc. conducts research projects over 3 month periods 
canvassing for users of a substance including all Class A “illicit” substances.  But they will 
only accept persons who have not been diagnosed.  Just causal users.  The illiteracy is a 
million miles deep.   Persons with substance disability who've learned to live with them are 
the best candidates for any such experiments.  The persons who are vulnerable are the ones 
who use causally who are potentially on their way to dependence/disability.  An appalling 
indication that even our academic/scientific authorities are off base.  Its like the Keystone 
Cops.

• Myth: You must conform to the antiquated myths of substance addiction including: it’s a moral 
failing; you have a weak character; you need to hit rock bottom to recover; you need to 
apologize to everyone; and the one treatment fits all methodology.  If you do you can become 
an addictions counsellor. All have proven to be extraordinarily wrong and therefore 
unsuccessful in the treatment of substance use disorders.  We have it all wrong and it costs 
Canadians billions of dollars.  Last one first.  An addictions counsellor should be someone 
who wants to be an addictions counsellor not someone who is forced to be.

• Myth: Substance Use Abuse and Addiction is a crime.  Yet I have never stolen from anyone; 
assaulted a person; or committed a legitimate crime of which possession of an illicit 
substance is not legitimate.  If it were then I should have been put into prison or charged for 
my admittance of substance use along with the other 45% of the population who over a life 
time will have used an illicit substance on average three times.

• Myth: Criminal weak characters are the cause of substance disability.  My character and that 
of many others who overcompensate with their work in spite of tremendous suffering is the 
antithesis of being weak. 

• Myth: You need to hit the bottom of the barrel before your life and health can improve. The 
rock bottom for treatment ideology is as irresponsible as it is outdated, with a success ratio 
that is appalling and destructive.  And what about the most marginalized of society who live 
on our streets? You cannot get anymore rock bottom than that.  Yet the overwhelming 
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majority will not improve their circumstances beyond marginal from pitiful conditions.  And the 
one treatment fits all methodology of EAP programs and employment assistance is as 
misguided as it is ineffective.  People use substances for an infinite amount of varied reasons.  
My own use was the opposite of hedonistic purposes – it was a means to cope with an 
extraordinary amount of accumulative stress over a life time.  Eventually, I learned to live with 
the disability without it causing negative consequences. 

• Reality: While the Canadian government pitch an Evidence Based approach to dealing with 
substance addiction well then, an evidence based approach will reveal what?  We act like 
there is a bonafide standard solution/cure for everyone - BUT there is no simple remedy to 
the issue. If there is tell us what it is!  Aiming for abstinence is unrealistic in most instances 
without mapping out the unique variables involved.  Only 10 % receive treatment and so what 
do the rest do?

• Reality:  Effective treatment for diagnostic persons during periods of ill health would require 
minimum 90 days of contained environment to impact the impulse control mechanism of the 
brain for sustained improvement which in Canada would cost upwards of $60,000.  Who can 
afford that?  So what do most people do?  They manage their health as best they can. Not 
optimally because they are stigmatized and obsessively worried of being outed which 
perpetuates the whole cycle of madness.

• Reality: The best opportunity for any person with a substance disability/issue to achieve 
abstinence and a fulfilled life moving forward is to attack the health condition during its period 
of onset ie. when it becomes a problem.  In reality failure to do so during this period is the 
genesis of devastation down the road. 

• Reality: Without the Government, health officials and Canadians understanding the overriding 
impact of Stigma and Self Stigma and doing something about it any society has no realistic 
chance of improving the negative circumstances substance use and disability causes. Period.

• Reality: Most often people do not know what to do because they are so stigmatized and 
conditioned to think one way driven by inappropriate legislative policy, disgraceful controlled/
poor media reporting and ineffective treatment approaches all which facilitate incorrect 
education based on too much false information.  

• Reality: Societies are paying a dreadful price for decades of complacency with a criminalized 
approach and understanding of drug use and drug dependence which should be treated and 
discussed as a disability.  

• Reality: We regard Stigma as if it is just a word rather than a social construct with devastating 
consequences.

• Reality: Hiding in back alleys or church basements to hold hands with others with similar 
health circumstances, to say prayers and pay repentance for your condition and for the rest of 
your life perpetuates the Stigma of Drug Addiction through the anonymity and absurdity of the 
process which is outdated and detrimental for improvement.  
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• Reality: The inquiry: “are you clean” is synonymous with do you use an illicit substance.  
The question is inappropriate, prejudicial and unfair.  It assumes for persons at the diagnostic 
level of disability that there is a simple remedy for the health condition.  There is not.

• Reality: To our detriment we celebrate “clean persons" (if there is such a thing) in the 
substance disability world instead of “celebrating/respecting/appreciating persons still living, 
working, fighting to live as normal people with a substance disability?

• Reality: Stigma can only exist when a nation facilitates/permits it’s use.  And Stigma cannot 
be defeated when a nation’s public officials and media permits its perpetuation. Partisan 
politics and stereotyped labelling harms persons diagnosed and hinders those needing 
support from seeking it.  Who wants to make the step to being labelled a “drug addict”. You 
resist it at all costs until the point of death on the progressive, chronic fatal trajectory of 
substance use. How can that be good for any society?

• Reality: The Canadian government were warned in 2004 and 2010 of impending catastrophe 
in the Kirby Report and the Denis Raphael Social Determinants of Health: A Canadian 
Perspective in regards to poor mental health and addiction. Therefore politicians are 
accountable for the current circumstances.  Changes in written words of commissions and 
rhetoric looked and sounded good but enforcing and respecting them has not happened and 
so they are impotent which has been permitted through cultures of bad politics at each level 
of Canadian society.

• Reality: “People who suffer from adverse social and material living conditions also experience 
high levels of physiological and psychological stress.  Stressful experiences arise from coping 
with conditions of low income, poor quality housing, food insecurity, inadequate working 
conditions, insecure employment, and various forms of discrimination.” Denis Raphael.

• Reality: Prognosis: Chicken or the Egg? Employment is critical for a person’s health and well-
being. Unemployment is a significant stressor in any persons’ life and can contribute to poor 
or negative life conditions as indicated in the Social Determinants of Health. It raises many 
issues. What comes first? Wellness or employment? If wellness, then how does society solve 
the dilemma of a person with a diagnosed, ongoing substance use disability – with no simple 
remedy  – which is so highly stigmatized that complete abstinence is society’s benchmark for 
wellness, status and employment because our legislature and judiciary have not done their 
job. They have failed us.  How does a substance dependent person under the conditions of 
poor health get to achieve abstinence or manage their disability without employment?  
Remaining employed in the first place should be mandated as an absolute priority ALWAYS 
and an employee must learn to live with their condition responsibly. This needs to be 
empowered through legislation and protected by the courts.   As this claim and my personal 
experiences outline, York University need to be held accountable for the Paul James matter 
so that the rest of Canadian society can benefit.   To not do so at this time will be the real 
unacceptable tragedy.

• Reality: Without the Government, health officials and Canadians understanding the overriding 
impact of Stigma and Self Stigma and doing something about it any society has no realistic 
chance of improving the negative circumstances substance use and disability causes.
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• Reality: The economic, social, and morality burden on Canada is too great for untruths to be 
perpetuated and truths to be hidden facilitated through an unrelenting commitment to bad 
(evil) politics as if we are merely a part of pop culture game show of big brother.    

• Reality: Without a Supreme Court of Canada review of the law in regards to substance 
disability the social phenomena will continue to harm millions of other Canadians into the 
future suffering behind closed doors many who are terrorized about opening up and seeking 
support for the fear they will be discriminated against and as a consequence they will be 
subjected and or highly susceptible, not limited to, the following: unemployable in mainstream 
society; socially ostracized; condemned; ridiculed; labelled, punished, susceptible to 
discrimination and prejudice and of course expected to become an Advocate whether they 
want to or not.

• Reality: The main facilitator of substance dependence is excessive stress and anxiety.   And 
the main facilitator of stress and anxiety is uncertainty.   Over the past decade I have proven 
through my life path and submissions to the Canadian judicial system that the Supreme Court 
ruling of substance addiction being a handicap/disability has not effectively filtered down to 
mainstream Canadian society nor has the mental health condition been understood, 
adjudicated or respected by the lower court system as a disability.

• Reality: If you are publicly open or “outed” about your substance use (disability) then as it 
stands now society will allow you to be a taxi cab driver, it will allow you to deliver pizza’s or 
you can become an addiction’s counsellor. It is why so many people who deal with these 
circumstances – having already suffered so much indignity – become so angry. We have it all 
wrong. Someone with a severe illness (disability) should be able to receive treatment and the 
necessary support, which will allow them to continue in their career – it is their human right. 
Dr. Tom McClellan PhD.

• Reality: Substance disability stigma has a profoundly negative impact on Canada as a nation 
which requires a seismic paradigm shift of thinking, accountability and attitude at ALL levels of 
Canadian society.

• Reality:  Our current system subjects persons with substance disabilities to a life time of 
prejudicial, discriminatory patronizing questions/statements: do you still use; are you clean;  
when was the last time you used; stay well; you cant work unless you're clean, good luck in 
your recovery; be safe; be a good boy/girl tonight.

• Reality: To often people with drug addiction problems begin to accept the idea that addiction 
is their own fault and maybe they are too weak to do anything about it. Hiding an addiction 
then becomes the rational thing to do.  David L. Rosenbloom PhD, HBO’s ADDICTION

Canada as a Nation and Accessing Justice

• A barometer for judging the quality of any society is its sense of fair play, equality and delivery 
of justice.  

• On issues of social justice the quality of Canada as a nation should be judged on its delivery 
of fairness, ethical rigour, equality, respect and dignity to all its citizens including those most 
disadvantaged/oppressed and not just those within the power elite.
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• “When I’m in Canada, I feel like this is what the world should be like”.  Thirty plus years on, 
Jane Fonda doesn’t share the same enthusiasm.   

• Broadly, the James vs York University human rights employment discrimination claim 
illustrates the inadequacy and dysfunction within the functioning of Canadian society. Not only 
in regards to mental health and substance disability but as it relates to the process of 
accessing social justice itself, the inadequate Canadian judicial process for disadvantaged 
citizens and an appalling code of conduct within which too many Canadian law firms and 
organizations which are driven by an ethos of bad (evil) politics, coverup of errors, mistakes, 
greed and unquenchable ego. 

• Self-protection, undermining, overt deceit, denial of responsibility, ignoring requests for 
resolution are endemic as the hypocrisy on the expeditiousness of resolutions encouraged 
and mandated by Canadian Judicial rhetoric fails to be followed by those that mandate it.  On 
the contrary delaying resolution is used with rigour to grind down Canadian citizens seeking 
justice or fair resolution while facilitating lawyers to rack up billing hours towards partnerships 
and law firms to accumulate wealth.  As a consequence the commitment to swiftly seek truth, 
correct errors and deliver justice is avoided by far too many Canadian organizations, a 
consequence of knowing the legal process will protect them.  

• The PJJ matter is doubled down on devastating consequences because of the nature of the 
subject matter - substance disability to crack cocaine - and the paralyzing stigma and pathetic 
lack of composure it conjures up to all and sundry.   The normalization of the words and 
matters through this process has been a positive contribution from PJJ albeit small because 
the media have completely ignored it.

• The Paul John James story is an illustration of how Canada treats disadvantaged persons 
with substance disability.  For this circumstance and story in its entirety to take place in 2018 
is an indictment of Canada as a nation our politicians, educators and media each playing a 
role in not preventing or correcting the inadequacies which has now led to 8 overdose deaths 
a day in Canada - a true tragedy - and for a former Canadian World Cup soccer player and 
Coach, a three time Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame inductee to have to embark on hunger 
strike protests to confront the inadequacy. 

• Bad (evil) politics should not be played in any sphere but in priority order not with homicide or 
mental health.

• How many of Canada’s Politicians subscribe to Nicollo Machiavelli principles as set out in 
‘The Prince’? 

• And how many Canadian Politicians have read, “10 Books that Screwed up the World and 
Five That Didn’t Help with its opening chapter rightfully condemning the…..The Prince.

• Canada should aim to be Great with how it deals with its nations mental health and substance 
disability issues. Aside from Hockey what else as a nation are we truly Great at?  Not good or 
average but Great.  We lag behind all other G8 nations with our protection of those 
susceptible to the stigma consequences of poor mental health and substance disability yet 
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we have some of the best minds in the world handcuffed by politics or perhaps ego because 
that is, all too often, what it is to be Canadian.   But not with the following group.

• Bruce Alexander, Rick Czerniak, Louise Arbour, Richard Elliot, Nick Bose, Donald McPherson 
and of course Gabor Mate who does not always get thinks right.  For example, his use of the 
word addict or drug addict is unnecessary and incessant.  Like the majority of our society and 
all societies for that matter.  And what does that word conjure up in the minds of people.  Well, 
if it is coming from Gabor Mate, it is permissible and correct.  But who wants to be labeled as 
an addict.  Minding our language is the first port of call to change and attack Stigma.  Here’s 
the rub with Gabor Mate though.  He readily accepts and admits that he doesn't have 
everything figured out or necessarily right and therefore he welcomes people to forge forward 
with what he presents and to add to it.  You see a non-political ego, contained person, to the 
point, he never loses perspective.  Even when he’s wrong, Dr Mate is right.  And how brilliant 
is that?

• As of 12.01am April 2, 2018 I embark on a ninth hunger strike protest.

“Mr. Prime Minister No doubt by now you have heard of Paul James and The Paul James Stigma and my 
question to you sir; how long are you prepared to stand on the outside  while Paul James withers away to 
his demise? Paul James is an intelligent, articulate and honourable man who has been deceived by his 
employer and then steam rolled by a legal system which seemed to have played with a stacked deck.  
The hunger strikes are the only means Paul has to bring attention to his plight and that of thousands of 
Canadians. Mental health and addiction is an illness which does not discriminate; it is found in our work 
places, communities, towns and cities all across this great country. It has struck   average citizens, 
athletes, politicians and the upper echelon of Canadian society. This is not to be shunned and kept behind 
doors, rather recognized and given proper treatment and rehabilitation.   You may very well be aware of 
the Paul James  documentary which will be filmed and you could be portrayed as a hero or a villain; only 
you will decide that one.   Mr.   Prime Minister, I am a proud but ashamed citizen; ashamed of the 
treatment and lack of respect Paul James from the Canadian Government, York University; particularly 
some of its board members and Soccer Canada. Please Mr. Prime Minister we urge and beg you to 
intervene now and give Paul James the justice and respect he deserves. Anything less, then his blood 
may just be on your hands. Please, please intervene”. Respectfully, John Reznik

Questions & Answers for Canadian Parliament on James vs York University 

(a). Why was York University legal counsel removed from the company shortly after the 
Divisional Court Judicial Review on March 4, 2015?  

Answer: 

So assured of overcoming the systemic barrier of the one year delay argument the counsel  
submitted a “keg bomb” submission in 2013 in response to HRTO submitted claim of 
discrimination.  Submissions were littered with deceitful statements most egregious being Yorks 
denial that they knew of PJJ’s poor health in 2008/09. 

(b). Why was York AD deceitful on February 8, 2012 in her email and then York University 
in their submissions to the HRTO in stating, in both instances, that they did not know 
about PJJ’s poor health?
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Answer:

Alleviated responsibility for the decisions in my regard thereby scapegoating me as a person 
already highly stigmatized and ostracized.  Denying they knew of PJJ poor mental health falsely 
removed culpability for discrimination which was an overt unethical/fraudulent act which has 
ultimately caused the devastation.  

Why the need to deceive if you didn't discriminate?

(c). Why were York soccer coaches  deceitful in their testimonial statements submitted to 
the HRTO and why was testimony used on behalf of female assistant when she did not 
speak to legal counsel? 

Answer:

It facilitated a false narrative on life of PJJ aimed at diminishing responsibility of the persons 
culpable for discrimination.

(d) Why did York University in their submissions not address the circumstance where my 
two assistant coaches, employees of York University, excommunicated with PJJ, his 
sister Julie and parents? 

Answer:

They knew the actions were discriminatory and there were four prime witnesses who could 
prove it.

(e). When I revert to another hunger strike what is York University’s explanation to the 
Canadian public?  

Answer:
So far it has been to scapegoat my actions as a consequence of being mentally ill and to divert 
attention away from the issue - the use of false decision rationale from the HRTO and lower 
courts.

(f). Why did York AD LIE about her not knowing about PJJ poor mental health to the 
HRTO?  

Answer:

She would have been found responsible for the act of discrimination if she told the truth.

(g). Why did York University collude with AD in submitting to the HRTO that she did not 
know of PJJ poor health?

Answer:
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As an institution York University are ultimately responsible for the actions of employees.  In this 
instance they did not want to be responsible.  One year delay being a systemic barrier 
permitted(s) unscrupulous behaviour (deceit).

(h).Why did former General counsel and others make the bad faith decision to hire 
McCarthy Tetrault to defend York University’s untenable position in my regard in 2012 
rather than seeking a course of resolution when they knew discrimination had taken 
place? 

Answer:

One year delay for filing a discrimination claim can be a harmful systemic barrier which prevents 
fair access to social justice on many legitimate claims. Adding McCarthy Tetrault to the mix 
guaranteed status intimidation of other lawyers, law firms, adjudicators (even if I could have 
afforded to hire them) or in patently unreasonable decisions and decision rationales based on 
the evidence before the courts. In this regard McCarthy have a monopoly status on the industry 
which permitted them to in effect “infringe” on my rights as a self-represented applicant 
because, not limited to, it is industry wide protocol to tacitly gate-keep self represented 
Applicants away from accessing social justice tacitly “promoted” in the law society’s study 
materials. 

(h)  Considering the success of the York soccer programs during my tenure - a moribund 
program into a national powerhouse - combined with the knowledge of AD mistakes and 
mistakes of others in regards to my poor health, how do York University justify their 
decision to hire defence counsel to defend the untenable position and then partake in 
deceitful submissions? 

Answer:

Morally, I have no explanation as to why York University decided to make this decision rather 
than fairly resolve the matter in 2012 in private.  I did no harm to anyone at the institution, rather 
I went out of my way to help many people in addition to giving my heart and soul to making the 
soccer programs national calibre.  And I did so in a dignified, professional and ethical way in 
spite of significant personal hardship.

(i). Why did the HRTO adjudicator Paul Aterman adjudicate in an unreasonable, 
discriminatory, prejudicial, unfair, unequal, bad faith way, including making a blatantly 
false statement (see further on)

Answer:

Permitting the claim to advance to a Tribunal hearing would have exposed York University who 
would have been caught out in the LIE(s) et al.

(j) Why did Justice Edwards from the Divisional Court of Ontario make the following 
statement in point three, when the evidence overwhelmingly proved I was the victim of 
discrimination at York University?  
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“Tragically, for Mr. James, with such an outstanding soccer pedigree, he succumbed to the 
vicious grip of an addiction to crack cocaine. Eventually, the depression and other physical and 
medical consequences of such an addiction resulted in Mr. James resigning from his position at 
York in December 2009.”

Answer:

Freed York University from any accountability and responsibility for discrimination; permitted 
false National Post reporting on the matter which absolved York University from any judgement 
of discrimination in the public eye; intimidated a self-represented Applicant to give in; completely 
prejudiced the discrimination claim as it moved forward through the Judicial system.  

(k) Why did Justice Gillese, against the code of conduct of judges, award costs of $1000 
to the Respondent York University in spite of both parties declaring no costs in  their 
submissions and the fact the court knew I was poverty stricken.

Answer:

To intimidate me from going any further in the judicial process.

(l) Why did the Supreme Court of Canada law branch certify my Leave to Appeal 
Application on January 6, 2016 when there was a blatant 6 capitalized word error on the 
front cover which was repeated on pages 1, 3, 7 & 9.

Answer:

Because it permitted the court to delay the process by 2 1/2 months, further harming/grinding 
down of a self-represented Applicant. In addition I had to apply for an extension of time and 
request permission to resubmit an amended application which while both were granted it gives 
an unnecessary false impression in the public eye that I was being treated fairly when the law 
branch deliberately did not correct the error when they should have. The consequential 
dismissal of the file at the SCC is buffered from scrutiny of fairness already afforded Applicant in 
the public ey…and the questions and answers could never end with the absurdity of this matter.

Additional Reading Materials (if required can be located at institutions outlined):

• Submissions to the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario re: York University:

  (i).   Original Application, Schedule and evidence and Reply to Respondent 
Counsel 

 (ii).  Request for Reconsideration and Accompanying 38 Appendices of Evidence
(iii).  Submissions to the Divisional Court of Ontario
(iv).  Submissions to the Ontario Court of Appeal
 (v).   Leave to Appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC)
(vi).  78 page Request for Reconsideration of dismissed Leave to Appeal (SCC)

• Submissions to the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario re: Mooredale Soccer Club:

(i).    Original Application and Schedule and Reply to Respondents Submissions
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(ii)   All evidence materials and correspondences from the HRTO re: change in 
Adjudicator 6 weeks prior to hearing and elimination of 95 percent of 
Applicant  witnesses
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